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PREFATORY NOTE

Thh writer is deepjy indebted to several
busy friends, each of whom has kindly
cnfcsed with expert knowledge some
section of this book in the making
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BOOK I

THE COMMONWEALTH OF GOD





CHAPTER I

GODLrNESS. GOODNESS, AND TRADITION

It is essential to Christian faith to be-
.eve that the true life of humanity, the

life of unhindered progress, is „, ^.
that Kingdom of God, divinely '^^ ofei
dynamic, whici. Jesus declared to ^on^lVo?
be at hand. This will be "the hS/t
lire that is life indeed." wiopmcnt.

There are two forms of progress possible
to any hv.ng organism-healthy growth
from immaturity, and recovery
from an ailing or diseased con- '"''""'^

f^W A 1 - . .
organisms

aition. A child makes progress '''"'''"'

from infancy to manhood
; when p™"".1

attacked by disease he may be ZT.'i
said to diverge from the straight ''r:';,;'
li'ie of progress, and must make

'""" '"'"""

his way back-from iH-health he must
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progress to health. These two forms of
progress are different in kind, but they
may proceed simultaneously. While slowly
recovering from an injury or fever, how-
ever, the child's growth toward manhood
will not be so rapid or so sound as if he
were m normal health. In the same way
a nation may increase and develop its
resources and natural character while re-
covering from a decimating war or plague
or famine, but its development will be
retarded, perhaps distorted, by the need
for recovery. A plant may shake off
blight as It gr ,ws. A man who has got
out of his way may return to the right
road at an angle which advances him some-
what on his journey. But these two sorts
of progress-that of healthy growth and
that of recovery-are distinct, though when
we talk of the evolution of humanity they
are too often confuse:, because both have
been going on together.

When we get to the condition in which
Gods will is done on earth, healthy un-
hindered progress, or growth of corporate
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as well as individual mankind, will, so
tar as we can conceive, continue

„„^^„.
as long as mankind shall last mus7r«ov''cr

But that form of progress ."ry'^hl-h
which consists in recovery from 'toXfo':^
our present corporate insanity of ;;„J;-ir„sm—that delusion which causes ""«'"•

evil to be embraced as good-must first
be accomplished. This recovery may be
swift or slow; it would appear from the
announcement of the Gospel that it ought
to be very swift-the Kingdom is within
reach if men will.

I do not think any one morally earnest
practically doubts the existence of the
avoidable evil activity of thought
and deed which we are callintr

"oeamct

tne msanity or delusion of sin." ""« """h

I once heard an eloquent address ""w"'^''

which seemed to prove beyond
"°''"'

doubt that all that moralists call " badness "

or " perversity " is but the healthy growing
pains of humanity, that men were always
in each age, as good as they could be.'
Ihe lecturer proceeded to blame with
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intense earnestness "orthodox" religious
..achers for .nculcating the opposite opinion,
and accused them of thus obstinately making
the world worse instead of better. It was
qmte evident that his theory of the sinless-
ness of humanity did not alter his practical
behef that the class of men of whom he
poke m.ght have been much better than
they were.

To-day it is difficult to formulate a
theory of s,n We are what we are because
of the ceaseless greed and battle of our
progenitors, as well as because of their
ceaseless affection and mutual aid. Butwhen scence, not satisfied with asserting
this fact confuses it with the inference thatwe could not have been other than wehave been and that we are what we ought
to be, the Christian moral instinct stub-
bornly rephes that to-day men are notwhat they ought to be, and largely because
yesterday they might have been'bJtter thanhey were. We know in practice that the
youth and immaturity of the race does not
accountforallourignoranceor cur cruelty.
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There is a natural ignorance, but there is

also ignorance clearly due to

unkindness. The cruelty is often IlZJ:i
due to ignorance, but that '"Tn;; i^J'"

ignorance, again, is often seen '"™"'"")'.

, ,
and a blind-

to be due to avoidable cruelty. ""' »"'

Our Lord's call to repentance, t""innaiur°i

and the proclamation that the
""'"'"""""'

.

Kingdom had drawn near and ought to
be won, appear to show that delay in the
process of attaining to corporate, as well
as individual, moral health is not necessary,
rather that it has been, and is, due to such
delusions as men could relinquish if they
would.

While, then, we may describe the
Christian doctrine of sin as the recognition
that the corporate mind of humanity has
embraced evil as good, and that the natural
and healthy growth of the racial mind is

retarded by wrong thinking and wrong-
doing which it ought to relinquish, it

seems also perfectly clear from the Gospel
story that our Lord believed that this

insanity of sin was to be first traced.
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and first dealt with, in the efforts of
man to right himself with God.Chri Itunity w ».. v^wu.

.iant !*'''g'°" '"v°lves the effort to

ZZZl.
^^''.""f« God and His will ; law
IS the effort to enforce that will

MindncM i,
ana 't was with the evil in these

f.ur;';4;"„.
«='''««'', both in the Jewish and
Genti;e world, that the early

^.hurch came inco sharpest collision.
In a speech which the author of the

Acts of the Apostles reports St. Paul to
Th. Goipei have made at Athens, ignorance

har,i.he.rted. °^ ^°" « true character is re-

co":;"™, ga.ded as something other than

,;XTa"e
'""°""f immaturity of thought

:

ll!^!!Z
" '^'l""-« God's mercy to over-

anj moral 'oolc it ; It rcquires repentance
on man s side to nullify it. This

view IS echoed elsewhere in the apostolic
teaching and when we go back to the
Gospel Story as the source of Christianity
we find that when our Lord strove to show
to His own people the true character of
the Father, He began by pointing out that
their traditional law was framed in "hard-
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ness of heart." Our conception of right
law and of the character of God are at
bottom one. We interpret God's nature
by our ideas of Good ; we interpret the
Good by our notion of God. Our Lord
and St. Paul, according to the passages
just referred to (Mark x. 5. Acts xvii. 30),
depict God as unchangeable, and as having
the ideal, if immature, humanity always inmmd

; and on the other hand they depict
man as failing to understand God and Good
because of hardness of heart and conse-
quent ignorance.

In Matt. V. we find a criticism of the
Jewish social laws, with in each case this
implication

: that the old law was the law
of hard hearts, and that the loving kind-
ness of the child of the Kingdom must
make a vast advance upon it.' What is
thus implied throughout this chapter is
explicitly stated in our Lord's comment
on the marriage law. The Judaic divorce
laws well illustrate His point; they show
that those who framed them must have

' See Note A.
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supposed that God regarded woman as a
chattel of man, and fcit toward an crrinjf
or displeasing wife as man felt toward her
or they would not have dared to say!
Thus sa,th the Lord," of their law. which

gave to the man the right of divorce. Our
Lords calm words, "From the beginning
It was not so." betoken the conviction of
an unchangeable attitude on God's side,
the Hebrew commandment arose from
human "hardness of heart."

This old Hebrew law took its form
'n days when man did not treat woman

ri^'n'JZ.
"' ''' '''""'^"' ^""'^ 'ike to be

law wa. of treated
: his wife could not

Lordimp"i'„ '^'vorce him. Long years of

M'r.'Z. '""f"^'! ^o'-k and suffering and

p'r<::«'f
'^"""g °'" children must, in thou-

hti::,. l""^' f insuncs, have taught
him that woman might be his

equal or superior in intelligence, and that
brute strength was not the dominant factorn family life. Why, then, did he con-
tinue to approve laws which exposed woman
to treatment that he would not have
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counted just had she meted it out to him?The Jew would have said, quite simply and
honestly.that God had ordained his nurriage
law and therefore he could not think ofwoman as other than the law made her •

our Lord says it was "hardness of heart."'
The protests made against the hardness

of th,s and various ancient laws from time
to t.me by individual Hebrew
prophets betokened and stimu- w^'a.'ni::;",
fated a growing tenderness of ';:„?:[;

heart in the finer minds of the
'''°'"'y "f

»

nation. It is not the law of''""i'o(Goi.

marriage or the position of woman, .hatwe are here in particular discussing, but
the fact that the finer Jewish minds, under
divine inspiration, were outgrowing their
legal code

; and we see from their prophetic
books that this growing tenderness of heart
kept pace with their growth in knowledge
o< Divine love. While the Jews used
poetical imagery to express their concep-
tions of God. the Greeks carved theirsn metal and stone. If we look at the
symbols and images of God, either mental

fi
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or ^aterial. used by all nations, we fi„d-Ln so far as we understand them-that
eykeeppace with the social ethic. Goodand God are treated as one. The trad.tu)nal .n,age of God, mental or mater tdisregarded or reconstructed wh^eve ^hesoca tenderness of heart and the cL-knowledge of God get aheadof it. Both epresent what the current thought of thea"has attained to, but not. our Lord tea hes

-^;.t^.u,tsofot:s^s-r-

pauuetvrtSjLrh'h •' -' ''
^nree factors which in modern

in.h. twch.ng have often been con-
tochingof r^^^ W the transcendent and
CS, ""f

^"^"' God, and His perfect

confr-„^;^^^°^'^"™anity;(^) the indi-

ct) iniJi^l'a,!'!"''
'^"'"P'-^hension and inter-

nierpreeation, precation, acceptance or reiecti'nn

ci2=^f that will ^it is i„d,^S''^.H,„ hard and ignorant or loving and
wise, who must alwavs be fh-

formulators of the kw ^ T, "'^
tne law or symbol in the

'It
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firsti„sta„ce.and,
later, .he source, fitsrevision or rejection)

; ,) the corporate
comprehension of that Hi' , .."IS

'

custom (for the individual mi,I is afti;

^1.
only the voice of the corporate minso that none, however humble, may shirkthe respons,bility of attaining to re/al andprogressive thought).

^
The faulty condition of the religious lifewhich we clearlv opp ;„ *i,

^ ""^"f*'

,.„ M ^ " "^ ancient worldcould not come to an end with „
'

the Christian era, just because ""p^-'L
the defect was not on God's side.

~
i.°'

. A'7/''" "^^ °"^ LordT^Sr
ascnbed defects ofancient religionS^S-and ethic to the hard-heartedness ""-"
and consequent ignorance of men ''-"-r
It .s plain, then, that however comnleteand final the revelation of Christrl
revelation cannot receive worthy interpret
f-n until all hardness of heart and a 1Ignorance have been done away

I have epitomised the essential causes ofour stunted development to draw attentInto certain forms of iniquity on which"

'41
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' mean the iniquities thot .,
fitted in mistake fr.. l

"^^ '=°'"-

t"cir law, condemned Tesn^ ,^ a l

Lord Himself is said t-^ i,

"*

this:''Whosoee/kn]eTh ^^^'rg"-d
that he doeth cZ T" ^'" '^''"^

aoeth Ood service." A^^aJn <; i

of G«J Lee .ke «
•'""""'•' » *e name

.'.e.^hrrL^See'""^"^"-'™-'
We have not onlv all tu^ .

•«-one..e..J„.,t.r*::dS
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with divine sanction Perho„
more vividlv th. ^ ''"' "" ^'^^

viviaiy the wrong-doinn
^h.ch this mistake produces if .r^".
^e.P>cture it in one not remote P^'^^^Penod, as the conduct of our -'.""er
own

gr«t-grandfkthers in the-^';:n"";
eighteenth rfl„» ,. an.

If
«ni( customs

the rightrouj .mrf

C/iristisn,

- century. „ the
Methodist had not been ostra-

-•-"•

"p^esS-'i^:::;:c;?rr!r

able conduct had obtati^Xtrr
th.st.me. would have been the laiftt',?!

Catholics and1^^;it:i /:;"'"' ''°'"^"

-ywithu„.i,,;T:;t -\""^'^

--otS:;o:^---,they
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transcend, tyranny. But the ideal that
t.od had in mind for them was not affected
by the,r misunderstanding. The hardness
of old tnglish law, like the hardness of
the old Hebrew law, is not to be attributed
either to God's will or to necessity. The
character of God, who conceives the ideal
humanity, has not changed, although when
our forefathers ill-treated their neighbours
they sa,d, "Thus saith the Lord," • Such
IS our Lord and his Christ," while to-
day we could not say so. They set
"P an ,mage of God which we have cast
down.

With such a record of history behind
us can we reasonably suppose that in this

ami to i,ioii,.
°"'' day our traditional morality

imt/oTc'r^^S"'^^^ accurately the things
which belong to our peace? or

that we worship the true God.?

frn^K
^"'^- °"'' ^°'^'' great Sermon

from beginning to end is a criticism of the
'deas and traditions by which the good
people of that time lived, and what startl-s
us most in examining the n,ain notions He
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criticised is tliat they belong to our own
world to-day. They were not at that time
peculiar to the Jew, but were common to
the civilisation of that day as they are
common to our modern civilisation. War-
fare, retributive justice, and the selfish
necessities of thrift, which He condemned,
are still the lamps by which our world is

lighted.

When our Lord said that instead of
fighting with our enemies we should for-
give them and do them good,
however malicious they continued jus'iicc'":v:r-

to be. He carefully explains that I:m;r„'L?,!

He IS not enunciating principles
:r,l',';['^';

that will abolish law and order •
""' *-'"''• '"

„_ 1 ^ , . , ^ ' still with us
and yet we object that if we are ">->'y-

not warlike the destruction of law and
moral tradition will result. Our Lord
says that when anger, insolence, and con-
tempt have sway in the heart, killing is

no further breach of the law of God. Let
us think of that for a moment, and then
think of the national and party indignation,
national and party acrimony, national and

C
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party contempt, that we think necessary

for the maintenance of government at

home and of prestige abroad. His criticism

of the command which confined itself to

prohibiting murder was that it was ruthless,

for true morality required the prohibition

of any wish to injure one's neighbour.

His criticism regarding their tradition of
retributive justice was similar :

" An eye for

an eye, a tooth for a tooth," was a ruthless

effort to protect the rights of every member
of a community ; but the right of every
member of a human community is to give

and receive absolute love. This, our Lord
declares, is a positive, not a mere negative,

right. Such a community can only be
established by men ready to give up all

they possess and life itself in order that

the unutterable beauty of the spirit of
positive mutual love should be lifted up.

Men are told, therefore, not to condemn,
not to contend, not to punish. Our
moralists are still convinced that any group
of persons who should teach this doctrine

would be seeking to undermine the moral
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Wehaveseenthatjustinsofarasmen
>n the past mistook their moral „m-
they mistook the chlaer

j"'^"'°"^

Ijod. We see further that thcoJ/lf
?""'"

Pract.ce of Christianity must con -'''i"™'/
s.st in following as closely as -kS'
possible the view that r,,,- r j '''"'""'

U^„. ni.
°^'^ Lord »t"pu,i a.

Jesus Chnst took of our moral
""""'•

oWigations, in order th^c „,»

"d » .h„ „d „ „„„ I, ,iJ i„
•

Eve. ,i,„„g|, „ j„ „^, ^^ |^___^ ___
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reconstruct our customs, there is one duty,

A,.t .
evident and inexorable, which the

Altnougn we
,

.lonotHt weakest may perform, and from
which the most active cannot be

how to re-

construct our

inST,:,;": "cused, and that is determinedly

'.n-\:\t^:
'° '"'"g """^ ^^""^^ customs to the

our own bar of Christ and purge our own
thot,pht,of . : T " -" F"'S>; "ur own
acquiescence "iinds from acquicsccMce in evil.

cMtom,. Every human being holds within
a well of thought and feeling

from which, whether he will or no, his
neighbours drinic. It is probable that the
influence of thought is ultra-sensible, that
we derive and give out subtle and un-
conscious influences which are the more
potent because they are unconsciously given
and received. However that be, it will be
admitted that there is no human being
without influence, and that the more the
life appears beneficent the more is it likely
to be taken as a standard by others. The
inward life, then, of the person who sets

out to be beneficent is a well of which the
world drinks, and the water springing up
within it is either pure and life-support-
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ZtL " ''°''°'"'^' ""^'"^ '^'=«^'-- «nd

Not long ago I was in a group of

uggested that some retreating
lurks were about to nnlson *u ''^"'P>"'">f

11
.

' '" PO'SOn the insanitary
wells in a region soon to be

"'"'•

occupied by one of the allied armies At

•b;e:''^"'^°^^''^'^-^-^i"o

very fr.ends, is the sin of which we are-ost.nt,mately and most constantly;;,;
hoth by our negligence and by our% al'By negLgence first, because the insani a Vcond,t.ons of our wells of thought are „:of our own making; and .y^eflwhel weoffer msamtary water to assuage the thirst

al'uZ'tld^™"^-"'^P-^'^3a country bu.ld.ng site, and told me thatone of the great advantages of this pan cu
s.te was that. i„ a country where wate wassomefmes hard to find, her site includ dTnold well which never ran dry. She showed

'•i
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me some of the water ; it was clear and
sparkling, and had a high reputation among
the neighbours. Not questioning its purity
but merely for the sake of taking more'
scientific pleasure in its quality, she sent a
sample to the public analyst, and soon
received the information that the water was
quite unfit for human consumption, the
percentage of deleterious matter in it being
extraordinarily large.

Each of us has acquired, partly by
inheritance, partly by choice, a well o'

Thcpr™i„'''°"g'^t ^"- '^-'ing- V^e live

d1™ :„'5',^- ^y "' """"
' ^^ "ff^-- it to our

character of guests
; wc press its acceptance

the Kingtlom ..^„ , ...
are the tejt

"po" Our needy neighbours. But

o°ugSo J;
'' "^e call ourselves by the name

%1ZT °^ ^^"'^ '"^ "lust submit our
inherited thoughts and feelings

to His analysis. What is most notable
and consistent in the impression that His
life and teaching made upon the world of
His day.? Was it not the promise of a
new regime in which God's will would be
done on earth, and of the baptism of
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spiritual power? Wc need this divine dis-
.iifectant-the expectation of the Kingdom
-to purify our share of the corporate
thought and feeling, and we want the power
of d.vine tender-heartedness to make this
purified life of thought and feeling pour
through us more strongly.

To sum up: although our conception
of God and His will cannot be adequate
't may, as far as it goes, be true,
or It may be false. We quite

^"""""'

naturally attribute to God a'! the good we
recognise

; and if m any particulars we are
embracing evil as good, we also attribute
ev.l to God and worship what is false
Looking back through history we see that
at every epoch much evil was embraced
as good. We see some slow moral pro-
gress ,n history, spite of this embrace of
ev. as good, but no proof at all that the
evil of each age was necessary to that age
and a factor in progress. Jesus taught that
If His own age repented of its evil customs
and mental habits, the reign of God was
within their reach! This is essential to

ii'l^
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Christian faith. Jcsus-thc outward mani-
festation of the Ktcrnal Christ-weeping
over Jerusalem is the evidence of the con!
stant wrestling „f the Creating Logos or
Love of God with free subjects in process
of maknig. We are bound, therefore, if we
would practise Christianity, to challenge our
present customs and opinions to see how
far they grieve and misrepresent God We
must not be deterred from the initial duty
of personal judgment because we fear its
results or because we cannot foresee any
corporate result from such individual judg-
ment. ' °



CHAPTER II

THE REPENTANCE DEMANOEl. I,y jEsuS

If we would amend our thoughts we must
again examine the ideal of human life which
our Lord, as a man and a Jew of
His age, saw to be practical and i^n'

"

to have survival value ; and then
'""'"'"'"")''

consider how far we are able to admit that
th.s practical teaching of His can be
followed for the highest advantage of
mankind.

Whatevi-: may believe aboutjj. / ">..n.vc aoout
rtim, we ure bound to regard Him as
having that insight into moral
values which is the pre-eminent "a'jS
characteristic of the Jewish '""''''"•

prophet. Now, every Jewish prophet,
while very human and limited by his time,

25

8

I
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exhibited his deep moral insight under three
aspects: first, in a fresh conation oAheDmne character; secondly, in a fresh con-epfon of the right attitude or poise of thehuman soul; and, thirdly, in a fresh visionof what might be expected to happen inthe future ,f humanity accepted tWs freshbehef concerning God and attained thisnew poise of soul.

What is most noticeable in the progresso he prophetic insight is a clearer'aS
clearer conception of creation as wholly

summation, as contrasted with the verydamaged condition of the existing world'Thmgs were ma bad state; man was in abad state; and the damaged condition was

'"r,To^
"°t a thing to be resigned to, or

incencc, *« ^e made the best of Evil was
condition, ^ tning to be done away with

r.o'"eJr ^l"-
Lord took up the line of

fur.h
2" ""^"'°" "'"^ P'-°duced it

further. Hunger and thirst after rightness
after wholesomeness. after what wTs ut'damaged and wholly good, is the quality
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gat shi„«...o„,H
a,, His actions and al,

We can understand this attitude of Hismore cearly perhaps, if we picture anardent Jew.sh youth of His day observing

htV°T°" ]'^^'' '"'^ ^"""''^ °f ^ Galilean

splend-d prophetic vision of what the willot God as done upon earth would be Hewou d see birds and ani.als not wantedby the farmer, caught and nailed living to
cross st.cks,n the fields; beasts of burden
.ll-treated as they laboured for men ; song-
birds wantonly slain. He would seehuman types of insanity, loathsome disease
and gaUmg i„fi,„,i,y. He would see the
splend,d pageant of world-wide power and
ordered government, centuries of armouredmen in msp.nng military march ; and hewould see the soldier in common life hardand pospero treading brutally upon
the finer sens.b.lities of better men than
himself He would hear stories of
courts that under the semblance of justicepumshed the unfortunate. He would see

'ill

I
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opulence luxurious and despotic, and
poverty servile and greedy. And through
tall he would see the good impulses inmen s hearts bringing forth good wherever
they came to fruition, lightening the
burden, turning the scaleoflife on the sideof joy rather than of sorrow, and hewould see that the impulses of greed and
anger and hatred were everywhere marring
the good and producing misery. Such ayouth contrasting the evils which he saw
w.th the splendid prophetic picture of what
the re.gn of G,d on earth must be. would
have h,s whole faith in God staked on
their abolition.

Thus we find that to our Lord existing
evils were not tolerable : an unforgiving
temper, a temper of contempt or selfish-
ness between man and man, was not to
be tolerated; the enjoyment of wealth,
matenal or spiritual, of which all men werenot freely offered a share, was not to be
tolerated

; poverty was not to be tolerated •

oppression and imprisonment were not'to be tolerated; disease was not to be
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tolerated. While man must be patiently
dealt with, no evil was to be regarded as
necessary.

Long before this the Greeks, looking
abroad upon life with child-like eyes, had
decided that disease and poverty, dishonour,
and the lack of family affection and of
social intercourse, were the evils of life.

This marks a very simple and straight-
forward standard of good and evil, and we
find it corroborated in the insight of the
Jewish prophets, although lifted into the
higher altitude of the theocratic vision.
So in the Gospels we find that our Lord
proclaimed as acceptable to God the
healing of disease, the enriching of the
poor, the release of the captive ; and a
man who would be acceptable to God
must hold his mind in an attitude of
generous respect and affection to all men.
Whoever should dishonour his brother or
judge his brother was said to be disap-
proved of God. Whoever was richer than
his brothe/s was told to share all that he
had with ihem. It was not poverty

i;ilH
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that our Lord desiderated, but rather the
Mn.emi ""elieving ofsurrounding poverty •

uZrX'' ^''^ "°f «"ff"^""g He desider-

r-^T" "''^' ''"t tl^e refusal to be at
ease whiJe others were suffering :

|t was not acquiescence in any form of
.njury whatever that He demanded, but
the refusal to oppose self-seeking to self-
seelcng. force to force, anger to anger,
scorn to scor„_a refusal which would
evolve t.nporary submission to injuryHe prock: ned the advent of an absolute
and umversai good-a good not of unclad
sp.nt but of material creation thoroughly
conformed to spirit. When He wishes
to express the great kindness and good-
ness of the Father, He speaks of the
ha.rs of the head as being numbered, of
he needs of the body as being observed
and supphed, and citizenship in the king-dom of love offered to the unthankful
andtheevd. To our Lord humanity was
a part of„atural creation, and creation was
wholly good; ev.l was unnatural; God
was wholly on the side ofhealth and sanity
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and plenty and security, and a nobler and
more strenuous civic life than the .vorld
had imagined.

Now, while we are bidden by many
scholars to believe that we cannot, even in
imagination, enter into the way in which
our Lord supposed this was to be brought
about—so remote, uc are told, was the
symbolism of that day from ours— by
others we are led to suppose that He
looked to a merely ethical process to bring
about the reign of God ; but the main
thing for us to centre our minds upon is,

that it was nothing less than this reign that
He bid men seek, and seek with a deter-
mination, a ceaseless energy, an indomit-
able purpose, so strong that it could know
no failure, could not come short of absolute
success

; and He bid men believe nothing
less than that God was at one with this
indomitable purpose to obtain a universal
and untarnished good, at once inspiring and
rewarding it. Our Lord dissociates Him-
self from any tolerance of a partial good,
a separated or exclusive advantage, an

II

$
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imperfect condition, or the conceit that the

perfection of one class of men could be

secured at the expense of another class.

Little light is given to us as to how
The our Lord thought that nature,

regeneration , i , ,

of corporate human or otherwise, had come

beTuevej" to bc damaged. What is very

'L'ndfaSau''^'"'" '^ that He knew intuitively

co«t8. that this damage was not of God,

and that man had a part to play in the

restitution. Man must repent of con-

nivance with, or resignation to, or making

the best of, evil. That splendid vision of a

perfect state which, through the long line

of Hebrew prophets, had been seen and

depicted vifith ever-growing simplicity and

home-like beauty, was what He called the

reign of God, the Kingdom.

Just here we come to the connection

between the individual salvation and the

The unique corporate salvation. It is pre-
connection in i ..i- . i • i i

Christianity
cisely this conncction which has

°''>f;';|f-made Christianity the splendid

collectivism, vehicle of the tribal, social, con-

ception of religion characteristic of the
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Semite and of all social and co-ordinating

temperaments, and also of the individual
and mystic conception of religion charac-
teristic of the Aryan and of all inward-
turning and particularising temperaments.'
The theocracy of God was also a democracy
on the human side, because the Kingdom
was to be within the heart of every man.
If the guidance and government of God
IS within the heart of every man equally, it

is obvious that the ideas of theocracy and
democracy are absolutely blended. But
what is this Kingdom within ? Does it

impel to the seeking of personal salvation,

personal union with God, irrespective of
the conditions of the world ? If we regard
our Lord's earthly life as the normal mani-
festation of one who holds the Kingdom
within, we find that its fruit was the

inauguration of a new world-order, in

which the sick were to be healed, the

lame were to walk, the captive was to be

' For : '(ly of these two currents in the N.T. see
Prof. B. V.

.
Bacon's little book, T/ie Mating of Ihe Niii-

TestamenI, especially p. 247.
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released, the blind were to see, and the

ignorant were to he enlightened. Mis-

sionary enterprise of the broadest and most

humanitarian type is the keynote of our

Lord's teaching. Even in His portrait as

drawn in the Fourth Gospel—written, as

we believe, to set forth the inward,

mystical type of religion—we have Him

represented as appealing to His missionary

deeds :
" If the deeds I do are not my

Father's deeds, do not believe me ; but

if they are, then, even if you do not

believe me, at least believe the deeds, that

you may know and see clearly that the

Father is in me."' Again, we have the

lesson of the feet-washing : " Ye ought

also to wash one another's feet." And we

have also that vision of the universality of

salvation :
" I, if I be lifted up, will draw

all men unto me." And the Spirit in-

dwelling in His followers is to convict

the world of sin and righteousness and

judgment.

Thus the Kingdom of God, when really

1 John X. 37-S. Wcyinoutirs translation.
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within men, makes for the Kingdom of
fiod manifested i,, outward conditions.
Individual Christian piety is the recogni-
tion of the mission of the individual to
the world that lies about him, and the
faith that the reign of God clothed in
human custom is within reach.

Men are told to seek first the universal
re.gn of God, that is, to seek it with all
their energy, because it includes ri. Ki,„„„.
both individual communion and .'"f'"'"

social redemption. They are to '^°mn"'n'i!,n

believe in the coming of the life rc"n,:Z.

that includes both these—to seek it till

they find, to knock at its door till it is
open, to ask for it until they receive it

casting away all that they have of im-
perfect goods in order to obtain the
perfect treasure.

In our Lord's day there seem to have
been three classes of earnest-minded Jews.
In one the tendency was to make the best
of the existing world, to come to a com-
promise with Gentile culture and Gentile
policy. Another class resigned themselves
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passively to evil, expecting a Divine de-

liverance. And yet another thought to

co-operate with God by taking arms against

their oppressors. Upon all these alike our

Lord urges repentance. It is neither by

compromise with evil, nor in passively

suffering evil, nor by opposing force to

evil, that men can expect good. It is by

faith in God as the bestower of
ummary.

^^j goQ^ and good Only, and by

unswerving co-operation with this divine

outflow of good to an evil world. This

is the repentance and faith He looked for ;

and He was then disappointed.



CHAPTKR III

THE DIVINE METHOD

We must interpret the allegory of the
Temptation, and the portrait of the
Christian man sketched in the Beatitudes,
m the light of the connection just pointed
out between the inward and outward life
of the Kingdom, in the light of our Lord's
mdomitable purpose to seek the condition
of earth in which God can again look upon
all creation and see it " very good."

From the story of the Temptation we
gather that Jesus was at first

uncertain, when realising His call HiZZ";
to the Messiahship, as to the co":;;::.".;,

method by which He should
„',?;'„';;"„;^L

inaugurate the universal King- '''"'?'«'<'"

dom. Would He not naturally consider the

37
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three ways of obtaining power over men

common at that day ?

(a) There was a method of gaining

control of the world which might 'v culled

the method of largess—the bestowing of

unlimited and unearned food on idle multi-

tudes. This was a way of obtaining popu-

larity used tinv and again by Eastern

despots and Roman potentates. Nothing

so stirs 1. compassion of a healthy and

well-reg..lated mind as the thought of men

and women prowling hungry, unable to

obtain the very means of life. This

thought of giving food to the hungry was

evidently one of the constant ideas in our

Lord's mind. He identifies Himself com-

pletely with the starving : "Then shall

the Son of Man say, 1 was hungry and ye

gave Me meat ... 1 was hungry and ye

gave Me no meat." He is represented as

unable to send away a hungry multitude

lest they should faint by the way. He
constantly urges the duty of giving to the

needy : the young ruler was to give all

that he had to the poor; Dives is con-
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detuned for no other crime than enjoying
wealth that he did not adequately share.

And yet in the first temptation wc see

Jesus regarding Himself as the typical man
and realisi.ig that to win the heart of the

world by using the power to make un-
limited bread to satisfy human hunger was
antagonistic to God's purpose. In our
Lord's later teaching God is represented as

making His sun to shine and His rain to fill

alike upon the evil and the good, as creat-

ing that marvellous power in a grain of corn

to multiply itself into bread ; and it is by
this provision and word of God—that is,

by the natural method, in itself wholly good
—that man must arriveat the material things

of life if he would also have his moral being

educated and undefiled. The importance
of this divine method of food-production,

and the cducativxv.iliie of human husbandry,

are ideas which run through all our Lord's
teaching concerning the attainment of both
material and spiritual goods. Thus, the

making of stones into bread was rejected by
Jesus as a method of conquering the ,vorld.
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(/>) One idea of the coming Messiah

was that He should become the Master of

the military kingdoms of the world by

using the method of those kingdoms. The
salient method of conquest and govern-

ment in His day, as in ours, was physical

force, in itsslf a crude method both of con-

quering and governing men. It was a

method not only physically intrusive, but

morally cruel, stirring up everywhere

anger, wrath, malice, fear.and evil-speaking.

It was a method not only cruel, but also

in itself inefficacious, because the spirit of

warfare and retaliation and vengeance is

infectious, and the weaker, if only governed

by force, will but bide their time to use

the same methods in revolt. A conquered

nation, if ruled by force, will, as soon as

it is stronger, conquer its conqueror ; the

criminal class, hunted by jailers and execu-

tioners, will, the moment they have the

chance, execute and imprison their judges.

The tyrannous temper is infectious ; its

infective power is cumulative ; to our

Lord's unutterable love for men this
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method was repugnant, it was a method
which had grown up in the damaged con-
dition of things and belonged to the spirit
of a damaged world, and He absolutely
rejected it. He did not reject the end for
which It is used—the conquest of the world
and the moral government of its lapsed
masses

;
but true kingship could only be

attained by working with God, and thus
the power of the sword and the power of
the dungeon were symbolised as Satan-
worship. The conception that compulsion,
or intrusion on personal liberty, is evil
runs through all our Lord's teaching.

(<:) There was another method of bring-
ng about the Messianic Kingdom, it was
that of urgent prayer that the order of
nature God had established should be
broken up.' This prayer seems to have
been accompanied by ascetic practices which
attest Its impatient insistence. It arose
from despair of the power of all natural
agencies to bring about good. Hope was
transformed into a determination that God

' ^<est of,he HimricalJ,!u,, A. Schweitzer, p. jjj.
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should intrude His supernatural good upon

humanity by a dramatic miracle. Such

crude eschatological hope implied that God's

present plan of creation had failed. We
cannot ignore this in any wistful examina-

tion of the symbolism of the Temptation.

The Israelites at Massah and Meribah are

pictured as feeling analogous despair in

their physical thirst, chiding and complain-

ing in their demand for miraculous water.'

To pander to the condition of mind which

refuses to trust God unless nature is to be

broken into by miracle, seems to have

been the temptation here symbolised. To
reject nature in favour of an imaginary

super-nature seems to be the last infirmity

of spiritually-minded men. Our Lord's

great love to God and man made Him
love and trust created nature. Consonance

with nature's intention and working is

one continuous thread in the web of His

sayings. He would not tempt God by

the demand for a sign, even though the

demand grew out of a thirst for righteous-

* £xD<l. xvii. 1-7 i
Num. xx. 1-13 ; Dcul. vi. 16.
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less as real as the physical thirst of the
wilderness.

Having rejected all these methods, what
Ime of action did He decide this indomit-
able search for the Kingdom was to take?
Let us go to His own teaching for an
answer to this question.

The Sermon on the Mount may be
supposed to be, in the main, a compendium
of our Lord's teaching. It is possible that
He Himself constantly repeated the staple
of His teaching in order that the incisive
sayings might sink deep into the minds
of the hearers, and varied the order of
the sayings and their number according to
the needs of each congregation.

The idea underlying all the Sermon
seems to be that God is good and all

creation is good as far as it c.o.r,..u

follows God s intention ; that man 8°°''- '"'' ""

J ,
gooil is of

IS good as long as he will obey Go,i.

the naturally good impulses of his heart,
enlarging such impulses as he naturally
feels toward his own children and friends
to embrace the universal brotherhood.

m
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In our Lord's imagery, the reigii of

God equals all blessings. To be blessed is

to attain, or to be attaining, the Kingdom.

It is probable that Matthew's order of

the Beatitudes is one in which they were

frequently given—a description

in the of the ideal Kingdom eeker.
Beatitudes. . . i i iMen were on the right track,

they were at one with God's purpose,

blessed, and in a sure way to success, when

they were teachable in spirit, in cheerful

control of their own spirits, broken-hearted

because of the imperfection of things as

they are, insatiable in their desire for social

righteousness, full of fellow-feeling, simple

and undivided in purpose, always ready to

allay the indignation of their brothers,

happy in enduring the anger of their

fellows when brought upon them by the

pursuance of their purpose in the temper

indicated.

Further analysis will, I think, show us

that this description of the Kingdom-seeker

embodies w h;it we call common sense as well

as heavenly wisdom.
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How does the intelligent man naturally
act in relation to lower nature if he wishes
to be blessed in that relation ?

In the first place, he is teachable. He
watches the signs of the weather to learn
when to sow his field, when to

shelter his flock, when and how ^n'.™
to perform ail the operations of .e^^It^L.
agriculture

; how best to obtain '"'"'"'^ '"'' ""

nsn rrom the sea, to navigate the ""'' "">mon
. , , . sense.

ocean with his cargoes and the

desert with his caravans. He is patient
to discover the habits of nature and to get
control of wind, water, and electricity.

These must be studied before they can be
used. To learn from experience is to be
teachable, is to be poor in spirit. The
man who is arrogant towards nature accom-
plishes nothing. We cannot too often be
reminded that our Lord regarded humanity
as part of nature—part of that which God,
by the insight of the prophet, had been
seen to pronounce good— self- damaged
now, but still part and parcel of God's
creation, to be dealt with according to
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those methods which experience should

prove effectual, to be watched, studied,

co-operated with. Tiie mar. who was

arrogant toward his fellow-men would not

succeed in the search for the Kingdom ; it

was the teachable, or poor in spirit, whom
He saw to be blessed in this matter.

Being ready to learn how to make

things right, what is the next temptation

that assails the observer—the man who

is satisfied 'hat nature at bottom is good,

and is ready to co-operate with her ? Un-
doubtedly it is contentment—the desire to

make the best of things as they are, the

belief that what is at bottom so good will

inevitably work out the best result, whether

man accepts or rejects evil. Such a frame

of mind could be no instrument of the

divine purpose ; it is that passion for

good which produces an inconsolable sense

of misery at the damaged and
He must not -^

,
. ,

°
toierati' evils, wrong Condition of things that

but must , . • 1 /^ 1 4
always mourn alone IS at One with (jod. As
over them. i ! j LI

a child weeps over a broken

toy and will not be satisfied until it is
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mended; as a gardcnergroans over a blighted
blossom, and will not rest until he has
produced the perfect flower and the perfect
fruit

;
as a mother agonizes at the bedside

of a sick child
; as a monarch feels anguish

at the sight of his routed armies—so men
must mourn if they are to be blessed of
God in the search for the Kingdom.

What, then, is the temptation natural to
the man thoroughly aroused to a perception
of the sin and misery of the world ? Is
It not impatience ? Is it not anger that
any time process should intervene between
the wrong and the righting of the wrong ?

In considering what our Lord meant by
meekness, we have to bear in „

1 , _ _ He must
mind that He chose His chief """"
friends, chose those whom He'pw"™for°V
thought best fitted to be fishers of men
and to carry on the spread of His doctrine
concerning the Kingdom, from the most
arduous and perilous calling that was open
to His neighbours in Galilee. They had
been successful fishermen in waters subject
to sudden squalls and dangerous currents

;

ll
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they had pursued their calling in boats

that we should consider mere cockle-shells.

It is this sort of experience that teaches a

man that poise of spirit in which he can

pursue his determined purpose while exer-

cising immense patience in the face, not

only of times of long discouragement, but

of the sudden and furious opposition of the

elements. We know that a fisherman v .10

became angry when the wind buffeted,

who raged at the apparently demoniacal

fury of the tempest, who lost his temper

with the icy chill of winter, and spent his

strength cursing the almost intolerable heat

of the summer day, would not, as a matter

of fact, be a successful fisherman. We
may not at first glance see the connection

between a dignified poise of spirit and the

achievement of the fisherman's end ; it

probably lies in the value of reserve

strength and a mind undistracted by

futile passions

—

i.e. in spiritual economy ;

but in any case it is there. ITi who would

deal with nature and achieve his ends must,

as modern science has well taught us, not
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only be willing to Icarn from nature by
«r^nence. not only refuse to be satisfiedw. h he present .mperfect control ofnatural forces, but must in t,;.
niiPf^ku .

• "'* uncon-
querable, persevenng determination tod. cover the secret of control and use
that secret for human ends, exercise infinite
pat-ence as well as infinite courage. Wehave lately had our minds fiL with
thoughts of the privations suffered by an
Antarctic expedition. Its failure is attri-buted-m words free from any trace of
complamt, written by the leader just before
h.s own tragic end-chiefly to continued
bad weather. Nothing seems to the way-
far.ng man so futile, so enraging, as acontmuous bad wind; yet the^holecmhsed world recognises that the for eofsp,nt required in the worthy or success-
ful adventurer does not admit of anger atthe opposition of nature. A retaliative orpunmve attitude towards nature is notonly futile, it is not only the root of allursmg, but it saps, in the well-spring of
the md.v,duai life, those forces that make

E
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for success. Such a spirit often marks

the weak or ineffiective man even in his

relation to inanimate nature ; toward

animate nature it becomes cruelty. Any
such vindictive temper is not the scientific

temper ; it is not the temper that marks

moral progress. It is by indomitable

meekness of temper that men shall inherit

the earth, because meekness is the great

law of individual and social economy.

Meekness is only possible, in its perfec-

tion, to the most virile and kingly minds.

It is the wise, adult determination of

spiritual expenditure, as contrasted with

childishly futile and wasteful methods of

such expenditure. It is domination of

individual and corporate social forces in

contrast to resignation to individual and

corporate anti- social passions. It is the

great principle of wise economy in the

effort to control nature, and especially

human nature. He who can substitute in

himself reason for wrath ultimately sub-

stitutes reason for wrath in his fellows, and

gains an ascendency stronger than any

1;
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other form of human ascendency. It i,only the meek who. in the nature of thLcan inherit the earth. ^ '

But, again, to those who set out upon

auseof!;'^^;;':.>"''''--"«-oIable

the h, n
^-^'f-damagcd condition ofhehun,nrace. who possess that noise of-ul wh,ch .s the true economy of spi i ualforce, returns the temptation to be sa fiedw.th too little. Just as being Ji,] f

resT "'"" '"'^ '° '"""^ - -dy
patient hT ^°"'^'"P''"-». ^o being

nturei I

'°"S-"'^ering with huma^nature HKlmes us to be too willing to bereconciled to human faults Th/

th-rn^r the highest virtue^ of citifnship'
Righteousness" (A«„,„,^,,) ^^/soca virtue. It means that uprighrdealng between man and man upon ,wh.ch all civic virtue is based

'''.'•-;-

Without appropriate civic con- ^::::^::.
d.tions It is impossible; hence it is folly to^Peak of the ethic of the Gospel as being
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a merely individual righteousness. And
this righteousness is conformity to a

standard identical with nothing less than

our conception of the highest good, which

is God's will. It would appear that Jesus

was in the habit of usinr in His public

teaching, some such ph' -e as, "Be ye

perfect as your father in heaven is perfect,"

as the standard of all the virtues, individual

and social. To be satisfied, then, with

nothing less than perfect uprightness in

social dealing is essential to being at one

with the power of God and seeking the

Kingdom.

Ah, but how easy, then, to be censori-

ous ! No one is more apt to be censorious

than he whose heart is set upon social

H,.„,>„.no, "P"g'''"^5«-. -'^"'1 here, again,

Sc ccniorioiii, is the balancing virtue. To be in
but in har- , .

mony with harmony with God m this deter-

mination to realise the Kingdom
it is necessary to be in harmony with that

divine quality that we call mercy.

Having been given Jesus Christ's vision

of God, Christians would seem very greatly
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to wrong their God when they entreat n.ercy

th« He could be other than merciful.Ood IS „,ercy. To appeal to Hm, is to
appeal to the very source and fount of
every thought we have of mercy ; and ,r
-s only by great and ever cumulative increase
of human mercy that man can work ,„
harmony with God- blest of God and
therefore successfully-for the Kingdom,
that K.ngdom „, which alone mercy shall
become an unvarying attribute of humanity
and cover the earth as the waters cover the
sea.

Peace-n,aking has a very necessary con-
nection w.th mercy. There are two great
sources of enmity between men ; the^nes the prmi.fve and natural anger of the
se fish man. the other is the morf advanced
.nd,gnafon born of a little unselfishness-
nger at .hat „,isleads the ignorant, anger

at what causes the suffering of the weak
anger at the despoiling of the just. When'
ourne,ghbours are injured by storms o
earthquakes or conflagration, we no longer

'f :i
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try to exorcise the evil in the elements by

angry incantations. But when our fellow-

men, following their own self-damaged

natures, do evil to our neighbours, we are

still childish in our idea that rage and war-

fare are God's method of righting the

wrong. All the worst wars have been

wars of rig.'iteous indignation fought in

God's name.

What is the chief office of a peace-

maker ? To find out causes of misunder-

standing ami remove them ; to find out

causes of lack of sympathy and remove

them ; to impress upon men t'nat if what

He mu)t seek appears to them tnc wrong-doing

'pj'slion "'r
"'^ '"'=' '* actual and obstinate, the

indignjtion. jngj-r of oHc mail cannot be the

remedy for the obstinacy of another ; that

warfare against the sinner will not put an end

to his sin ; and that it is futile to attempt the

vindication of tlie oppressed iiy anv method

that if.creascs the sum of the world's suffer-

ing and s-n r:ither than liiminishes it.

Obviously ile who said that peace-makers

were Dar ixccllcncc of the very nature of

n
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God—children of the very nature of the
father—could not have thought that war-
fare was a method of decreasing the sum of
the world's sin and suffering. It is also of
the office of the peace-maker to persuade
the indignant that the universe is so ordered
that wrong-doing is not only its own worst
punishment, entailing with absolute certainty

worse consequences for the sinner than any
man can inflict upon him, but that the
universe is so ordered that God must suffer

with the sinner all evil that befalls him on
account of his sin, and for that reason it is

profanity to think it right to hasten or
increase that punishment.

All this method of working for the
spread of the Kingdom is not a method of
the world ; and for that reason

those who thus work will neces- theTortMt'

sarily endure conrumely and ' wT/Jok
''"

injury from the world—angered '"'"'"''""

against what must always appear to it at

variance with Its conception of the laws cf
nature and of (iod. Persecution iloes not
come from those who are not keen for law
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and custom and creed ; it comes always

from those convinced that their customs,

law, and creed are right and ought not to

be violated. Persecution comes only upon
men intent on a reform. Even when the

reform is in truth reactionary it is still an

efFort to reform what is ; and all such

effort is, surely, taken up into the great

purpose of God and used to bring about

His universal dominion, in sharing which

the persecuted reformer will realise the

blessing which has always been his. It

seems to be a law of humanity that it is

not possible even for Divine Love to reform

men without arousing in them a persecut-

ing spirit.

It would appear, then, that our Lord
believed He could achieve the speedy

coming of the Kingdom if He could evolce

in a sufficient number of men the realisa-

tion of what was truly good or blessing

and the determination to bring about the

reign of Good by practising this rule of

life prescribed by Him.

In this and the preceding chapter I
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have tried to show that the repentance to
which our Lord called men was far from
being an individual and fatalistic resignation
to evil as the will of God ; and that the
faith that He tried to evoke in them was
that nature was fundamentally good, and
would be restored to complete goodness if
there was a corporate repentance from all

acquiescence in evil.



CHAPTER IV

THE REGULATIVE VIRTUE

In order to realise the extent of the

corporate acquiescence in evil which to-day

we all share, I would urge three initial

considerations :

I. The necessity for a supreme and

regulative virtue.

II. That insight into the nature of good

is as necessary as good intention.

III. That such insight only comes

through the regulative virtue of

loving-kindness.

I. If we reflect upon the historic crimes

against humanity, and the his-
Miiiiy virtiifs ^
arc feqiiire.i toric niovemeiits that have re-

siippuri .11 tarded the advance of freedom

and order, we shall see that to

carry them out required certain virtues, and

58
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that in carrying them out men must have
been strengthened in these virtues. Con-
sider what class of virtues are consonant
with, and- as a matter of history have been
exercised in, bad activities. They are,

courage, sincerity, loy.iIty, esprit de corps,'

obedience, self-denial, temperance, and that
amount of kind-heartedness that makes a
man benevolent to those who do not con-
tradict him. .All these are required in

every unjust war, in every form of political

oppression, in religious perse: ;rion, in

corporate commercial crimes. No cause
is strong that is backed only bv those who
break the law of right they themselves
recognise.

And these virtues are necessary alike to
any strong corporate action and to any
individual who by his character would
exercise power. By such virtues men
make themselves potent instruments either
of good or evil, and in either case they
remain in themselves virtues

; for it is

a nobler thing to be a good instrument
than an indifferent or a poor one. Hut

%\

m
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these virtues, though they make a strong

character, do not of themselves make a

good one ; they need a supreme virtue to

regulate them if the character possessing

them is to be called good. It is clear from

our Lord's parables that He admired all

these virtues, but He did not exalt them

as we do. A nominal Christian to-day

may have all these virtues and yet have a

very false conception of God and His
Christ, conceiving Him as a tyrant and

oppressor, or as crafty, laying traps for

men by offering a way of salvation that

„
,

is not obvious to the common
must consist conscience even when awakened,

in what
makes a man or as supcr-imposing a surface

gno.i 'inst*^u- goodness. And both his own

"i'nsTrunient"
character and the ideals for which

of gou.i. he works will reflect a man's con-

ception of God. We do not sufficiently

recognise that many virtues combined do
not make goodness. If the worst deeds

the world has yet seen have been done by

characters which we to-day, with our

Christian education, are still apt to call
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"good," it is clear that we have an
inadequate notion of goodness.

Consider this quotation from a dis-

passionate onlooker :
" Probably through-

out history the worst things ever done in

the world on a large scale by decent
people have been done in the name of
religion, and I do not think that has
entirely ceased to be true at the present
day. All the Middle Ages held the
strange, and, to our judgment, the
obviously insane, belief that the normal
result of religious error was eternal
punishment. And yet by the crimes to
which that false belief led them they
almost proved the truth of something very
like it. The record of early Christian
and mediaeval persecutions which were the
direct result of that one confident religious

error comes curiously near to one's
conception of the wickedness of the
damned." '

We are not yet Christ-like enough to

' Prol, GilliiTl Murray, Fo:„- S/agfs of Gr,;!. Rf/,frio„,
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say that Christian persecutors were not good
men—some of us think they were very

holy men—but if our notion of admir-

able character does not include some-

thing which not only male,; a man a

good instrument, but ffakas him an

instrument of good pui rase only, it

falls short of what is required for the

world's salvation ; and we Christians ought

to ask ourselves whether it does not fall

short of what is required for the practice

of anything that may rightly be called

Christianity, or for the formation of

Christian character.

II. Again, the Christian religion teaches

that our Lord was the only human being

who ever gave God perfect obedience ; and

we very often hear this interpreted to

mean that our Lord's greatest characteristic

was His willingness to do whatever He
thought right and nothing that He thought

wrong. Indeed, it is often implied that

no other human being ever acts, even for a

short time, in entire and absolute loyalty to

the accepted will of God. For example, I
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have read thetreatises upon the problem of
prayer wherein it was clearly intimated that

whenever, even for a short time, the human
will was entirely surrendered to what was
recognised as God's will, the prayers of
such a person would have an efficacy

unknown at any other time, and the whole
power of God would, as it were, flow
through him in religious work—statements
which clearly imply that loyal obedience to

God's accepted will is exceedingly rare.

There is from the common sense of the
world a very natural protest against such
teaching as artificial. Althoui/h

there can be no question at all uniH»e

that the ordinary man has many c^"L
a battle, and sometimes a pro- ,^;"t',^Z,

longer] battle, to bring his action "'". ',''"" '"

liKo uccord with his conscience, Go'''»"iii.

it is also true that humanity knows many
enthusiasms, many heroisms, many passion-
ate affections, which for shorter or longer
intervals unify a man's whole being and
inspire him with an unswerving loyalty to

many a purpose that he believes to have
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the divine sanction. We may believe that

the ideal Human Character must have

differed from other men in having been in

this respect perfect where other men have

only partially succeeded ; but to speak as

if loyalty and obedience and self-denial

were never perfect in other men is to miss

the mark. The mother to her offspring,

the savage to his tribe, the Roman citizen

to Rome, the Pharisee to his nation, the

early soldier of the Crescent to Mahomet,
the Jesuit to the superiors of his order, the

modern stockbroker to the Trust that

employs him, have been undoubtedly loyal

with an undivided loyalty that death itself

did not dismay. All these have ofl^ered,

often for long periods, undivided allegiance,

with no introspective waverings, to what

stood to them for Good or God. The
main difference between such loyal or

enthusiastic men and Jesus Christ lay in

the difference between His insight into

God's will and theirs.

III. I think it will be found that the

key to the difl^erence between our Lord's

U '
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insight into the will of God ami all pre-
vious coiiceptioMs of Divine law „ ,

. , ill* [iiving-

is just the tenderness of heart !""'""».".
.I . ,

' Hmii ilii,

the constant impulse to loving- ''»'•(>»

kindness, which is so obviously the basis

of His thought and action.

As Jesus grew up and lived in Galilee
He saw life around Him ; He heard—for
the country was a highway of travel-
something of what was going on in the
world at large; He heard of wars and
rumours of wars, conquests of the sword
that had been and yet might be. He saw,
and came in contact with, law and govern-
ment

; and He saw how men dealt with
one another about property, and how they
lived together in social relation ; and it is

astonishing how much the few words we
have of His show what He in in.

thought of it all. There was a "lti"::f
great deal that was good, and all

'

that He speaks of as good "'

may be summed up in the f'

phrase, the tender heart. The gomi^'l.

father who gives good gifts to his children is

f

I
px.illH n;Ltiir;iI

i trustliil-

...•ts as tlie

the f"ii'i»lation
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!

!
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represented as the average father, and is yet

elevated into the type of God. The little

child that clings and joyfully trusts—the

ordinary, average child—is elevated into

the type of the enlightened soul. There is

the kindliness of friendship that will not

deny a neighbour's request, a friendship

which every ordinary man is said to possess,

which is used as the type of the friendliness

of God. There is the free, unmerited

mercy of judge or creditor or taskmaster,

held up as the type of the generosity of God.

So that we have the natural kindliness and

trustfulness of human nature exhibited,

not only as good, but as the only founda-

tion of goodness, the essential of entrance

into the Kingdom, the only garment in

which the soul may remain in the Kingdom.

He spoke to all men everywhere as though

they all had within themselves the direct

heart-knowledge of love and neighbourli-

ness and mercy which united to form the

standard of value to which He always

appealed. It could only have been kindly

and loving men whom He could have in-
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structed concerning the Father in heaven
who numbered the very hairs of the head
who suffered in the death of every sparrow'
who cared for the ravens and clothed the
lilies

;
men who had it not in them to

appreciate the Divine character could never
have received and handed on this instruc-
tion. It was to the heart-knowledge of
such men He appealed.

The distinction between goodness and
badness of heart as equivalent to tenderness
or hardness is so instinctive, Di«i„.,i„„
so simple, so common, that v,. ^^^T^L
overlook it.' To us it seems a >"" ''""-1=

weed, to be prized only when in.ii'nc'livc.

improved and rendered less hardy by much
cultivation. Yet the little child and the
simplest savage call tender-heartedness
good and hardness bad. Severity, crueltv
and oppression are to the simplest intelli-
gence all bad

; kindliness and loving conduct
all good. The mother to her nursling has
a good or tender heart ; the same mother
to any one who would injure her nursling a

Malt. V. 43.+8.
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bad or hard heart. The warrior has a

kind or good heart to his tribe, a hard or

bad heart to the enemies of his tribe. In

this sense no one will deny that humanity

clearly distinguishes tenderness and hard-

ness of heart ; but there has never been

an organised community where this distinc-

tion has been held to coincide with the

distinction between right and wrong, though

our Lord insists that it is so. In the sense

indicated above, badness of heart to the

enemy and the injurious has been every-

where held to be as desirable as goodness

of heart to the friendly and the innocent.

Good-heartedness, when not strictly limited,

is inconvenient to every community man
has yet organised ; it has often been re-

garded as a vice, always as a source of

blindness. At our highest point of civilisa-

tion we have regarded tender-heartedness

as the purest virtue only when cultivated

by, and under regulation of, reason. We
have never regarded it as a source of divine

light, and set reason to worship it.

The cause of this is clear. From ex-
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amination of the world as it is, it is rational
to conclude that the person, or Wr,i„no,

the community, that followed h™X«
the promptings of tender-hearted- "i"'''i">' '<>

,1 . g'KKlnt'SS

ness, totally ignormg the prompt- '""""^ *'
• ru J 1 I

think it couIJ
ings ot nard-heartedness, would be not .ucc«,i

swept from the face of the earth. ''oi'rL™!"'

The only consideration that could bt'thnlg'uu-

make all passive and activeantaeo- ''" ™'"
& tiecessnry to

nisms appear iniquitous would 8'""''.""'"'

be the belief that there was some
'"""'

Power— transcendent, immanent—behind
the power of human tenderness, a Power
that was able through that instrument to
subdue the world to itself. Now, that
seems to have been, if we could receive it,

exactly what our Lord believed and taught.'

It is unquestionably true that in the
world as it is, neither man, woman,
nor child can follow the prompt- 1?^,S;;;
ings of the tender heart to the """"'

1 .
" prevail till

exclusion of the hard heart °"' p"^""'

without suffering the loss of of'ti>!n,Tht

material advantage. Let the little

"' ''""°'""''

boy or girl, even in the shelter of our
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best primary school, try it, and we know
the result. Let the house-mother in her

cottage try it ; if she does not limit the

service she might give to her sick neigh-

bour, her own house is not clean ; if she

doesnot limit her gifts tothestarvingorphan,

she cannot lay by for her own children.

And how true this is for the bread-winner

of the household we all know. What is

true for individuals is also true for any

class in the community. The Church does

not allow her property to be encroached

upon without showing the spirit of war-

fare ; if she did she would lose it, and ;he

present Church prefers warfare to loss.

The nation among other nations will strike

back, no matter how terrible the results

for humanity. In the world as it is, the

loss of all material welfare and life itself

may always, and often must be, the first

result of tender-heartedness in which there

is no variableness or shadow of turning :

but that was just what Jesus foretold.

Before the life of love can flourish in a

sensible and material way, this world of
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our present social systems, and the lust

thereof, and its conception of God, must
pass away, and a new earth and a new con-
ception of God must come in its stead

;

and this can only be done by the power of
God. This is part of the Christian faith.

If we believe that love in the simple and
primitive sense, and in every higher de-
velopment, is the fulfilling of the law, we
are bound to believe in the catastrophe

which is called "the end of this world-
order," whatever be its time or its method.
It was this belief in the destruction of evil

institutions thpt made early Christianity so
fearless and so practical.

We shrink from this belief. Yet I

think we dare no longer reject the truth

that goodness depends, not on the number
and strength of other virtues, but upon the

regulative insight of loving-kindness
;

because it is only by grasping this essential

conception of the Christian ethic that we
may avoid in the future that compromise
with moral evil that has blighted and
deadened our past.

h IS I

i'}

SI:-
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CHAPTER V

THE CHRISTIAN REVELATION

We all recognise—have always recognised

—that our Lord's vision of God's character

The Church showcd God as more merciful,

f'rmMy' "lorc loving, than men had

"'"''trl formerly dared to suppose. Butthat G<

lovr

Jcsii3 madi

this npfiear

wherein was the God and Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ thus more merci-

ful and more loving ? " Like as a father

pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth

them that reverence Him "
;

that had long been a truism
;

th"n"?t bc'Lc- but Jesus said that God pitied

.rhLT'tht those who did not reverence

t°tt tiSi
^'"''- According to Him, God
is kind to the unthankful and

the evil ; and this impartial kindness to

good and evil men is the Divine attribute

72
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held up for human imitation when men are
bidden to show love to enemies, kindness
to the unkind, and trustful confidence that
God will bless wrong-doers even when we
seem able to do them little good.

What, then, is the limit of God's
patience with wrong -doers? At what
point does He cease to be kind to evil
men and miserably destroy them— hurl
them into Gehenna or pour down fire and
brimstone upon their cities ?

We have been trained to believe that
our Lord's use of such phrases

r,,, „. re..,;„

shows that, although God is readv '"''"' '" '

to forgive for a time, there conies "'0'"i-

an hour when His wrath, always latent,

becomes active.

If that be true, perfect love could never
cast out fear. The man who strives to
love God perfectly can never be „.

„^,,^ ,

unconcerned for his fellows ; and '""«.'

only an unconcerned and selfish h.rm''i''j;,y i,

ni.^n could fail to fear so terrible ^"n!';'.'; ^f

a calamity to an/ of his fellow-
""'""'"""•

beings as that they should become the

m

hr

in Ot>,l

islit-
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objects of Divine wrath. The first tradi-

tions of this Divine wrath come to us from

far centuries when the burden was less

overpowering because men believed in a

God of partial power—one among many

powers— whose watchfulness might be

evaded. In our Lord's day the universe,

though it was not so large as ours, still

was vast ; and the omnipotent Power that

ruled it, who watched every sparrow and

counted the hairs of every head, was a

Being the risk of whose wrath would he

too terrible to contemplate with intelligence.

To-day, when we think of the Power,

omnipotent and omnipresent, that sustains

and guides the vast universe we now know,

and conceive that Power as '.urning with

wrath toward any of us, excluding us

from His presence and care and bli ssing,

we are right in judging that it is only our

callousness and lack of imaginative power

that calms our terror.

If we go back to our Lord's serene

confidence in the kindness of the Father

we shall find that this conception of Divine
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wrath latent toward the unrept iteiit is

not compatible with it. Consider
the scene with the little children.

".'I'.X'n';;'

"Then He took them in His """I'lirt'-i
" vnni- luvc- to

arms and blessed them lovingly, '" "i™. ""i

on-, by one."' Remember that
'"""'""'

He did not save souls by mngic, nor take
their freedom from them- -the freedom of
man to do good or evil is his most insistent,

all-underlying doctrine. Now, if each of
these children was liable to incur the wrath
of God and His destructive punishments,
Jesus could have had no glad serenity in

His heart when He caressed them. And
the same applies to all the su.-ging crowds
of humanity about Him, whom He lo'ed
as a father loves sons and daughters,
whom He loved as no other n.an has
loved.

Again, the history of oi,r human
theories of punishment shows that the
conscience of Christendom has gradually
turned from the belief that , jnishment
ought to be wrathful to the conviction

Mark ::. 13, Wcymoulh's translation, ami sm note.
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that it is only justifiable on the ground
that it is good for the sinner. Mr.

The Moberley, in his very able

ch'i»7n"m summary of the ethics of punish-

fi!™ wMh ""="',' fi"ds that it has only a

a. » virtu,-, low moral value ; that is, taken
anil human .

punishment in Connection with other moral

co'nii'ere'i influences it is in many cases

inly when ''<^1"'''ed to Start the Criminal on
purgative, ^hg upward path, but without

other moral influences it can only suggest,

not accomplish, reformation. "The true

object of punishment," he says, " so far as

the person punished is concerned, is to

awaken in him such a realisation of the

true meaning of his wrong-doing as may
induce him to repudiate it and to change

his ways." But, long ago, vindictive or

wrathful punishment was considered the

supreme moral agency. Thus, in the

history of human ideas we see a tendency

of thought which we believe to be in the

right direction : has it arrived at the goal

of final truth on this matter ? Must we

' FounJathns, "Essay on the Atonement," p. ^95,
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not look for clearer truth where this line
of tendency points?

Again, we may observe a steady march
of thought, away from the fatalism which
regards material evils as blessings

^^.^

ill disguise, toward the reforming ""'iy "'vTn;.-

purposcfulness which regard^- '."r,''';i

them as obstructions to (iod's OlZ^l
will, mountains which are to be'
laid low, and ravines which have
to be filled up, to make straight the way
of the Divine righteousness. Here is

another tendency which we believe to be
in the right direction ; let us ask if it too
has reached the final goal of truth.

If we see Christian thought tending in
one direction through many cen-
turies, are we not bound to be- Tdi'Zr
lieve that the spirit of Christ, r:';;:',',;,;'

which upholds and inspires His
',°°tiuT

servants even in spite of their ^•''"}"'"

opposition and foolishness is ""wliiduhJ"

telling us to look in that direc- ^'.h:f.:,r"'

tion for the clearer realisation
'""""'•

of His truth.' Is it not a true estimate

IK ;h
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and right use of authority which leads us

to looic for truth in the direction in which

a progressive revelation is pointing ?

If, then, a suspicion has entered our

minds as to the validity of all this belief

in the desirable nature of moral wrath and

its supreme educative value, let us ask

ourselves again what was the new thing

—

Lft us a«k what was the main thing

—

was'ti'ie^iew f^at our Lord taught us about

'r1f°" t the great
Cjoil brought D
by our Lord ?

] j]^g

central truth which,

dazzling light, shone

out, and is still shining, in a misty

darkness that does not readily comprehend

and therefore pass away before it ?

What was the great idea that trans-

figured His humanity, and began to be,

and has ever since been, the power of God
unto human salvation ?

It is, I think, unquestionable that a

human life of whole-hearted, serene delight

in God, whole-hearted, serene devotion to

the interests of men, a life of such tender-

heartedness that the smallest fraction of

the world's suffering and loss (typified by
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the fall of a tiny bird or the loss of one
human hair), is regarded as of moment to
the Divine Love, and therefore to human
love— such a life could not Noi,,™,

possibly be lived except in the "'Tjiv'i",.""'

belief that in the Divine nature "''""' ""

1 , inrtictlon of
there is no latent vi^rath and in »"ff«i"g i"

*-U^ T-v" • . . . ^ the Divine
tne Uivme activity no infliction activity.

of suflM=ring. We do not gather that
Jesus regarded suffering as any more
God's will than the state of moral evil

into which we are born.

Now, we often hear a bitter cry from
the lips of those who think that belief in

God's wrath, and in man's need
to fear God, are essential elements no,' wt"
of true religion-as if all ade- InT^Zt
quate sense of sin, all adequate ZVl^.
hatred of sin, all virile effort

toward good, depended upon '"'

these beliefs. I think that, as ">in'S,'

a mere matter of fact, it may ^t^^^^
be seen in the past and in the "'"'•

world around us that in proportion as

men have minimised these beliefs they

universe,

and to be

:koned

just as

If
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have warred more and more valiantly

against sin and all its concomitant evils ;

but that is not our present point. It is

sufficient to say that wrath and fear and

punishment are in the world, in our

universe, as we know it, just as sin is ;

until all evils cease they cannot be got

rid of. If we admit that sin exists and

follows its own laws in opposition to the

will of God, we have no reason to affirm

that wrath and punishment are in harmony

with His will. The fact of their existence,

and the moral of their existence, is insisted

upon by our Lord and by every true

teacher of righteousness who has followed

Him in upholding the doctrine that only

love and good are infinite, eternal, and

omnipotent.

Our Lord insists constantly on the

certain coming of judgment, with its

Our Lord Consequent destruction of evil-

th"" com'i"
- doing. In His language punish-

ju.igmeiit. nient is destructive ; His meta-

phors do not suggest a process of purgation.

Gehenna was not refining ; escape from
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punishment was set forth as a duty.
Punishment—the destructive result of sin— was conceived as destroying the soul's

accretions, nullifying its gains ; and such
results certainly do not, in our Lord's
teaching, end with the incident of death.
All His language was parabolic or alle-

gorical
: He says again and again that He

means us to go away and think about His
figures of speech, and form the best estimate
we can of what He means. Those who are
not willing to think and form this estimate
are said to have ears that do not hear and
eyes that do not see. It is impossible for
any one to look upon the world and not
perceive that every thought, every feeling,

every action, tends to some other thought,
feeling, or action, and that certain lines of
thought tend to certain consequences and
other lines to other consequences. We are

confused by the endless complexity, but, as

we have already seen, our Lord represented
the whole complexity of human life as

divided into kingdoms of good and evil
;

He depicted a good power working in what

I
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was good and an evil force acting in what was

evil ; to Himthe good forcewas supreme and

permanent and bound to cast out the other ;

it was the other force that was destructive.

"Sin no more, lest a worse thing come

upon thee" : here is a course of action

which, He says, will produce a punitive

result, but it is quite certain that He did

not regard this punishment as from God,

because He certainly did net regard the

diseases He cured as originating in the

power of good, any more than He regards

them as salutary and purgative. For Him

they are part of that inevitable result of

continuing in evil, and are the work of the

destructive force which He held to be in

opposition to supreme and permanent Power.

The proof of this is that He appeals to

His healing of disease to show that He
was certainly the accredited agent

of the supreme Power. His

exorcisms and His healings were

proof that the Kingdom of the

Supreme was set up upon

earth ; and that it was working to over-

Rut only

pno:! actions

ami good

constructive

results arc

of GoJ.
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throw the Kingdom of evil which op-
posed it.

Our Lord seems to have seen so clearly

this division of human activities into good
and evil, and their results as respectively

constructive or destructive, that He pictures

Himself as standing between the good and
the evil in humanity and announcing to
them the inevitable results of their conduct.
But this force of destruction which He
picturesquely calls " Satan " or " the prince
of this world," which He identifies with all

the diabolic element in the spirifs of wrath-
ful and vicious men, living and dead— this

destructive force is no unknown,
romantic power attacking from ^"„l\t^"'
without ; it is the very activity of '""'''"s

, . .
^ • punishnifnts

wrong-doing itself. The whole "' ».h"iiy

working of wrong from beginning
to end is self-destructive. The activities of
.'le individual soul are its manifestation in

body and deed, in thought and feeling and
will

; and these activities of wrong torture
and destroy themselves. There is no
escape but in good activity. Good is never

I

I

'1
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passive ; it casts out evil simply by being

good. Good—the activity of God's will

— is the supreme and permanent Power.

Good activity, then, is self-constructive from

the very beginning. The Judgment is any

event which shows up the real nature of

good and evil activities ; for men are so

bound together in the bundle of life, and

so much misled by corporate hallucinations,

that this nature is not always manifest.

Here, in our Lord's poetic picture of the

Kingdoms of Satan and of God, is a con-

ception of life, a clarifying vision of the

whole pageant of life, a clue to the very

heart of God, which in truth casts out fear,

which is in harmony with serene and joyful

zeal for the salvation of the indestructible

human spirit. There is, within us and

without us, spiritual wrath, but it is not

God's wrath ; it is the evil activity of

humanity. There is, within us and without

us, terrible punishment—a thing to fear

—

but it is not of God's infliction, except in

the sense in which wrong-doing, into which

we are all born, is of His infliction.
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All power is of God, but for the sake
of giving freedom to an indestructible

spiritual creation He lends His ^ , ,

, . .
For the sake

power to activities which are self- "''pi'iiuai

destructive, just as to those len.i, m,

which are self-constructive.

Lord's reverence for the freedom
of humanity is one of the most remarkable
traits in His character and teaching. Man
is free to choose, splendidly free. Man
must therefore be free to create for himself
forms and environments, and free to destroy
these, and by this to come a' last, if he
will not come at first, into harmony with
the constructive Power.

There is no attempt in the Gospel to
solve the problem of the finite and the

infinite. It is there : two con- „No attempt

ceptions which seem to us to be '" ''"^ o<"?<:',,.,.. to solve the
mutually exclusive exist together ;

problem of

but the infinite and eternal is the 1"aI,TI

good, and the good is love, work- i^ZiZl,
ing out into beauty and joy and "'' ""'"

health ; while the finite is evil, working out

into wrath and ugliness and pain and disease

4
m
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I

and sin and misery of all sorts. The great

central idea in our Lord's life was that

there is no wrath, no punishment, nothing

destructive, nothing to fear, in the Infinite.

Though we are not discussing the ques-

tion how evil came about, we must not

. . fail to observe that in the stream
To diisociatc

sin from gf humanitv it is not he who
luftVrim; .Ion

,
1 a- ..

nothing to suis most who suffers most, nor

p'r'obkraof he -..ho commits most wickedness
"'' who is most guilty ; for sin

deadens feeling and moral sense, and good-

ness quickens both—and that for genera-

tions. On all sides of us we can see that

moral evil produces physical evil, which,

instead of being purgative, again reacts to

produce moral evil, because men are largely

rriiide by their environment. We may not

be able to reconcile all this with God's

goodness and power, but we do not make

the reconciliation one whit easier, we do

not come one hair's breadth nearer to

understanding the problem, by making

God more responsible for the suffering

than for the sin.
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We cannot, however, believe in God at
all without believing that, having set His
creation free to make wronc .
.L •

1 />^ .
° E»c:ipp from

Choices, the suffering that in the '".»"'

very constitution of things He '"I'JZ

linked to the wrong choices is .i'lir.ha'I'rh".

educative as well as destructive ; "'clTi',"'

beciuse it incites to the escape '"""'P"'™'-

into communion with God which is the
only education

; and also because God's
creatures in the grip of sin and suffering

must evc-y moment be the objects of
His providential care, whether they are
seeking escape or not. But all this is

very different from saying that suffering is

God's will. The wrong choice and the
destructive consequence and the pain are
all equally against His will ; and at every
moment there is a way of escape by the
recognition of the truth that evil activity

is finite, temporal, and comparatively im-
potent, and that good activity is omni-
potent, infinite, and eternal.

We can approach our Lord's vision of
the Kingdom of Satan in another way.

m.i\
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We sec clearly that it is Goti's will that

the fortunes of every member of the

race should be inseparably bound up with

the race, that any deviation from the

wholesome and right should be a painful,

disintegrating, corporate process, ending,

if it be not checiced, in the destruction of

all the parts affected. We see this now,

although we have long muddled matters

by looking at the process witn our petty,

individual eyes, and calling certain forms

of deviation from the wholesome sinful,

while we call other forms saintly. As a

matter of fact, there is no sin, there is no

wrong, no suffering, that is not " common

to men." We go rong collectively in

hundreds of thousands ; we suffer col-

lectively in hundreds of thousands ; and

collective suffering is provocative of further

wrong-doing. This collective life belongs

to the constitution of creation as we

know it ; for this racial unity the Creator

is responsible. But faith has long ago

assumed that our collective wrong was

not His will, and that in giving His
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creatures freedom, and thus risking the
wrong, He had an er.d in view so glorious
that It justified the cost. I am not arguing
to vindicate this faith ; it is „„ this faith
that I take n,y stand. We cannot dis-
sociate any part the whole painful
disintegrating proc ,s. The suffering is
just ao much God's will as the wrong-
domg and no more. The consequence or
punishment is just as abhorrent to Him a.
the caus.. Faith has long ago perceived
that God IS standing as Eternal
Savour, ceaselessly offering to S"*,™,
every individual soul a wav of

"'''" "'""

escape from the wrong-doing by .

'" ''"' '"

the realisation of liis immanent "-i-J."

omnipotence. Faith must now 'T^f
root Itself in the conviction that

'^'"^''""'

the offer of salvation is an offer of escape
from the whole disintegrating process.
from all the many forms of infirmity and
ineptitude and pain and weakness by
which we are enslaved, and the escape is
by the realisation of the same immanent
omnipotence of God. Further, faith has

Ir
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long ago realised that this ceaseless offer

of salvation to the individual soul is

accompanied by the Divine sympathy and

cherishing care ; faith must now rise to

the conviction that because every soul

thus lies in the bosom of God there is

no ri' itness, no painlessness, that is not

collecti... There is no salvation of a

member that does not derive from the

whole body, just as there is no perdition

of a member that does not derive from

the whole body. There is in the whole

the push and iUin of what we call " life,"

or "nature" in the good sense of that word,

or " grace " ; there is in the whole the

ferment of infectious evil, moral, in-

tellectual, physical ; and the leap of every

individual soul to the light not only draws

from what is good in the v. hole, but by its

leap draws the current of life more vitally

through the whole. And, further, the

activities of the enlightened soul are all

occupied with the whole ; the cnly salva-

tion is to be saving, the only escape is to be

rescuing ; the only health is to be healing.
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Again, faith has long taken her stand
upon the conviction that God suffers
111 the suffering of man--' in all their
afflictions He was afflicted." This is a
truism of Christian devotion although little
realised; but the implication has not
always been accepted that God suffers in
man's sin, that is, He suffers His
own immanent power in man

p"'-'.'-..'''!"

to be used to disintegrate His ":::::;::^-

own creation. To the worst of J::^;t,
sinners He is "nearer than ''''>''"'•

breath:.
^, closer than hands and feet." It

>s this that throws into clear relief what
may be called the insanity of wrong-doing

I his conviction that God lends His own
power to the wrong-doer, lends Himself
as It were to the wrong-doing, must make
't clear that it is strong grief, not anger,
that God feels toward the sinner; grief as
of a mother who sees her first-born son
commit some insane atrocity against the
infant darling of her heart. But God's
creature is far nearer and dearer to God
than son to a mother.

J 1
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I think we see this in the life of our

Lord, although the report of His emotions

has come to us through men
There 13

, . 1 I 1

much soaked in the idea that moral

T'w that" wrath was half of human virtue

r:„g";rief and half of God. We must

::Z:Z. remember too that the first-hand

forai.ger. observers and reporters of our

Lord's emotions had little power of analysis,

and that they had not precise nomenclature

for emotions shading into one another.

When in a passion of grief at the insane

blunders and self-destructive course of His

opponents He told them truths that His

profound insight revealed of character, of

the whence and the whither of their actions,

how liable would His disciples be to call

His emotion anger, themselves feeling

angry on His behalf ! and yet, in spite of all

this, the predominating note of all we hear

of His attitude toward sin is strong suffering

and grief He never ceased to desire for

all whom He upbraided that forgiveness

which is the cure for moral insanity, the

healing of all that is morbid and abnormal.
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The present inward heaven of the heart
which was the divine gift our Lord offered
to men, is in harmony with the
emotion of strong grief at sin u7^^:t
and the attribution of that gHef ''"'^"' '" '''"

to God. If the object of sorrow '"""ion »e

be not worthy it is not grief men '''ilht"!!,"'

feel but offence or contempt; '"'"'

these are in harmony with anger, but grief
IS in harmony with love. Grief, strong and
determined, is all that is useful in the complex
state that we have called righteous anger.

In reviewing the variance between what
has been here advanced and our traditional
or orthodox interpretation of the mind of
Christ, ought we not to ask ourselves,

First
:

whether in reading the 'finest
passages of the Hebrew prophets „.„
• 11 .

'^
' ' Differentm allowing our hearts to be " 'y» '"

stirred by the splendid utterance "w^l™"
they often give to the love of c^'^L'i'r^,

God, we sufficiently realise, ,';;:!;';;';:::

when they characterise God as
""""f""'

,1 , ,
ininri of

other than kind, how far into ""-'•

the warp and woof of their minds was woven

I
(
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a law and a conception of the Divine Law-

giver that had their source in human hard-

heartedness.

Second : how far our whole notion of

the attitude and character of our Lord

has been influenced by the belief that the

hardness of the Mosaic law was of Divine

origin, and that, therefore, the character

of Jesus Christ must in some way be in

harmony with it, so that the severity and

jealousy and austerity of Jehovah must

somewhere be found within Jesus Christ

and within His conception of the Divine

Father.

Third : whether we sufficiently realise the

influence of older religious ideas upon the

writers whose task, was to give their first

interpretation of the character and teaching

of Jesus Christ to us. In reading such ex-

pressions as St. Paul uses in his polemic

against the first and Judaic interpretation of

Christianity, or such phrases of Christian

apocalyptic as " the wrath of the Lamb,"

have we any reason to suppose they throw

a pure light upon the mind of Christ ?
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Finally: in our renewed effort to
interpret the Gospel story we must also
remember that whenever our Lord is
reported as being "moved with anger"
It was when He dealt with men who were
godly, conscientious, and loyal to their
own idea of righteousness, while they were
rejecting the simple doctrine of the free
love of God, wit' all its concrete implica-
tions. For our Lord it was only the
tender heart that was a good heart. The
law that legalised hardness of heart had
framed the piety of His nation to the
very estimate of virtue which He unspar-
ingly denounced.

Do we think that if God turn not the
fare of wrath toward the sinner He is no
moral Governor of the world? if„e,hi„k
Do we think if "wrathful in-
dignation " is taken out of our
list of virtues and set in our list

of vices, we shall cease to have h-v^a.';;,';

any moral backbone, and that.h:lstl
sin, public and private, will Ic™;;"
become more rampant.? Let us realise

otir m
"Tath is

ncedt'd to

purit-

sncii'tv
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that it is only a short time since decimating

religious wars were the commonplace of

religious enthusiasm 1 Let us remember

that only the day before yesterday our

friend Calvin, in righteous zeal, thought

it impracticable to defend the faith

without burning heretics! Let us think

ho^v recently our friend Laud, consumed

with the fire of what he thought to be

righteousness, cropped the ears of non-

conformists, and sent men and women-

old men and feeble women and httle

children— wandering month after month

in a life of terror, homeless over the bleak

Scotch hills

!

Do we suppose that because reason and

love have taught us much we have reached

the final goal of moral wrath or so-called

" righteous indignation," or that when that

goal of ill is reached the good that comes of

it will be anything else than the opening of

the eyes of the world to see how impotent

it is for good, how potent for evil ? Thi;

righteous indignation that we cherish is

the very fire whose flame, breaking out,

/ ;
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has tortured every heretic and lit the
beacon-f5re of every war. It is loving-
kindness that alone is eternal,

infinite, and omnipotent, and the
^'>^"

Christ, who is as grieved in it:',?:.';:

Judas as He is gkd in the .::;tl
beloved disciple, offers in His >"'""'

submission to the betrayal of Judas the
only atonement strong enough to turn the
insane disloyalty of humanity into loyal
harmony with Himself.

i^i
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CHAPTER VI

THE NEW EARTH

St. Paul describes God as "able to do

exceeding abundantly above all that we

can ask or think, according to
The power

, t "
to seek for (he powcr that worketh in us.

bear's We can all ask for, or think of,

k^own a verv much better experience

diviJes man
j^ j^ g^g^ known ; man

Irom the m**'» ••*'

brutes. g^„ desire a better social future

than the past he has lived through ;
that

is the essential difference between the man

and the brute.

If we look back to the earliest

philosophies of the world of which we

have any record, we may see this dis-

tinction struggling; to affirm itself. It is

true that we first ^et the conception of the

stream of events flowing for ever in a
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great circle
; and i„ this idea—which we

echo when we say " history re- „ ,
•

peats itself'—there is no room """>'''"'y

for the thoughtof secular purpose
''"'•"^""

We find the human n,ind, ap- t,n 'r;^
parently unsatisfied with this, first ;;;:,•:;"

affirming its faith in some future
'""n"',',''''

that shall not be a repetition of '"*"''''"i'

the past by the belief that certain ^"^^Z.,
souls, when they have attained N-'-n,,.

are thrown off from this circling wheel, astwere, at a tangent and landed in some
permanently better condition.

But among ancient religious beliefstwo emerge-and, according to Professor
Soderbom, two only_i„ which this idea of
an endless repetition of events is altogether
rejected-the Persian and the Hebrew

Both these religions repre- rh. .„.
sent the stream of events as

^''"''
"":^'-

flowing from a beginning toward ''"''i^'"»"'".i

a goal, as embodying the purpose
"/"-»

of a purposeful God. It is only ll^^:
in the development of this con

'""'"'"';'"''

ception that the human consciousness' has

m
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become most virile, developing harmoni-

ously will, feeling, and reason. The ancient

race that grasped it most sturdily was the

Hebrew.

As a matter of fact, neither the one

conception nor the other can be any-

thing but mysterious tc the human mind.

When we try to apply our reason to the

whence and the whither of the cosmos, to

the analysis of time and change, reason and

imagination fail. But if neither is more

intelligible than the other, that which looks

forward to a consummation appears to

correspond more with the other powers of

developed manhood. Both feeling and

will demand that life as we know it shall

have a consummation ; both feeling and

will demand that human history as we

know it shall work toward that consum-

mation. This was the great strength of

the Hebrew prophet : God had a purpose

in history ; it was a purpose that man

could partly understand ; it was a purpose

that man, if he would, could wholly co-

operate with ; it was in the co-operation
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of man and Goti that the purpose was to
be accomplished.

If there be a Divine purpose in history,

msight into the meaning and survival
value of events is the same thine

,

as foresight into the result of p"rr,..c in

those events. Dr. Edward Caird :n!isTu'in't..

said that with the Hebrew v.Z':,','.,

prophets insight was foresight, '"'"'"'b'"-

But it is not alone of the Hebrew
prophet that this is true; the man who
can look about him to-day, and see with
penetrating eye those elements in the life

of his community which have survival

value, can, if there be purpose in history,

sketch the future. The imagery of his

sketch may be crude, as in Jewish prophecy,
but just in so far as his insight is true, his

vision of future events will symbolise truth.

The crudeness of the symbol will not alter

the inner certainty that it sets forth.

In this stream of potent thought in

which human history is regarded as tending
toward a purpose cf God, and man is

looked upon as good or evil as he co-

. 'J
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operates, or fails to co-oferate, with that

l,»iih
purpose, we fiii.l what is called

pr..|iii.cy ^inii Igwish eschatologv. The belief
npcK.ilvrtlc •'

• L • u
an- siaj.i "f that GoQ was goiMg to bntig the

ih'mili'.V in world to an end and create a new

"i,'n'p;,i:7 world, a belief cherished by so

"^^'j"';',;' many pious souls at the Christian

piir|...K-. gpj_ yyjs no mere temporary

fanatical delusion. It was a bit of hard

racial thinking, as were previous stages of

Hebrew thought.

We can see these stages reflected in the

life o( any earnest-minded and religious man

who believes that God is good and the

hearer of prayer. As a child he prays that

all that he desires may come about, and

expects that life about him will naturally

blossom into perfection ; but he early finds

blight in his garden, disappointment and

persistent evil in his little world. That

seems to represent the first stage of Hebrew

thinkirg ; the promised land, the land

flowing with milk and honey, was to be a

natural life of unalloyed good ; but the ex-

pectation was disappointed.
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The next stage of the earnest young
life is warfare. The good youth attempts
to combat evil conditions in offensive

mood. He wants, in the name of God,
to fight the bully, to bring authority to
bear upon cowardice and idleness, to give
largess to all the needy, to mend the world
from the outside

; and again there is dis-

appointment. Now, the Hebrew idea of
attaining to political power and military

prestige, and thus bringing the world to
the worship of Jahweh, was just like this.

It was the natural impulse of the racial

mind in its growth. Jahweh was a God
of battles and a God of punishments.

What, then, is the next stage .' The
good and combative man finds himself
defeated

; some little ill may have been
remedied by his external methods, but the
large result is defeat. Things are as bad,
if not worse, than before. He is in a
wretched minority. But still God must
be good ; God must answer prayer. His
next effort is to find some ritual, some
course of personal devotion, some routine,

^!'l
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in which he may be sure that his prayers

are heard and that he is inwardly and

personally co-operating with God, and that

therefore he can confidently look for God

to put things right by some coercive

miracle. The miracle will take the form

that the imagination of his generation

suggests. He may rest in dreams of the

visible power of the Church, made swiftly

universal and triumphant by the power of

God ; or he may serenely suppose that at

death another material existence or heaven

will begin, in which his own faulty character

and all surrounding conditions will be at

once perfected. This is the last stage of

thought that is untouched by the resurrec-

tion power of Christianity, and it is quite

common in nominal Christendom to-day.

It was in the phase of national thought

corresponding with this that the Jewish

apocalypses apparently were written. This

apocalyptic thought was far from being a

mere delusion. It was based upon the

rock truth that God is good, and will fulfil

the desire of His creatures. It was in part
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a delus,on, because it was also based upon
the Idea that the power of God wascoemvc Hence its argunK-nt was that,
because the Jews could not exercise visible
power over men they could not co-operate
w.th God n, the destruction of evil. „ the
.nst.tut.on of all good, except b such
Pr.vate and personal obedience to religious
rules as would prevail upon Hin, to Lr-cse H.s m.ght in the destruction of His
enemies, ,n the exaltation of His servants

10 regard apocalyptic thought as wholly
dominated by fanatical nationalism is [
mistake. S.nce the days of the ,

.

second Isaiah the pious Jew in his 'W^c
n.gnc.t hours had always tran- -S^
scended the idea of a merely national salva-
t.on_ In the Pharisaic Messiah all nations
of the earth were to be blessed. There is
undoubtedly a very true place for the
.nd,v,dual and the nation, as well as the
whole .ace in any sane co,iception of God's
sa vat,o„. because the argument on which
^'th .n a salvation is based is always thatGod cannot fail the soul that seeks Him.

mi
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the nation that seeks Him. To say that

the human foible of a narrow and selfish

nationalism entered largely into the apoca-

lyptic view is only to say that the vision

was mirrored in human imaginations and

partook of human weakness.

It is also a mistake to regard apocalyptic

thought as either this- worldly or other-

worldly. The Iraman con-

,r,n,cenl.,i ception of an immortal life for

:!:!,""hi^c the soul beyond death, and in

incuuiingit.
gpj^g region other than earth,

had come in and was diffused by the

mystery religions through Hellenic civilisa-

tion. This conception of immortality was

struggling with the Semetic idea of a glori-

fied earth; and the Messianic salvation

included both. The apocalyptic vision,

although it soars and ascends, like the lark,

between the heavens above and its home

on the earth, is self-consistent in its rejec-

tion of the evils of earth ; cruelty and lust,

pride and oppression, anguish and want, are

to vanish at the touch of God ; the perpe-

trators of evil are to be crushed and a new
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social righteousness is to arise, and t.';:? social
righteousness is bodied forth in .'eal eatthiy
conditions.

Its virility lay in this reflisr
'",^::'';i;''

to acquiesce in evil earthly con- ,^'P"'i:''>Tti'c

l.iy in

its n-fijsal to

icijiili-scc in

ditions, in this refusal to 'credit
God with acquiescence in earthly ^''"i.'iTc'vi",

evils, and in the civic nature of
":;'" '" ""•

Its ideal. Its folly lay in the

fl of n

i;il .uirl civic

idea that God's way of dealinu-
'"'!'

'"i"'"

'"'

ay of i-s .ItMlmg

c:nfrci'vf.

With the world was a w
superimposed force.

Now if the first Christian contribution
to religious thought in the apocalyptic stage
had been, as so many affirm, to
emphasise the merely spiritual chdl'-in

side of God's salvation, to point T.'S:,";:
out that that salvation consisted

riH*";',''"

.'

only in the education of the
'>': '•°" of '

human spirit to dwell in timeless '."•i^b°"'iva-

and spaceless conditions, the only tin',',';;^;!;"

consistent Christians would have cTist"
been the hermits, the pillar saints,

'^'""''''"'•

the cloistered monastics. There' is no con-
sistency in doing works of benevolence

\i
!

!.;
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unless we believe God is working for the

world's material salvation. If God does not

intend to relieve men on earth from want and

fear, sickness and the possession of devils,

how can man have the single eye,
Thure is no .... , •

c.msiitcncy cir (he Undivided aim, the imper-
pface of minil ... *

..i

in alleviating turbed mind, m attempting these

,ii;'i™!';/Go',i tasks ? He is, at best, attempting

'JoTn'-'artWy to make bricks without straw, to

salvation. ^.^\^q ropcs of sand. If he is

taught to attempt these tasks merely for

the improvement of his own character and

as an example for others, he is like the

poor wretches who, to earn a night's shelter

in some workhouse, are made to cirry a

pile of useless stones from one side of a

yard to another. There is in the temporary

alleviation of ineradicable calamities no

rest for the soul, no kind and easy adjust-

ment of the yoke to the shoulders that

must carry the burden ; for it is man's

nature to work comfortably only when he

feels that he is accomplishing something

worth while, when everything he does tends

to some worthy end.
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The doctrine of the co-operation of God
for the salvation of the earth had been the
stre.gth of the Jewish prophets, and our
Lord takes up this prophetic message. He
depicts all things as divided into two king-
doms—all things abnormal and evil in the
kingdom that shall pass away ; all things
normal and good in the Kingdom of God
which shall speedily triumph. Our Lord's
message is couched in splendid poetic
imagery; and every action recorded of
Him is a parable, proclaiming in «pi™,ii,i

the same division of these two *""„',''

'"'.inr*'

kingdoms, demanding loyalty to
"'"'''"' ''"

^U 1- . ^ -^ universe ns
the one, repudiation of the other •''^"^'•> ''"«>

And while both kingdoms include "^'^^^
earth they are greater, extending ISnl:^:!::!.

over a life beyond earth. The Kingdom
of God extends over all the universe and
through all time and eternity. Visualised
as space, earth is a part of it ; visualised as
time, each earthly life is a part of it. That
is why a triumph of the Kingdom of Heaven
implies the restoration of earth. Of the
kingdom of evil the same may be said

;
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that is why the rout of every evil thing

upon earth is necessary to the complete

dominion of God.

It was not by the external magical force

conceived of in the apocalyptic vision that

our Lord decided this was to be brought

about, but by the internal creative power

of human benevolence and faith linked up

to God.'

We have little need to look down upon

the men of faith who dreamed the apoca-

lyptic visions of our Lord's day. J n their

eyes was the mote, in ours the beam, for

we are not as far on as they in our general

thought to-day. All down the twenty

Our tniiitionai Christian ages left behind us we

^^::Z see that a large proportion of

', devotional prayer and action has
sworn, ' '

i> /* 1

with- been inspired by the belief that

rc.^nalion°. the world is to be improved by

human swords and batons used as God's

• It is pcssiWe to believe this to be true, while admittins

that our Lord's mental iina!;ery of the earthly future must

have borne the stamp of His a^c. Compare paper on

" Early Christian Eschatology " by E. von DobschOtz in

Traiiiaclkm of l/ie TliirJ Internatmtal Congress of Retmons,

vol. ii. p. 3t6.

future with

lirawn swor

or tl

dra
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instruments, or by magical transformation
compelled in answer to the wailing of
cloistered mtercessors. While this is no
advance on the apocalyptic belief in external
force, It IS behind apocalyptic insight in
tolerating evils that the Jewish seers pro-
nounced destructible, and that ought to have
been destroyed.

We have worshipped an idol, an im-
agination of God as instigator of all the
disasters, warfare, and want, and conse-
quent calamities, of earth. Out of this
•dolatry of a God the instigator of our
diseases and misfortunes, out of this
fatalistic resignation to evil, has sprung
our prevalent belief that salvation is to be
looked for only beyond the grave

; and
that a negative morality, tinged with a
Itttle altruism and a little repetition of
creeds, will fit men for it t. ^

P^
I he nrfer

_

-Uo we not believe in the j"',!''""""

mission of the Christ on earth >
"™p""''"

"

Do we not believe that the Kingl "f =" t':™,

dom of God can come, and Hiso^p^E^r
will be done, on earth .? It was "".Z""

'I

I*!
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just this that our Lord taught to be

saving faith. His offer of salvation was

conditioned ; it depended on a corporate

repentance from all acquiescence in evil, a

joyous corporate expectation of the perfect

good.

It is this joyous expectation that ought

to be embodied in all our creeds. It is

w..nn only this faith that the Kingdom of

acc.pt the j^^^yg -jg ^(. hand that we should
salvation of

ii r I

Christ by be reciting at all our fc-mai

":u;",;;c':i: worship. U is by this faith,

and by this faith alone, that we can

accept the full salvation of our Lord

Jesus Christ which has been so often

rejected.

The revelation of the Gospel, if we

judge of it by its main drift and most

salient characteristics, was cer-

ThroniV tainly to declare God's intention

of bringing about a renovated

earth—to proclaim that it was to

come, not by coercion, but by the power

of love ; not by God without man, but by

God within man, who is able

salvatin

is a social

salvation.
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To accomplish all -more than all things
Par transcciidinii: all our prayers, all our imasin-

ings, '^

To an extent whose measure is that miirhtv
impulse which thrills us through.'

Loving-kindness springs naturally from
this realisation of God's love and power

;

and the strength of man's corporate impulse
of faith and loving-kindness is the measure
of God's power on earth.

' EplH'sians iii, 20, Way's translation.

na
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CHAPTER VII

THE I'ENAL SVSTEM
: J.

It would certainly appear that the re-pentance and the hope required of any onewho would be a humble follovve.- '

of our Lord Jesus Christ involves "n^rf^^
tne turning away at heart from

""""" "'"'

what is seen to be social evil, and theurmng of the heart toward what' is seen obe socal good regardless of what wouldappear to be the impossibility of the goodThe good IS to be brought about by the

sp t of man-h,s will, his intellect, hisfeel.ng-must turn in the direction Godwould work before God Himself can work

acttn-"'.
^P^^'^ --^'y of outward

action
, there are matters in which it is

17
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impossible for the individual to act out-

wardly, because individual action would be

futile or worse than futile and there is no

corporate action in which he can join. It

is the inward repudiation of the wrong, the

inward turning with the prayer of faith to

something better, that is the first and

decisive duty. " As a man thinketh in his

heart so is he." The faith of our Lord

Jesus Christ requires that we believe that

what is good will in some way shortly be

realised, will be realised through the cor-

porate action of determined and wholly

benevolent men ; and the attitude of heart

that looks for the Spirit of God moving

in such corporate human action, and is

ready to leap forward and join in it, is the

attitude of the servant who looks for his

lord's coming.

The prior duty of every Christian is to

consider what, with our present light, we

are forced to judge evil in our institutions.

If this faith of personal responsibility for

the approach of the reign of God be used

as a test-tube in which to examine the
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common stuff of our opinions, wc shall
discover many of „ur favourite assumptions
to be false.

One initial confusion lies in a quasi-
scientific, quasi-religious assumption, sup-
posed to be derived from the,.,,
past history of our planet and of

' «ViX''
our race— the assumption that 'X^^>T
without hostile activities no pro- "I,:'?:;;,;,

"

gress, biological or social, could '
'"

have been made. Most of us arc willing
to admit that the changes wc can trace ,n

biological evolution give evidence of pro-
gress from lower to higher, and that the
human race has made intellectual and moral
progress—progress from worse to better—
from the time of its primitive beginnings
until now. ;•.„ .., ,ress has actually
been made ui .oudi.ions of selfishness,
cruelty, servility, cunning, and oppression

;

all these have contributed to the present
result quite as much as the generosity, the
tenderness, the independence, the honesty,
and the benevolence with which they have'
been mixed. This undoubted fact we

H

m

i.

M
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120 CITY OF DESTRUCTION bk.ii

often see confused with the assumption

that evil conditions contribute to progress.

There is not the slightest proof that life on

this globe, including humanity, could not

have developed differently, and much better.

The present result is quite as bad as it is

good. That we are now comparatively

decent and clever while at a not very far-

distant time we were both indecent and

dull, can prove to the scientific theist only

that God was able to bring a certain amount

of good out of evil, or, as the old writer

sang, " Man's wrath shall praise thee, and

the remainder of wrath shalt thou restrain."

It does not follow that wrath was necessary

to make man what he ultimately ought to

be ; that remains to be proved.

Let us realise that if our religious

morality depend upon the belief that God

lends created beings power to do wrong

while He also gives them the power to do

right, we must apply this to the past

as well as to the present. If, with our

Lord, we are ready to admit that even the

best laws and institutions of the past were
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due rather r- e to hardness than to good-
ness of heart, we shall be much less likely to
assume that wrath and violence are necessary
now and will abide with us. The Christian
must demand the clearest evi-
dence, first, that wrath and op- ^I^Xt,;:,
pression were endorsed bv our "pp'^"'™'!'

Lord as necessary in His time ""'' ""'"'

and. secondly, that they are usel '^:^
ful now, before he allows himself '"

"•

to acquiesce in the institutions in which
they are embodied.

Perhaps the one of these institutions
that lies nearest to our door is our penal
system. The undoubted fact
that there .s very much in our '''"

I nrH'o -=„ J J .
commandsJ-oras recorded words very ">»i c„ipri„

much in the attitude of mind
''"'"'"'•

that underlies His parables, that shows thatHe regarded all evil as bringing on itself
certam destruction,^ does not contradict His
prmcple that man must not coerce his

'u

if
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brother sinner.' On the other side it is

urged that the evident utility of a penal

system shows that our Lord must have

endorsed it, and that His condemnation of

the traditional penal code of His day was

for individual and inward application,

rather than applicable to corporate and

public action.

Before acquiescing in this latter assump-

tion let us note three things : (i) That our

Lord in proclaiming the advent of the

Kingdom would necessarily be concerned

to give principles of corporate action.

(2) That in His conception of a theo-

cracy in which each man was, within him-

self, united to the King, receiving inward

guidance and power—a conception implied

in the doctrine of the indwelling Kingdom

there could be no distinction between

individual and corporate morality ; in such

a Kingdom individual morality must be-

come corporate morality.

(3) That no other method than the penal

method has ever been systematically tried

' Matt. V. 38-42, vii. J i
Luke vi. 29-30, 37-
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for the reform of social offenders
; there

has never been any sustained effort to deal
with them exclusively by the method of
corporate friendship

; so we have no evid-
ence whatever that the penal method is
the most effective.

The whole tone of our social and re-
hgious life is so feeble that we have no
adequate idea of the posicive
upholding and re-creating power ,;:^::^-:;;;
ot friendship, human or divine '"''"'"

^ur i^ord s conception of the "" '"" '"^

friendship of God for man in- «".';,tlr,
volved a constant positive out-

"''""''"

flow of gifts and innerving influence as of
a father to his dependent children. For-
giveness was thus no negative thing, as we
too commonly conceive it, but the inrush
of dower and power, the more potent be-
cause the flow had, as it were, been dammed
up for the time by man's unreceptive atti-
tude. "And his father ran, and fell on his
neck, and kissed him . . . and said. Bring
forth quickly the best robe, and put it on
him

;
and put a ring on his hand, and shoes

ii
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on his feet : and bring the fatted calf, and

kill it, and let us eat and make merry."

We have never systematically tried the

method of the best robe, and the ring, and

the fatted calf with our legal criminals or

social offenders.

Not long ago an incident occurred in

my neighbourhood which perhaps came

near to being the ideal exercise
An instance ° .

,if corporate of Corporate forgiveness. 1 here
forgiveness.

, ,

w.i:. a poor drunken woman,

morose an( hard, who neglected her

children until she and they became a

nuisance and a disgrace to the whole

village. At length she fell ill and was

taken to a hospital ; and the children,

starved and naked, were taken by kindly

neighbours and, for the first time in their

lives, properly cared for. In the hospital

the woman, when visited by the parish

priest, showed herself sullen and unrespon-

sive. When she was about to return to

her home her cottage was examined and

found to be filthy and without the bare

necessities of a decent life. An inspiration

li^l&i.,.
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of compassion came to the little community
rhe cottage was scrubbed, whitewashed and
efurmshed When the poor woman re-
turned to her transformed home and cared-
for children she seemed, in her surprise, tobecome for the first time really 'human.An extraordinary change for the bettercame over her, and eighteen months afterwhen I last heard, she had not relapsed.'

moth"'" T"^
''^'-' ^''' "^ ^ '•-P°-ible

TTl; '^";.^°---y-relyis%ucha
mthod tried ,„ our Christian civilisation.
I do not remember ever hearing of anothe;
case where demerit was so little regarded,
and where a community was moved to deal
with a sinner in so divine a way

JJ^his woman had relapsed many times.
* he same divine treatment had been
applied again and again, would the bene-
volence of these neighbours have been ill-
directed

? They would, at least, have
brought her within nearer reach of the
Christian salvation

; they would, at least
have been holding their own souls in e'
d.rect line of that salvation

; to them, at
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least, when they claimed at the last to have

worked in His name, He would not have

to say—as to how many of us He will say

" I never knew you."

Let us, in the next chapter, consider

how far our present penal system can be

justified.

NOTE

There exist certain reformatories lor boy* which

suggest what form corporate forgiveness might take—

f/ the Boys' Farm, at Shawbridge, near Montreal,

where the average boy-criminal is placed in circum-

stances in every way happier than he could have

experienced apart from his conviction. This system

has met with great success, and it remains tor us to

learn that men are but children of a larger growth.

h\

i
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CHAPTER VIII

THE PEfML SYSTEM : II.

Let us examine our present notions of
retributive justice. Punishments may be
divided into three classes— th, ,J J.' . , inrcc classes
domestic, socia], and legal. Men "' f""''-

have always punished their '""'"'i^.

children in order to train them ; '"t^""
they have lynched, tarred and feathered
or ostracised, their neighbours when they
were socially disagreeable to them

; and
they have also tabulated certain offences
for Jegal punishment.

A slight examination of even the slow
progress of our faulty human history
shows that severity of punishment is not
the path of moral progress. Unquestion-
ably, ch iuren ought to be trained

; society
'27

I <\
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ought to be kept wholesome ; and there

must be a law to deal with offences the

treatment of which cannot fitly be left to

individual or mob caprice ; but does it

follow that law must be pc al ?

It is not so very long ago that punish-

ment was -supposed to be the chief factor

. in the training of children and
The seventy °

,

.
\ A

of all punish- in the preservation or moral ana

order ; but it has nowment has _
_

been greatly CIVIC

Tcaus'e' become a truism with students

Jidt';"e,"'itof sociology that punishment is

in Boo.inesB. ^ ygj.y gniall factor in the in-

fluences that make for the training of

either the child or the adult. It is o^ten

somewhat hastily supposed to be pure

compassion that has operated to so modify

punishments that a radical change in

domestic and criminal usage has been

effected, and a shallow cry against sentimen-

talism is raised. But although the growth of

compassion has contributed to this change it

is not the chief cause of it. Had punish-

ment been found by experience to make bad

men good, or bad children good, good people
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would not have yielded to compassion.
Pumshment did not attain its object ; it
d-d notproducegoodness;

it did not deterfrom crime. It was often used in connection
v.th other influences which had goodrcsutj^ere punishment had many results,
but they were not good.

Such records as we have of domestic
and social life at a time when childrrby
their parents, and apprentices by their
masters, were beaten unsparingly for their
faults, do not indicate that good training
was a common result. Where good train-
•ng resulted there is evidence of other infl-
ences at work. While then, unquestion-
ably, youth requires training and untrainedmen are disagreeable and ineffective, fearof punishment does not guide the grow-mg youth aright or make the grown man
agreeable or effective. And this
's so well understood as regards .""^t'.,
the young that the best educa- .^Z'.™;,
tional systems of our day almost ?"""'•""«

nmlt-^ 1. ' """^'-
.1! a moralomit punishment as a moral factor ''"<>'•

although the lay mind has not y'et grasped

I T

^^1

f'il \
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the significance of scientific conclusions in

this matter.

If we go from the domestic and edu-

cational to the social field of observation,

we shall find the same change

";;",Sh: taking place. The punishment

'";«ia;" here deemed appropriate is out-

""'""'•
lawry. In all history one per-

vading ideal of conduct has been that the

good man cannot associate with the bad

man, and the good woman should be even

more exclusive in her companionships.

The result of this ideal has been twofold-

first, an external standard of social goodness

has had to be set up, to which many with bad

hearts could conform and many with good

hearts would not conform ; and, secondly,

the best persons in the world, when satisfied

with an exclusive society, have deteriorated.

It was this moral ideal that of old

time crystallised in caste. Caste

J«e "'nd would have appeared to be a

c'Stne;. very good s tem if it had

arcWiur«. ^grkgd ; but obviously it Is not in

harmony with the constitution of the unl-
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ve^e because it does not work; it does not
produce the best type of men. physically
mcually or morally. If. when^EngS
was ,n the making, men of this island hadheen separated into exclusive castes accord-
ing to the,r nationality and religion-Briton
Saxon Dane Norman, etdwhat would'
have been the result? Each caste would
havesufferedfromthelackofnewblood.new
deas, and new morals, which were necessary
o true vtahty and genuine progress.' And
the dommant caste would have been the
most exclusive and would have suffered
most. We have a little of this among us.and we know well enough what it ha^come to; we have object-lessons also in
the East; wh.Ie in every farm-yard the
farmer knows that pure-bred stock is notan end .„ .tself, but is only useful for
crossmg. So much for the society that
excludes; but how with those excluded ?
In times when one false step shut a girl"
out of respectable employment for life, was

II

-I

liii
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she more or less likely to reform than now

when such helping hands are held out to

her that her fate is much less forlorn?

Our social annals prove that she was not

less likely to fall, and was less likely to

reform. And the same is true of other

social offences. Diminutive stature and

weak brains are the physical result of a too

exclusive mating ; and the twofold result

of moral or religious separateness has

always been, :• vast mistake regarding the

character o goodness and the further

degradation of sinners. None can now

doubt the excellent intention of the ancient

Pharisee or the mediaeval Inquisitor ; none

can now doubt that the conceptions of God

held by the one and the other were idols,

sculptured out of man's own spiritual pride

and vindictive passion. The worship of

such an idol produced a false conception of

moral well-being, and it is safe to say that

neither of these vast mistakes could have

been made by well-intentioned men if they

had been in the habit of coming into vital

conatct with intelligent human beings who
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differed from them widely as to the nature
of Ood and the nature of moral welfare.
And m the whole world s history thc.-v has
hardly been an exclusive caste or class or
church or sect which has not, in one way
or another, at some time, repeated the same
moral bankruptcy. May we not assume that
this IS one reason why into the Ideal Life
friendship with "publicans and sinners"
must enter ? Our Lord knew what was in
man, and by His friendships He would giv e
the world no excuse for believing any longer
that a man could be good while he held
back his skirts from the morally polluted
Nor does the evidence that He actually
thus condemned the sin of separateness i„
religion depend on the verbal accuracy of
our reports of His words, for the fact of
any such reports existing proves clearly that
He inspired His early followers with the
belief that kindly companying with sinners
was a necessary attribute of the perfect
man. Nor is there any question but that
the standard of moral goodness has been
very much raised in the last hundred years

mi
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—and that with accelerating speed—by

the growing sense among Christians of the

fact that the worldly, and even the vicious,

have certain characteristic virtues which are

worthy of respect, and that heathen peoples

have national virtues that nations nominally

Christian would do well to imitate.

When we turn to criminal punishments

we do well to hide our heads in shame.

There are still to be found people who

call themselves Christians and speak in the

most vindictive way of the punishments

that ought to be inflicted upon those

whose lawless deeds trouble their peace of

mind. It requires, however, no

*
atuLt" argument, no analysis, to sup-

towar.i
f jjjg simple statement that

criminals is i ^
^

eistniiaiiy {jiis vindictivB Spirit IS not com-

patible with Christianity, that it

was by " the least of these "—little in moral

Stature—that our Lord took His stand,

saying that what was done for them He

would hold done to Himself ; while in the

end He deliberately chose to be counted

with evil-doers rather than temporise with
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an exclusive and vindictive religion. To be
vindictive is to be essentially anti-Christian •

and when, as is very often the case, the'
vindictive spirit is exercised in the name of
good and of God, it is the abomination of
desolation in a place that ought to be holy.

But there is certainly argument and
analysis needed in relation to the very
natural belief that cruelty may
be kindly inflicted to reform he "X"
wrong-doer and guard the com- '"bt!™"'-

munity-because it deters from '^f
worse wrong-doing. kin,!.

Is punishment an efFective deterrent ?

It is quite obvious that when disagreeable
consequences, either certainly or
possibly, follow from a certain '' p""''!-

course of action, a large number
of people who have no very
strong inclination to that course are more
or less influenced in eschewing it by fear
of these consequences. How far fear
enters, how far inertia and counter-attrac-
t>ons prevail, with the man of average
reasonableness, remains a matter for psycho-

nietit nn

ffti'ctivc

'Iftcrrcnt ?
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logical investigation. In the inner life of

every man there is a region which eludes

exact knowledge and requires interpreta-

tion ; and history is strewn with hasty

assumptions as to human motives which

have been proved false.

Let us, however, dwell for a moment

upon a few obvious facts seen in common

life. There are large classes of

men who do not decide their

actions by calculation of conse-

quences. What, for example,

could be more appalling than the

fate of the aeronaut, who, by

reason of some slight mistake,

or some undetected flaw in his

machine, or some unexpected tempest, is

dashed from an awful height to fall a

mangled heap upon his familiar earth ?

There are few things that appear so terrible

to the ordinary mind. If Parliament were

seriously discussing some method of stamp-

ing out a particular crime, and decided

that to fall from a great height should be

the punishment, should we not all assume

Illustrations

of the

incffcctive-

ncsa of

punishment
as a tieter-

rent—the
aviator's

fall
J

ilelirium

tremens,
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that only a madman would run the risk of
being caught and thus punished for the
sake of whatever gratification the crime
might be supposed to bring ? It is natural
enough to form such an a priori judgment,
but as a fact it is easy to observe that the
risk of this appalling end has not checked
aviation, nor would it deter men from
anything else that drew them with as strong
an attraction. "Oh, but," says one, "if
the punishment of any crime were inevit-

able the crime would cease. It is the
chance of escape thit enables men to brave
danger or encourages the criminal to risk

the chance of detection." But pause a

moment
!
How terrible, for example, are

the results of drunkenness ! What drunk-
ard has ever escaped the blear eye, the
palsied frame, the diseased organs, the loss

of friends and public respect.' Is not
the punishment inevitable > And is habitual

drunkenness stamped out .' A little reflec-

tion thus shows us that the world is full of
men and women who are not only con-
stantly running thf; risk of horrid punish-

i
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ments for the sake of exercising some apti-

tude or indulging some inclination ; but

that there are in every community a certain

number of people who are constantly

doing what inevitably brings about a punish-

ment which they are not at all willing to

bear. Here is a university professor, wise,

learned, and self-controlled, who has been

told by his oculist that if he docs not give

his eyes entire rest for a year he will run

great danger of losing his sight ; but he

does not take hold of his life with both

hands and say, "I will so arrange my

afFairj—denying myself this and that—in

order to take this year's entire rest and

return to my work wholly renewed." It

is a possible course ; it is the dictate of

reason ; but he does not do it. He takes

six months' rest instead of twelve ; he onlv

partially refrains from using his eyes ; and

finally loses his sight. How many learned

and respectable and religious men andwomen

are there to-day who know perfectly well

that if they lie awake worrying over certain

circumstances which give them anxiety.
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they will bring upon themselves nervous
diseases

; and yet they go on lying awake
and worrying when, if they would, they
could change the whole centre of their

mental activity by fixing their attention

upon calmer and truer lines of thought.
They could, but they think they can't.

They sink in the moral scale as slaves of
nervous worry, when each ought to be
master of his own fate. Just in the same
way does the thief yield to thieving, the
procuress to the activity toward which she
inclines. Each chooses the line of least

resistance to his own nature and circum-
stances

; yielding to what seems to be the
strongest drift or tendency, undeterred by
fears of the most shocking consequence.
The extravagant, the impure, the gluttonous,
the over-active or the lazy, the over-
anxious or the slack, the sharp-tongued
all these are bringing upon themselves

consequences of an extremely disagreeable

nature which they know to be inevitable and
which they are not at all willing to endure.'

' Sw note B.

m
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Why do they go on pursuing their

evil courses undeterred by the certainty of

puni.hmcn.
punishment ? If we would take

<ii)c. not the trouble patiently to enquire
ilitiT the '

1 1 J /• J
nnnaion.nbic

i and obscrvc, We should find out
the reason- . • • r i.

Mc are more that the great majority ot such

"to'DtLr" people are waging within them-
inrtucncci.

ggiygg 3 more or less constant, a

more or less energetic, battle against the

course of action that brings ill result, and

that thty are under the impression that the

fight goes against them, that for some

reason or other they cannot do better

than they do. What use is it, then, to

come down upon them and make the con-

sequences more disagreeable than they

inevitably are ? The result, in nearly every

case, must be to them deeper discourage-

ment, an even greater loss of self-respect,

a "don't-care" or "devil-may-care"

attitude ; it would not be reformation.

Where men and women initiate a reasoned

course of action, and have the strength to

persist in it, they will, of course, take into

account not only the advantages but the
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disadvantages before they decide to do it.

But this is very rarely the way in which
most of the habits of a life-time are formed,
even in the case of the average person, and
it is probably never the way in which the
habitual activities of what we call the
criminal class are determined.

We have seen that punishments, either

natural or of human infliction, are inefl^ec-

tive with that large class of per- N„r ,!„„

sons who have little self-control. ZfJ!'^)"-''

It is also recognised that punish- p't*"'. 'I'^'

. .
°

.
t pioncT, the

ment is meffective with those f"""'":-

who have convictions that run counter to
the accepted standards of the time. The
men and women who are either in advance
of or behind their generation, and have the
mental fortitude that strong convictions
bring, will dare any penal infliction. We
well know that the punishments of a
religious persecution increase the zeal of
the persecuted. The same law has operated
in regard to other causes for which men
have worked and fought. " The blood of
the martyrs is the seed of the Church "

;

I'll

U
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and the blood of pioneers has been the

seed of all civic rights and scientific

achievement. And it is not alone from

good punished as evil that men are un-

deterred by severity of punishment ; they

have obstinately suffered and died for

retrograde causes, and this so often that

the proverb quoted above is but a particular

statement of a many-sided fact.

Now, of course, it goes without saying

that our present penal system cannot be

abolished until some better system
There never

. , . , , j •

wai on evil be provided ; but who is to devise

.Zegoo,! and provide any better system if

'"""
Christians are satisfied with this ?

It also goes without saying that very much

good may be pointed to as th'5 apparent

result of the present system. So potent is

Divine good, so does it dog with patient

love the heels of evil, that there never

was any evil force in this world which did

not in its turmoil cast up manifestations

of good. There never was any evil or

mischief, any plague, pestilence, famine,

murder, or battle, which did not appear to
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entail something of good. Is there not in

all this grave cause to ponder? We are not
bound on any genuine Christian pilgrimage
unless we have, each for himself, decided
what constitutes that City of Destruction
from which we resolutely turn our hearts,

and what constitutes the Celestial City to
which we are bound. The city to be
forsaken and the city of God each represent
conditions of corporate human life ; but
the turning away from the one and the
setting of the face toward the other is the
private duty of each one.

We are most of us willing to concede
that in the training of children punishment
is a clumsy instrument which we w.- av„i,i

use for lack of skill in using a P""i'i™'n'

more delicate one ; we are most ti^ii'irm.

of us willing to concede that in this depart-
ment punishment and discipline are not the
same thing ; but are we all pressing forward
to learn how to train children without
punishment ?

In the matter of social ostracism, we
naturally object to drawing the conclusion
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to which the facts of history plainly point,

because we imagine it impossible to give

our young people the right atmosphere, to

preserve the sanctity of our homes and our

national ideals, if from our ideal of good-

ness we cut out moral exdusiveness. And

the only answer is that whenever
S«l.ll '

1 L • 'LI
iiutiawry ii man docs all that is possible in

:i Bin against , . !_• i_ 'J I

the .pirit of approaching to a higher ideal.

'^^""'
there is something further that

is possible to God. Is it not in the spirit

of St. Paul's ecstatic hymn to charity, is

it not in the spirit of the beatitudes of

our Lord's Galilean ministry, that the

moral futility of all historic social outlawries

must be considered—whether such outlawry

be that of what we call a " Gentile world,"

or a "coloured race," or a "schismatic

sect," or a " vulgar occupation," or of the

individual who professes some unacceptable

standard of morals? Does not the path

to a higher and holier life, domestic and

social, lie in the Divine force of good which

overcomes the evil from which it does not

dissociate itself ?
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Again, wc acquiesce in the criminal pro-
cedure of our day

; but have we first made
t our business to discover how cruel and
degrading that procedure is ; and have we
ever exerted our lethargic minds to think
of, or pray for, an alternative procedure?
Let us ask those who know whether our
jailers, male and female, our prison chaplains
and doctors, became, in their work, more
Christ-like in disposition year by year,
more filled with enthusiasm for the restora-
tion of fallen humanity. Does their oc-
cupation breed in them a greater faith in
that latent image of God in every man
which it is the mission of us all to evoke in
our neighbours ? or do they become more
hardened, more cold-hearted and suspicious,
than the average men and women who live
in kindly and equal relations with their
troublesome fellow-creatures ? If the oc-
cupation is hardening it i. a bad occupation
for any one, and the civil institutions which
make it necessary are, so far, not good.
As regards the durance of the prisoners
themselves, let us consider this dilemma :

L

ill
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we are constantly told that if they are not

made to suffer, the prison system
Our crimiiiit , ,— - , ,

rr..t.-.iuro i< IS inemcacious ; on the other
''*'"""*

hand, if they do suffer under the

discipline, that discipline is cruel. That

reports prove that the majority of our

prison officials become . irdened, that the

majority of prisoners lj, from their own

point of view, suffer cruelly—from loss

of liberty, from indignity, as well as from

certain rigours of the discipline—there can

be no question ; and it therefore behoves

every Christian man and woman, to ask

themselves very carefully what right any

Christian has to acquiesce in any form of

systematised cruelty when there is no real

evidence that it makes bad men good, but

a sreat deal of evidence to the
Wi- hnvc o

. , .

iitver had the contrary. Our social experience,
torcf uf Bociiil ! , 1

lorsivtncsi js wHen studied, seems to show
'
'''""'"'•

that our Lord's command not to

judge criminals but to forgive them, had

much more common sense in it than we

have been inclined to suppose. Forgive-

ness is not born of indifference—the indif-
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tcrcnt find nothing to forgive ; forgiveness
implies a keen sense of wrong. Divine
forgiveness is the inrush of the spirit of
goodness

; human forgiveness fiught also
to produce the inrush of a new and higher
life. It ought to be the most tremendous
power for social uplifting that society c u'

know, instead of being the negative ai.l

inane thing that we have made it—or rathti

,

conceived it, for it is a question whether
wc have ever practised it with social force
at all. Wc have great reason to pause and
purify our own convictions. It is, in fact,

necessary to our salvation to do so. I am'
convinced that we shall find that the com-
mand not to condemn but to forgive is

more practical, more entirely the expression
of what future generations will call common
sense, than we arc now able to understand.
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CHAPTKR IX

WARFARE

The characteristic of the true disciple of

Jesus Christ is that he gives up all that he

has for the Kingdom, as in the parables of

the hid treasure and the splendid pearl.

All lesser and imperfect goods must be

gladly disposed of for what is seen to be

of supreme value. This is a mere truism

of devotional literature ; but how meaning-

less is it to repeat such sentiments, parrot-

like, while we cling to institutions faulty

and imperfect because they are dear and

familiar, not only because we are afraid of

the consequences of letting them go, but

also because their glamour is still over us ;

while all the time we have seen the vision

of the higher good !

14S

I : !

Ill
f
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Let us pause to realise again that the
inward, hearty turning from the lower
good to the perfect good, in so far as it

is seen, is the individual duty ; and that
we have no right to halt in our perform-
ance of this duty because we cannpt see
how the perfect good is to be brought
about, or because we cannot see how our
individual attitude can count for much.
The immanent word of God, the sword
of the Spirit, is the human will when
surrendered to the attraction of the perfect
good.

Instead of repenting our past acquies-
cence in evil, instead of having faith in

the coming of the Kingdom, how
eagerly do we cherish every argu- ^<l cHn.r;","'

ment for the retention of our !!;::i';S

faulty institutions ! How often, ihJ','™ ".I

for example, do ve allow even J''"'''V "'•

our religious papers to imply that the
only alternative to a combative disposition
in a man or a nation is servility and
retrogression.

In summing up the necessity for, and

i^

i
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the advantages of, such a combative dis-

ort.iniK.i position, we very often overlook

h™ -.iw:;:' the fact that in the earliest

bvinthc
records we possess we find men

characttTistic t

"' '"'«'' '" in an advanced state of organised
nation;il °
progriM. brotherhood, and that, even in

those earliest days, it was upon their

brotherly relations that their welfare

primarily depended, and these relations

were neither servile nor retrogressive.

Further, when we find a tribe growing in

power and becoming a nation, we invari-

ably find that it d'^'"s so by means of

alliances. Pugnacity and belligerence may

clear the way before it ; but it is only by

accreting other tribes to itself, and by

persuading those whom it conquers into

co-operation of some sort, that it con-

solidates and extends its power. This is

aggression of a noble type. There have

been peoples that were, in relation to other

peoples, merely combative, but they made

no progress.

Had it been the will to live at the cost

of others that was the only conquering or
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successful attribute of mankind, we should

not find primitive man always in brother-

hoods ; we should not find these brother-

hoods coalescing and forming nations,

and nations, again, thriving and becoming
prosperous within the bonds of some large

empire. These things were accomplished

neither by cowardly servility nor by force

of arms. Ser-. ile resignation to superior

force does not produce that healthy sub-

jection to law which is the mark of a

progressive people ; it is therefore im-

possible by force of arms to make a

subject nation prosper ; by mere force

of arms it can only be exterminated
;

and tribes, and even nations, have been

thus exterminated time and again. By
oppression you can rouse only revolutionary

forces, which, if silent for a time, are

cumulative. You cannot by n,,. .pin, ,„

oppression make two tribes or ""'"'"^
bitter 111. in

nations into a strong and useful ""'i")-

alliance, or make a subject nation work
with its conquerors ; it is by brotherly

qualities— by even justice, reason, and
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persuasion—that men are made to see that

they have a common interest.

There is, then, a third policy possible

—

and the most aggressive policy— which

Thi- wori.i- consists in the will to live in a

.Jwt'i.'thc larger sense than n.en can ever
mint vink-

ijyg ^i^Q thrive on the disadvan-
.ittrihuti! (il

iiumnnity. jage of Others—the will so to

live that others shall live also. This

world-regarding spirit depends on the

power to see that the gain of some, to be

lasting, must be the gain of all concerned.

This is not the spirit of war, nor is it the

spirit of resignation to oppression. The

will so to live that others shall live also is

no mere religious aspiration ; it has always

been exemplified in every really statesman-

like act in history. Even those who do

not profess to be Christians have sufficient

intelligence to recognise this world-regard-

ing spirit as not only primitive but the most

virile and effective attribute of humanity,

whilst the will to live at the expense of

others has always been only one degree better

than servility and its retrogressive results.
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Again, we find it easy to lend our
minds to the popular assertion that our
modern militarism is only de- Th.
fensive, not for any offensive JHi^g','
purpose. We, in all Christian ',|".;„'^'7;:;'

charity, only attribute the war .»t''s"'"i""n

of offence to our neighbours, "ti'-Tt' !/

never to ourselves. If, however, "li^^ll'
a nation is in the mood to go to war, it
IS always very easy, in this complex life,
to discover rights that are imperilled or
weakness needing to he defended. In
^sop's fable of the wolf and the lamb,
the wolf was probably perfectly sincere'
because he was so much occupied with the
desire to tear the lamb that he could easily
persuade himself that his water was being
sullied. And history, ever since it began
has afforded the same spectacle in inter-
national feuds. The real question is not
as so often stated, whether a nation should
be willing, for the sake of peace, to see
Its welfare impaired and its peaceful sub-
jects harried, but rather how rational
international relations are to be attained ?

i'l

^mF^iin
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Most wars arise from complex circum-

stances, and are waged from complicated

national motives ; but we usually allow

ourselves to assign one or two main causes

for each war of history, and regard the war

as morally legitimate or otherwise as we

think the main motive reasonable, and suc-

cessful in proportion as the appeal to arms

makes the cause triumphant. We very

rarely inquire whether the victory has

actually brought about an admirable result

by the only means, or the best means, by

which it could have been achieved. Until

we have expert historians candidly analysing

history with this question in mind, we can

have no evidence of the value of war in the

past.

We choose usually to ignore one weighty

consideration ; is it not true that whenever

men have been prepared to fight
The real fn,l

.
', ' ,

°

is aiwnyi ihe for a Certain object ni sufficient
triumph of

1 1 • •

c.neormion numbcrs to make their victory

possible, the desirableness of that

object was already acknowledged by a large

section of public opinion—a section really
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influential in force of character ? Kurthcr,
if the public opinion in support of the cause-

is growing, it will probably become the
opinion of the majority and of the states-

nK-n concerned, and the war will be un-
necessary. On the other hand, if public
support is decreasing, a war, even if

temporarily successful, will effect no per-
manent settlement. Take as an example
the War of American Independ-E,.,„,ric: ,w.

encc. Had not the principles of .t'""''"'

No taxation without represeiita- 'i'i""'i'"ti.

tion," and " The land for those who live

upon it," for which they fought, fired the

American people as a whole, and a great
number in the mother-land, the issue of
the fighting would not have permanently
settled the question ; and it seems impossible
to believe that, with such weight of opinion
on their side, the right they claimed might
not have been gained by peaceful diplomacy
within a reasonable time.

Although it has constantly appeared that

war is the quickest means to enforce the
righteous will of a section of nublic
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opinion, yet wlien wc realise th;it, after

Wnr niiy all, it is an unrighteous public

opin'i''n t"".
opinion, as well as the ability

.(uickiy In
fQ py[ j( ;,,(Q practice, that must

bet rnuii. he conquered, ve see that to take

away the ability to praci , an opinion

without altering the Oi>; ''on does not

hasten, but retards, real advance towards

our end. To turn again to the United

States of America : in the war that freed

the slaves the real object, as regarded the

negro, was that he should share the white

Kuampk- : the man's freedom, which meant that

civiiw!""n.i he should enjoy such opportuni-
thecon».quint

jjgj ^f gjucation, of worldlv pros-
ni'glcct lit the * J ^

ntBri) race, perity, of social advantage and

self-government, as he was able to profit

by. But although force could, and did,

make slave-holding illegitimate, it could

not oblige the white population of the slave

States to bestir themselves for the elevation

of the negro race ; and the negro freedman

did not receive from his superiors even the

same degree of tolerant or indulgent support

and training that he had received before.
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No position of public trust, however humble,
was open to him, no social consideration,

very few educational opportunities, and
very little legal justice. He lived upon
land exhausted by bad farming, and in a

community impoverished by war. The
whole history of Southern lynch law, of the

buying and selling of the negro vote in

politics, and of the social ostracism of any
one with the least taint of negro blood in

his veins, together with the ignorant passion

still attending the American race problem, all

go to show how futile was the gift of free-

dom to the negro while the opiniori of the

slave-owning race in his regard remained

unconquered. The only valid argument
for using force to attain such an object is

that the slave-owners might never attain to

thi.' mental attitude which would make their

slaves really free until they were educated to

it by enforced law. There can be no ques-

tion that enforced law has an educative

power, but enforced law is only the belli-

gerent expression of a triumphant section

of public opinion, and there seems very

III

m

in

Mf
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little evidence to show that such public

opinion would not conquer the opposite

opinion more swiftly if it avoided the an-

tagonisms that triumphant force inspires,

and pressed toward the desired result with

But equal energy by peaceful means.

'^luT.'u'l'y"' Now this is the crux of the matter.

'fthruVr'rnirit^'^'''*^'-'"^""^' *^^" ^'"'^'^ '' becamc

""'B'""""'e'sufficiently dominant, has not

exerted energy to right wrongs without

calling in the aid of the war fever. The

fact that hitherto hosts of men have never

pressed with great energy toward the realisa-

tion of national or international justice

except when pricked to it by the sword and

wielding the sword, is no proof at all that

peaceful endeavour would not be the most

effective form their energy could take if a

genuine Christianity roused them to the like

degree of kindly effort.

As a matter of fact, all earnest-minded

modern Christians profess to long for the

abolition of war. Why, then, do tne great

majority of us stultify t'nis profession by

showing ourselves all inieagcr to find any
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answer to tht hackneyed arguments oftradi-

tional militarism." Kven if our religious

newspapers were full of only inadequate and
inconclusive arguments against war, we could
at least feel that their writers were seeking

the reign of God. It has happened again

and again that the best arguments for a belief

are only fornuilated long after the belief has

liecome a factor in the world's history ; but

the effort to argue must be made at every
stage in the history of the belief. „ , ,, ,- ^

' l'r(ib.ibly tjit-

If we seek the Kingdom, we must •'"" """">.

, ,, , mtn, time,
at least tell ourselves eagerly that J"'i«i<i"."-'-i

it is conceivable that the same ray,'"cm!M

money and men, time and skill, ''^'V.'jhe'

poured into a campaign of reason '"''"' '"""•

and persuasion, would bring about anv
desired change that war could ,,,

only imperfectly compass. '' imi«mibii-

nut the hare idea of national 'Hf an'i

expenditure and effort taking 'lu'i'-ike'r,?.

such a form is to the hackneyed "h";!;'.'.':;"

mind unthinkalile. Why ? For >''!'' '" ''"

gl.iriimjr

three reasons : it is said, (a) that "' ""•

' Sif note ('.
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war is more honest and manly ; {b) that

efforts toward international education on

subjects of dispute are hopeless and

ignoble ; (c) that military training affords

a discipline necessary to a virile nation.

((() Is our militarism honest and manly ?

Not long ago I was in a drawing-room

when the clatter of horses' feet was heard.

An Anglican priest, fully trained according

to all our modern fashion of supposed

Christianity, morality, and reason, rose

with alacrity, and, drf.wing back the window

curtain, pointed out a company of Terri-

torial officers. "What a noble and Christian

thing!" cried he. "There they go—ready to

die for their country !
" Here in a sentence

was concentrated all the glamour of our

traditional militarism. How entirely dis-

honest it is for any mind to allow itself to

dwell in a half-truth—that most misleading

of lies ! Here was no ignorance ; perfectly

well did this man and his applauding hearers

know, if they chose to consider, that a

soldier is trained, not to resign life, but to

be able to kill, that the risk of resigning

M
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life is but incidental to his calling. The
soldier is no mere international policeman,
striving to prevent bloodshed and running
the risk of death unarmed ; his object may
be to defend his country, and by doing
violence to prevent greater violence, but
to that end he strives to bring bloodshed
and shame, havoc and distress, to any
people with whom his nation may be at
war. If he were an international policeman,
facing danger unarmed in the
effort to prevent international all'^SL
crime by peaceful methods, we "'^'.'II.S"
should not deck him in splendid

"""'""•'

clothes and cast about him all that romance
and honour which now is necessary to veil
the real nature of his cruel calling. I do
not, for the moment, ask whether the act
of slaying an enemy, bringing doom and
desolation to his household and shame upon
his nation—doing evil that good may come
—IS an act consonant with the precepts or
the example of our Lord Jesus Christ : I

am setting aside that question. I am ask-
ing simply whether the God of Christian

i

.iS\
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nations can be supposed to countenance the

half-lies which form the glamour of war.

" Ah !
" cries some one, " this half-lie

is only the sin of parsons and women.

Every man of the world has his eyes open

to the cruc-lty of war. War is necessary,

and we cannot be squeamish about its

cruelty in a world in which suffering is

rife ; men and women suffer from many

causes as well as war." But if the fact be

so, is it fitting that the man who goes forth

to do necessary cruelty should march out

in gay clothes, to gay music, to do his

ghastly work and to return to dancing and

feasting, always in step with gay music?

No ! we are not savages ; even in a

Christendom that is not Christian this is

not our ideal of the fitting or manly attitude

toward such a task. Flags and uniforms

and military music in these days belong to

the glamour of the half-lie, which in itself

is not honest and therefore cannot be

manly.

We do not associate fashion and honour

and splendour of apparel with our hangmen
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or jailers, for these have the melancholy
if necessary, duty of subduing by painful
force men of our own nation. It is just
as melancholy a duty to subdue men of
another nationality by cruel force ; for our
patriotism has surely ceased to nourish itself
upon ignorance and contempt of other
nations—these also are our brothers. Set-
ting aside Christianity, setting aside all the
weaker sentiments of faddists, no educated
man of this century can deliberately think
it manly to symbolise the work of human
slaughter by personal bedizenment and the
waving of banners. It is done merely by
virtue of an historic tradition—? 'radition
which has been the vehicle of cer. , worthy
ideals, but is undoubtedly one of those im-
perfect goods to be cast away in the effort
to obtain the good of great price, the hidden
treasure—the coming reign of God.

Clearly, if war be necessary, and if we
would be honest and manly, it is the duty
of every parent, every schoolmaster, every
preacher, to set this side of warfare very
clearly before the ardent boy. It is the
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duty of every mother, while her son still

leans by her knee, to make it clear to him

that if he goes out to face his country's

foes he takes upon himself the sacred and

terrible responsibility of being ready to slay

his fellow-men, to make widows and orphans

of innocent women and children, and to

bring miserable poverty upon industrial

populations the world over ; that gay

clothes and gay music are no fitting accom-

paniment of so di- idful a calling. The

youth should be helped to ask himself what

manner of man he ought to be who deliber-

ately trains himself to be thi- minister of inter-

national slaughter. If, instead of training

boys for this calling with the honesty that

does not flinch in the face of fact, with the

tenderness for humanity that does not

minimise the awfulness of these facts, their

parents and teachers prate to them merely

of the risk they personally run and the

hardship they must endure, and suggest

only the honour they may win by taking

this risk and enduring this discomfort, and

speak as though their military operations
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could bring no national poverty and
wretchedness, only national advantage if

they thus prate, and if they encourage their

boys to read a literature, or listen to a

pseudo-Christianity, that so prates, they
are at least in nc positic i to criticise the
enthusiasm for peaceful propaganda as lack-

ing in manly qualities.

(li) It is surely time that we had out-
lived the pagan pessimism that scorns the
idea of international propaganda
on subjects of dispute. This lack i> n primitive

of Christian hope implies that in '"'11';' brg'r

"

such work the propagandist would "'"''"'' '"'"

have no primitive passion to appeal to, that

his enthusiasm would be artificial „nd not

disinterested. But the missionary motive
that inspires the desire for international

understanding is the vision of the larger

good, which involves the highest welfare

of both parties to a compact ; and history

shows that humanity has always been cap-

able of this vision. The effort to bring

about desired ends by brotherly methods
rather than by war, by evoking the larger

m
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•Hi
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esfrit de corps rather than the smaller, must

be educational. National provision for such

education is therefore both a Christian and

a common-sense policy.

(f) Again, there is foolish confusion

of thought involved in speaking of mili-

Thc .truggii- tary training as an indispensable

'.Vltr;;: national discipline. Let it be

of min offer,
f^jj (.Qnccded that unless a man's

ample scope /

for the train- muscles arc thoroughly exercised,
ing of brain

• ,

anil mu'cie. unless he be trained in some

active form of skill, unless he know the

stimulus of some corporate enterprise, un-

less he be inured to hardship and prepared

to face danger, he has missed, not only

the perfection of manhood, but the joy

of life.' Wind and wave, desert and

mountain, mine and field, yield their wealth

to the service of mankind only in response

to disciplined toil and skill, enterprise and

daring ; and the resources of nature are yet

far from being yoked to the service of man.

There is no class of healthy men who are

debarred from tilling the land or battling

1 Cp. Chap. III. pp. +7-5'-
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with the weather in the care of flocks and
herds, or driving machines which require

strength and nicety of skill, or navigating

the sea or air, or, in fact, doing disciplined

labour that demands the utmost exercise of
brain and mubcle.

Again, war apologists will admit that

all other means of righting a quarrel ought
to be tried first ; but they urge that if

these fail physical force must decide, and
that men cannot use physical force in such

a crisis unless they are trained and practised

in the r.rt of war. Let us honestly allow

that as long as the appeal to force is the

ultimate arbiter, a nation must have men
able to fight ; but let it also be honestly

allowed that men so trained will be eager

to exercise their skill in actual warfare, and
so will not be eager first to exhaust all peace-

ful means of righting a quarrel. If you
turn a man's energy and attention to the

acquisition of skill in music, in dancing, or,

let us say, in rowing, or indeed anything

else, he will naturally delight when occasion

ofl^ers to use the skill he has acquired.

.^f.
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And the man who has been trained in

the theory and art of wrr will
The m;m who

,

'

can fishi 11 Certainly not, except in very

.irliTtortthi.rare cases, be at all clever in dis-

ThinkiTBof covering other means of settling a

other raethoj.. quarrel before fighting. The un-

conscious suggestion of b'S training, as well

as the conscious exhilaration of doing what

he has learnt to do fairly well, will dispose

him to the militant method. There is a

good deal of false theoretic statement to

the contrary. Men go up and down the

country saying that warlike training makes

men averse to war ; but this is not based

on scientific psychology. The truth is that

men like to put to the test any facility they

have toilsomely acquired ; the whole inner

suggestion of their past disposes them to it.

What then .' Even grnnting that readi-

ness for war is at present necessary, which

ifwariihd.i readiness involves military train-

tobencc,-..ary,j
obstinate embrace of evil as

the love ot war, &»
the giiimour good is not a necessity ; a pagan

necessary, piety which tcacHes our ten ' jr

children that war is romantic and noble is
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not d necessity ; tc w^ar gold lace and
medals to symbolise proficiency in the art

of human slaughter is not a necessity.

When these things cease to be, the sons of

the nations will not be attracted to the

military life, and statesmen must perforce

find njvv ways of settling international

disputes.

The figure-heads in this great national

activity are not to be blamed as long as

religious sentiment is in harmoiy with the

pomps of war. When the Church with-
draws her sanction war will cease ; there-

fore there is no man or woman in any
branch of the Church who is not respons-

ible.

But the place and t!ie time to repent of
our corporate love o'. militarism is not on
public platforms while our own

^ . ... Repentance of
country is at war ; it is in the low c.ncep-

closet upon our knees while our romrce'of

oivn country is a'; peace. Each.Srml.
follower of Chris, -vho does this

p'""''^ '""'•

adds to the spiritual power of the latent

Kingdom and helps to create an atmosphere
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in which others find it more easy to repent.

When a sufficient number of men are

casting about with Goci-directed determina-

tion and high faith for something better than

militarism, the something better will be

found. The Kingdom is within reach.

" He that asketh receiveth ; he that seeketh

findeth ; to him that knocketh it shall be

Fai,h„n.c, opened." Faith can conceive

h„w t„ r>Mci. gf fjr ^Qre splendid human
the Kingilom _

of GoJ. pageantry than the pageantry of

war, of excitements far nobler, of sacrifices

more dignified, of an espri: de corps to

which the spirit that animates an army is

petty. But without repentance there is no

gift of faith.

i il

hiiii
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PERSONAL VIOLENCE

Let us now turn from corporal" militarism

to individual pugilism. W it is our

common sentiment about tnis to-day ?

Are we in this particular seeking the King-

dom of Goa ?

We have numerous pious stories for

children, numerous plays and novels for

the adult, in which some heroic boy or

man starts to fight some rough or roughs

who are doing violence to somebody, and if

he succeeds in worsting them he is held up
as a person wholly satisfactory to our moral

sense.

If we analyse this, we shall discover (
i

)

that the hero and all those who rejoice in

his protective and punitive proclivities are

"71
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supposed to belong to a difFerent class of

To thrash a moral being from the cruel and

defe^^VAheCvil people whom he fights ; (2)
""'""">','"; that he and his are in no way
neccssnry, but •'

to rejoice in responsible for their evil-doing.
the necessity

. , . , /^

is unbrotheriy. The whole temper m which the

hero of suci; a drama is handled is a sub-

conscious reflection of the thanksgiving

of the Pharisee. Boys and men do not

normally take even a modest satisfaction

in their victory if the men they thrash

belong to their own family and are quite

as virtuous as themselves except for some

momentary fault ; in that case the whole

afl^air would be a family misfortune, a

scandal to be hushed up, a thing only to

be thought of with shame or grief. No !

in such an afl^".ir, if the hero is to give

satisfaction as a hero, the villain must be

made of difFerent stufF, and his villainy

must result from a course of events for

which the hero is in no way responsible.

Now, in real life this does not, and cannot,

occur. There is no sin committed in the

community in which you and I live for
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which you and I and our parents and

grandparents are not in part responsible.

That is the great social law to which our

eyes have become at last fully opened. We
are our brothers' keepers, whether we will

or no : that natural law has obtained from

the first ; it is only the murderous instinct

that repudiates it. The whole drift of our

Lord's teaching is that this implicit oneness

should become explicit. It always remains

true that if we were more virtuous our

neighbours would also be more virtuous.

It is this law which, while it absolutely

contradicts the common individualistic

morality, increases at the same time in-

dividual moral responsibility. There is

nothing more infectious than virtue, if it

be real virtue—simple, hearty,
c„,,i.h„r,.,i-

but slack- "f '"'I
'"'.''

or iniamnation
and unconventional

ness in virtue is also terribly ^r« ri-spunsibie

for thr wont
\v-ickt:(lni--ss

;

they also cause

the rcspectiiMe

It is cold-heartedness:°::l-;:^

infectious, especially if it be re

spectable, complex, and cold

hearted

that makes the bully torture his ''"' '''i'-"^"'-

victim ; it is a lack of imagination as to

i

'
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what the victim suffers ; it is a desire to

slalte the sensations of vengeance, or some

other vice, in a sensational way because there

is such deadness in the nature that nothing

but acute sensation rouses vitality. This

is the condition out of which the most

abhorrent wickedness arises ; but it is

precisely the same sort of lack which

makes tne respectable hero feel no brother-

hood with the bully, no sorrow for his sin,

no sympathy with his shame, and no

responsibility for his degraded condition.

And when to this cold-heartedness is added

respectability and a complex vindication of

selfishness and violent angers, there is

immoral contagion. In all communities

there may be good men and bad men, but

the good man is not good unless his love

for the bad man is such that he suffers in

his temptation, and works to uplift his

character as much as to uplift his own ;

and a bad man's sins are shaped by his

social circumstances : cruelty, for example,

unless insane, results from familiarity with

brutal animosities, and many such ani-
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mosities are at present practised in the
name of morality.

We have already come a good way,
because the only object of fighting between
man and man which now seems to us
meritorious is the defence of the weak;
and the main question to be asked is, Does
it attain its object? Does it defend the
weak ?

For example, if A holds himself ready
to punch B's head should B injure C, is B
the more likely to wish to injure C, or the
less ? I think there can be no doubt at all,

from all that we know of crowd psychology,'
of community psychology, that B will be
much more likely to desire to injure C
because A is ready to injure him in return.
If, however, A be somewhat stronger than
B, and C be under A's special protection,
B will ultimately satisfy himself by violence
to D or E. Evil passions will always find
a victim. Further, the tyrannous temper
of A toward B will certainly be reflected
in B, because men of the same tendencies
m a community do naturally, in some way
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or other, reflect and inflame each other's

sentiments, and in this case both A and B

have the pugilistic tendency. The fact

that A has sufficient education and self-

control to limit his fighting to what he

thinks a good cause will not hmder the

fact that his readiness to violence will be

reflected in all h'.s violently disposed neigh-

bours, whether or not they set it under his

limitations. A's readiness to protect C by

violence may certainly protect C to a

certain extent, and perhaps completely, but

it will increase in the whole community the

tendency of the stronger to be violent

toward the weaker ; and the more A s

exploits in this line are talked about,

admired, and encouraged, the stronger in

the whole community will be the tendency

to use violence as a means of getting one's

own way. The alternative is not, whether

A should be willing to stand by

i, incfficaci- inactive while B is maltreating c,

rinS™:! or should consider it satisfactory

to maltreat B in order to save C ;
the real

alternative is, whether A, on perceiving B s
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iniquity, should feel toward him as a
brother or an enemy, whether in striking,
if striking be necessary, he should feel
degraded and brutaiised or whether he
should feel superior and triumphant. In
our present low state of corporate morality
there are many things necessary to be done
that are degrading and brutaiising if they
are not felt to be so ; but if they are done
m the spirit that recognises both their
necessity and their abominableness, they
are not degrading. A nurse, for example,
would be degraded if she liked the sight of
loathsome disease

; she may be ennobled
if, disliking it, she volunteers to tend
sufferers in the city slums during a raging
epidemic when she might be doing more
agreeable work for the same wages. A
scavenger who liked his kind of work
would be coarse, and would become coarser

;

one who did it as a hard necessity might
be refined.

If the object of a man's life be to protect
the defenceless and the innocent from the
cruelty of the oppressor, it is evident that

n
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the only way to accomplish this purpose

I'm be'tobLg oppression to an en^^b^^^

cultivating in the community an abhorrence

of ruel methods; for it is feeble to protect

ffev innocent creatures if crue>y,stalkmg

he land, will only choose other v.ct>ms.

Cruelty must be eradicated from the com-

^::it;, or some defenceless person

J
certainly suffer somewe.; an tep-^^

of teaching men not to be crue is n

°o be accomplished by vanqu.shmg them

; a open fight than is a fire to be put

out by the addition of a little more fuel

That Is why stones and plays that uphold

personal Valence as admirable if only the

cause be good are not civilised.

Do any of us in decent homes to-day

Jl. that the lynchings of the Southern

^
. States are making the American

KXr^egro less barbarous? Rather,

"'n^'r" they will greatly increase h.s

barbarity. No negro to-day with a spar,

of vitality in his breast but IS not by such

practices-incitedtoevilpassionswichke

Smouldering fire, will sooner or later break

iiliili
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.nto conflagration. We in England can
look at lynching dispassionately because
none of our dear familiar moral traditions
are impaired by the denunciation of itWe are scornful because we know that the
fathers of the very men who lynch the
negro to-day brought him by force from
h.s own land, used him as long as they
could for their own purposes, in many
cases made his women mothers of their
own children, and afterwards sold their own
children into slavery. We know that since
slavery has been abolished, in spite of the
noble efforts of some of the former slave-
owners, there has been no sufficient provision
for the negro's training and education, nor
even, in the first two generations, for his
sufficient nourishment, for the land open
to him had previously been drained by his
masters of all its fertility. We are ready
to think scorn of an "upper" class who
practise shocking cruelties upon negro
offenders

; but we are unwilling to recog-
nise that the well-to-do in every cont
munity throughout our Western civilisation
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that they can be cured by
^^ .^^^^^

enactments, and .f we ea

^ ^^^^^

*"^T^:^er of .ct, no one^^^ly

believes that personal .de^ce c n a

factor in ^^e

^'"ff-, Tw'e accept

--^^^T;t;;:f't^ "he Kingdom is

The cww of , . But although to rejoice

tu»Mn it is not consistent .1th the

'ho^^S „,,ctlce of the presence of the

'^:;:rS: kingdom, we stm belleve it to

t^ be necessary to our modem

'':;::?r civilisation, and vindK^ev^wl^

vW'"«- we ought to mourn. How to get

nd of it is a problem for corporate con-
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sideration
; but the first thing to be done

IS to clarify and purify our own thought in
the matter. " Blessed are they that mourn."
We have need to realise clearly that

civilisation as it advances is entirely at one
with the precepts of Christianity

with regard to all violence be-
tween man and man, and not,
as many still suppose, at variance -
with them. Every man who is ^'^"Z",
fitted hy his physical strength to S'L,t
be a champion of the weak ^^^

^^
snould keep in view three practi- '•"">>""'

cal objects :_ """"

I. So to practise some useful muscular
labour that, acquiring skill in it, he will
develop himself physically and mentally.
So the virtues of courage and enterprise,
together with the physical powers of the
human frame, may be brought to perfection
in the struggle to harness and control the
forces of inanimate nature. Such labour
will thus become the ideal of the growing
child, in place of the false pugilistic ideals
which now govern him.

I'd
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, To make it his business at all times

to inurest himself and other men ,n such

social ideals as distingu.sh "^"/-"^
^^

lower animals, rather than u> such practices

as he may indulge in common w.th the

lower animals.
u„ii;„prent

, To discountenance the belligerent

spirii by pointing out that because >t .s

Sctious it must always be inefficacous

A man who, whatever h,s personal

prowess, does not keep these three purpose.

L view and live up to them ought not to

be considered a gallant protector of the

wca. for thus only can cruelty be stamp:d

"of the community. Failing to do th>s

h^ cannot be considered chivalrous even

Lugh he always entertain the sentmvenu

of hackneyed romance and hold h.mselt

Idy on certain rare occasions, to restram

a madman or thrash a bully. And .f he

do'hus consistently act to discounte.,ance

combative ideals, he will be quite able to

meet occasional emergences-as when a

meet oL^a
felled—and may

madman may need to be leiieu

be fully trusted to do so.
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The hackneyed mind, when confronted
with an argument against combativeness,
always compares the combative action, the
indignant temper, with cowardice or in-
differi nee, and is satisfied with mailing the
better choice of the two. Ihut it is the
better choice is unquestionable

; it need
not be trumpeted over the land by preachers
and writers under the name of morality
for no man untainted by some physical
degeneracy doubts it. What is so fatal in
our religious morality is the failure to
recognise its defect and press forward to a
nobler conception o!" human life. In the
days when our ancestors did not take baths,
to habitually wash the face and hands
was better than nothing

; but it was not
cleanliness.

It was the splendid triumph of the
poetical genius of Jesus that He j«„ ^ro.

put forth the conception of
''''""'' ""

r "1 approach of
a Clean, corporate life, clean ''"'f"""

from murderer's stain outwardly ''""•'aI

and inwardly, clean because '^":!

abounding with all the spontaneity and

m
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varied enterprise of unhindered kmcHiness.

lulded into ever new forms of beauty by

the restraint of the Divine patience wh.h

never degenerates into resignation to

wrong.
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CHAPTER XI

THRIFT AND POVERTV

Our moral tradition divides itself into
three large departments

; and the largest
most msistent, and most familiar

'

of these is that which concerns "Z^Z'
the getting, the holding, and the VZ'u
using of material wealth, w^ '"'''P'"''""-

are all of us involved in a huge legalised
commercal system. We cannot possibly
hve outside of it; we are in it. If we
should go, as some have done, to build
w.th our own hands a lodge in the
wilderness, we should be obliged to use
the tools that were the product of this
system, the clothes that were its product

;

the land which we tilled and built on
185
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would be bought and sold and taxed by

iti We are morally bound by it on all

sides. If we give alms to a beggar we

are actually injuring him because the

whole moral tre.id of the system makes

it degrading for a man to ask and receive

alms For the same reason, if a man

seeks to live on a friend's surplus wealth,

he is degrading himself; and that not

only outwardly but also inwardly, because

remission of an obligation imposed by the

corporate mind can only come from the

community ; it cannot be individual.

It does not follow that it is essentially

wrong or degrading for any man to take

alms from another just because under our

present social and commercial system it is

so At present it is degrading to take

alms because economic independence is the

ideal, and therefore good characters wiU

seek to conform to it. Our question,

t Sits. 8. Mb.,, i. JW-»..., , .«.
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then, is,^hat justifies us i„ „,aki„g
economic independence our ideal >

We all agree in deploring the abuses
ot our present commercial system. Even
though some of us may believe „.,„..
in rank and class as beneficial '">''"'

we alJ deplore extreme in- "'" t, i"

equalities of wealth and poverty "wri'^r'
We deplore also the temptations ""^i:"
to dishonesty and selfishness both in small
and great mercantile transactions. But all
this ,s no sufficient reason for suspecting
that the system is not in itself as good as
earth can produce: there is no good thing
but may be abused. It is not in its abuse, bu^
'" the most perfect examples of its working
and m its highest ideals, that we must find
It wanting if it is to be condemned.

Let us take the root principle of
economic independence - thrift. The
dictionary tells us that it comes from an
Icelandic root which means "to grasp for
oneself. Thus, the plant "thrives" be-
cause it grasps for itself what it needs
out of the dead soil of the earth : thus the

in

11

'^:i
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„eeds from the vegetation of the eartn

We, however, mean something other th^n

...;.henwespeaWof;hat^X^^^^

t^^nrarrn^we";;^^ ^^^ 7^^°
r™ affairs, not the greatest F^^^^^^^^^^^^

°^^—TdXgo:; of personal pos-

-^'-r*'?:" sessions. For example, a good

hS'I, farmer who alms at the larges

»"'' f""- return in crops for his capital

.T3"^- and care truly thrives ; but we

.1 I.- »v.r;ftu if the income so

do not call him thrifty it tne

ably earned is too generously spent. And

so in other productive industries.

Now, all our Western ideals cluster

„A this idea of temperance in gener-

round this^^idea

^^^^^
P
^^^ ^^ ^^^_.^. ^^

A beautiful
^^^ g^i„g out possessions.

^iS" Thrift! what a beautiful sound

. ,.
• ^„r ears We picture the frugal

it has in our ears, wc
y

housewife denying herself and her fan^ly

unwholesome luxuries in order that she
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and they may glide pleasantly into old age
secure in every comfort. We picture the
honest and benevolent man, in agriculture
or commerce, setting aside such part of his
mcome as might easily have been wasted
and investing the same so carefully year
by yc-ar that he has a bright nest-egg to
beq .-ath to each son and daughter, or a
modest income for them, upon which
secure from poverty, they, exercising
the same diligence and the same wist
husbandry in gold, may, by the blessing
of Heaven, bequeath in their turn to their
children such fortunes that learned leisure
may be their portion and that of their seed
for ever I A picture which has not lost
Its glamour for most of us.

Thus, we are taught, has the greatness
of Western Europe bee- built up. By
this process of achievin, economic inde-
pendence does Nature wisely eliminate the
unfit from the fit, raising the worthy by
degrees, as they can bear it, to positions of
power, while the swarming mass of the
residuum lies weltering i„ the morass

'I

il

I'
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procreates itself m tne gru

'without attaining golden w,ngs.n ordr

,hat the nation may stand before the wodd

,s raised and ruled by the fit Thus we

still talk, repeating, parrot-Uke,

• 4 .v, of the sreat Victorian age.

^tuT It we have to do is to inquire

how far this idea may be the result

Inquiry into
^f ^ ^^ry partial survey of tacts,

'? i'ot"u?- how far the assumption that this is

""' '""'
the plan of Providence or Nature

for the building up of nations is justified

Let us begin at the lowest rung of the

industrial ladder. Let us imagine some

Sector of yours, my reader, and also one

:fmine,staningoutasladsinsomei,.

century-choose any period you like since

He feudal system was abolished and men

were free, as we say they are to-day,^o

reap the fruits of their own industry. Let

us imagine them, for example, in a com-

Lnkv of brick-makers, such as the

Tronicles describe, a number of huts on

e th, where the strongest men worked
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for starvation wages, and women and
Idren were huddled together almost

T '

'^f
""^f^d by the low fever thatcomes of fa„,i„e and cold, all of themalways hungry and dirty, without beau^

w-thout recreation, clutching always at th'e"

Z\f " '"""''= °'"
'''' '^^^ °f - hour.Let us suppose our two ancestors both apt

better off than boys who were dull, andperhaps therefore at the very begi n

"

wed something of compassion' ofU"^.on, of help, to their fellows who were1- apt and less healthy than themselvesR member that on this lowest rung ofhe adder, ,n the sixteenth, seventeenth,
eighteenth, or nineteenth centuries, menhave always had not quite enough to eatand never anything tasty to tt,pt hj
ppe.te when weakened by semi-starvation

ana no toys of anv snri- i-u ,.' .iny sort
, they never have

each A V"""T °' "^^ '"^ ^"^vond

If- '^"'^ "°" ' ^'^ y°" to suppose
that your ancestor was a large-hearted

I 'I

m
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vvide-mmdcd fellow, who, when he had

dav's wages, could not keep it, uut
i

u/on soL starving and sickly con,pa..o,

!nd let us suppose that my ancestor being

radhe-ed,''hoarded all he cou^d save

until he was able to get himself into the

ianyofmenwhowereself^upportmg^

and to whom it was therefore easier to forget

iJat others suffered the pangs of hunger and

tr Well, now, which of us would have

^^^I^hrySS^^^-ould,^

: bothers and sisters or comp.uons who

.re weaker or duller than himselt i

^"LTus consider by what means your

anctlor could possibly rise above the ^ve

\n which he was born and touna

T'^ a family without sacrificing his

'•'IX'^ mL excellent social instincts

rise above
niiitc certain that

squalor by \t seems to me quite lc

ratronaje. ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^iiVS doHB SO had

not some one helped him in the same spirit
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superior person, attracted by his

would, forth: tin. h-°'"'^
^''^ f^'^'-"-

P'-ission, and set h'
'^"'"'"g his com-

'e..oo;:i^::i;-^po^fn.^
%ht and sound of the

"'"'''"'

poorest class U fLT-
""''"'"' "^ '^'

he would hive to bt 'ft J"'
r'-'""^''-

else out nf r ,

^"^ "P ''y somebody

n-aT;°'S7a:r:rr'^-ghtane:
ntoabetterposiS ''n''P""'"^''''"^

-He,ad.sr;:r;t;°tr'
deavour to curb and suppress' hi^

""

-tincts. He would Sd"o ^\""r^
Jhat .'Charit, begins (aJdla;;:^-
home, that he must furnish f house „d

scoSxr-'M-o^r I

"
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"^
, . u -f. fViH -lame nature, having

individual thrift,

^^^JJ^^ ^^^^ more
formed your ancestor . heart m

tEduty of the poor man as under-

A K„ nresent-dav civilisation,
stood by preseni-uay

But on that next rung of the laaa

man and his wife may gather their

family about them and ;;keep

themselves to themselves, as is

the phrase of the poor. Here,

already, the eyes and ears may

be partially shut to the horrors o

the destitute multitude, and he

comfortable creed may be cuIti-

vated that the first step up is the

result, not of selfishness, nor of gratuitous

The rising

m;in will

be abU- to

ignore tilt;

cries of tlie

nee<ly by

isoliitini;

hini*flf aiul

his f.imily

an'l estab-

li^iirg the

fiction that

the pi""' ^re

unworthy.
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h«:lp, nor of accident, but of virt,.,. • • u- coronary that .he. the ^ d Sas not been taken virtue has been lack jWhen our ..aginary ancestors found th:t
,J'''

' y ^^''»'«^" means, i„ the rank of"dependent householders,
it wou d thlbe po.d,le to cultivate this artificial the' ;

ett' T^ 'n'^'r^^
''"^' ''.V n,oralefe ,t would be possible to cultivatethe Phansa,c doctrine that certain d fe t!have the curse nf ^

uerects

too strong u, the average man- h. n
"ot hoard while his broth! ssmrJ;?'- shut his eyes to the fact trt ;'::',;

-justashimself-perhapsalittle'btt:
.._son,e respects, perhaps a little worseo hers; but ,n nature and emotions justhmself, and starving while he is saisfiedWe n,ay well wonder how such ciwS

m
I

I

l!r'
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A CO make It possible to Lay ny

vtutbllng brutally callous at heart.

I would emphasise this point. Ih-.

.vea^n^an has too good a heart to hoard

TZ.y when he is walking ^h°"Wer °

^
•»!, n ^tarvinc comrade ;

a man

fencing oflr can oniy
j^.^d that

their last crust, nursing each
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children, tending each other's sick ft is
not because they are in these respects n.ore
virtuous than we that they cannot withhold
thnrlav,sh alms; it is because they cannot
getoutofreach of their neighbours' pain
because they cannot even imagine that hj
|s morally worse than they arc themselves
when the facts of his life are before their

On what, then, does our extraordinary
deaof the moral virtue of saving monev-of
economic mdependence—depend

'

It depends upon the shuttered '^rH^.iltn.H

windows of our houses and our «i™„t";,„„
hearts, upon our higher degree ^XoL
Of material privilege and our ""^s"'""'"-

'ack of sympathetic imagination. We
exercise an unsympathetic imagination-
we imagine thrift to be the saving of what'
would otherwise be spent in useless luxury
and we say the poor must remain poor
because they are thriftless. Only a few
aniong us have been scientific enough, or
sufficiently honest, to search out the fects •

and many of us in the name of religion'

U
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h.vc abused the few who have done so

Had wc welcomed their work we shou d

"vt found out long ago that the on V

'useless- luxury that "«"; ^X ^^^

child on the lowest rung of the ladder can

forgo is the sharing of his meal wUh h^

snrvlng, whose moan is for ever m h.sears.

"X';e say that our notion oecono-

X- wriU^? In our consciences?

.l;;'o;;7n of which of these imaginary

'•=1^°'
ancestors does your consaence

;:S approve? Are these laws rc-

ve.lcd to . by religion? Ihere is no

"i religious teUer who has not enj^^^^^^^^^^

'upon men to share their last cruswthh

starving
• Moses threw away the richts o

eZ Gautama sold all that he had an^^^

5v'tothepoor;Zarathrustrahved
he

mbal life. Where, then, do we get this

;te. If thrift which our Christian Gospel

txplicitly and implicitly condemns.
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i'

THR "T AND COMP LTITIOV

Under our present system of individual
economic independence we have in our
well-to-do classes a variety of social

phenomena of which Christianity demands
critical examination.

As things stand, it is the first duty of
every man of social position to see to it

that his family as well as himself
^, ,^^.,^.,_

are independent of the charity of "ry'nun

others. Unproductive members, "'-"mj Z Z,

whether many or few, must be ".''rl't.uh:;

provided for, or else they can feel ",;',!':,':;!;;,'::;

no security from the disgrace of *''"""">!

charity or from starvation. Thus, in the
well-to-do classes "making a living"
uicludes the laying by for security accord-

'99
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ing to the standards of the class concerned.

From this we get several results

:

(0 In every well-to-do class the age

of marriage tends to be postponed more

and more as the standard of living r.ses.

I cite here an able eugenic argument as to

the ill effect of militarism on the increase

of population :

Soldiers are all of thcni both of the age of

greatest life-expectancy, after reaching maturity,

and of greatest sexual vigour and tecunduy

Finally, they are all men, none of whom fall

below', and most ofthem exceed, a cerwrn des.rable

standard of physical vigour. . . .
Durn,g then

time of service all these sturdy young men have

no part in the racial propagation.'

Similarly our present commercialised

public opinion tends to withhold a large

„.h.h. proportion of our fittest young

late

h

res

Mihth. propoiv.w.i v.. . _-

result that ^„d vouns womcn trom tne

""'"S"
.

'
. ....:i „,o„„ r.ftheate marriages ' ° ., f ^L

,ave .lysgenic marriage state until many ot tne

'"1^. "'
bestyearsfor parentage are passed.

The young people of the professional class,

of the shopkeeping class, of the superior

1 Vernon I.. Kcllosg, in .ho A,I.>.,U MoM, July ,9.3-

'"i,i
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artizan class, ,.u.sr.in,heyv.ouIdcnjov the
ens. of secu,ty,wa,tfc- carriage until

^^yhave,ast;....,:.,-3...gotc^al^;

the fact that the greater proportion of births
IS in the " thriftless " classes Th. ]^ , . , .

'-"'sses. J he mindof youth, which IS able to let the morrow
take care of the things of itself, is oneoMhe necessary conditions of "abundant

(2) Professionalism, like a great cancer,
hxed and is constantly enlarging itselfupon our social life. From the Christian

point of view, every man has a vocation.God has something for him to do, towhich he, with his peculiar combination of
qual.t.es, ,s best adapted

; each has, by
nature and grace, his gift of the Spirit!
by the development of which he can alone
adequately serve the community and please
God. We have, scattered through the
community, men with a passion „..„ .„„,
tor seeing justice done between p">''«»'"™'

man and man ; men with a true >-,';::',,

vocation for healing
; men with the ardent nni
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desire to preach or do practical pastoral

work. But how many men enter our

learned professions every year spurred

chiefly by the desire to make a living in

the way least disagreeable to themselves!

And as a result we have great bodies of

men bound together by professional ties,

ostensibly to serve the public, in reality

strongly biassed in their actions and de-

cisions by the necessity of getting out of

the public financial security for themselves

and their families. Into the professional

gatherings of such r.ien a deleterious crowd

spirit must enter. The man

v„!!«ion"an,i with 3. ttue vocation for his

t;;;TS calling, whether he be con-

'Xubi"' sciously religious or the reverse

..rvice.
^jji aivyays, if left to himself,

take the nobler view of his duty of service

to the world. But his nobler ideas will

necessarily become diluted when he is

constantly or periodically under the in-

fluence of a crowd of men who possess

merely the education of their calling, with-

out a true vocation for it. And the
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public are all too ready to accept
v,ews wh.ch they s.ppos. to be the-ult o the expert knowledge of any
lass, wh,ch views are largely, if J
rrgtL:^-"'-^^^^—i^yof

(3) In the commercial world, although
a f^w men obtain sinecures by virtueof soaal position or the genius of the
preced.ng generation, the overwhelming
majon

ty need to give their whole strength
and attention to money-making in ordero attam secunty. and cannot develop the
senseofvocationforpublic

service; while
even those who are conscious of ardent
des,re for socal service are hindered or
embarrassed in attempting it by this same
necessuy of making money. All over thecmhsed world to-day work of the highest
value to the community-public offic
responsible newspapers, missionary associa-
t'ons, social service associations, co-operative
."stitutionsofall kinds-all are crying ou
for n,en of first-class business ability who
W.11 give disinterested service in return

M
km
I ' f
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for a reasonable though moderate salary,

,„,,„„Hai and they are not to be found.

competition -^r. j Because our young men

.rnergy of our ^^^ taught that Under our present

JTeKM^r^n institutions their first duty is to

'X:.!'' provide financial security for

their families, and they find this provision

absorbs all their energies.

(4) There are ".1. all classes a large

number of men md women whose true

vocation is manual labour, skilled

»hrt"u. or unskilled ; so employed, they

^r,;:"." would be always healthy, happy,

al^ourrcjtct _„ , „,^.fU^ nf resDBCt as citizensUh
;, Jjif and worthy of respect as citizens

1 . T3-.i U^^iitci^ ciirn
'"-P""'- and parents. But because such

work among us ofl^ers no considerable

financial gain, probably only moderate

wages, they are encouraged or forced into

professional firms or large mercantile

houses, in which they easily become either

impostors or derelicts.

We are bound to ask whether these are

the conditions of the reign of God on

earth Let us reaU St. Matt. vi. 25-34-

We have constantly interpreted these com-
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nunds to live as the birds and flowers live
to mean that, in spite of threatening cir-
cumstance, indeed in spite of the certainty
of coming misfortune, men are
topreserve an inward tranquillity. "^^T
It .s true that even between the i^'^ill^Z
horns of the wild oxen man can

'""' '<•'""""

find a certain kind of inward "''"''•

peace in God, and in all times of storm
and stress this aspect of their meaning is
."va uable to us. But I venture to thinkwe have emphasised this aspect too ex-
clus,ve^. We may not forget that ourLord H.mself, under stress of hunger in
the desert, seems to have been more
s rongly tempted to take the wrong path
than at other times; we may not Irget
that ,n His last agony our Lord Himself
was tempted to believe Himself forsaken
of God. It follows that we have no right
to assume that the spirit of man can beso mdependent of physical conditions that
he can hvem the habitual equipoise God
desires for hm, when hustled and driven
hy nvalnes and fears. Indeed, the more

m

m

ill

i
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intimate dependence of the strong as well

as the weak on environing conditions is

one of the facts of God's universe with

which we are becoming more and more

familiar.

The actual effect of social institutions upon

life is not to be understood in biological terms.

The relation . . . between the individual and

society is far more intimate. It is much more

like an organic union. One and the same set

of qualities will take a totally different expression

accordin- as the social environment differs. . . .

It is nJt human quality, whether origin tl or

acquired, that differs profoundly from period to

period. It is the turn given to human quahty

bv the social structure. As with the selt-

regarding, so with the more generous impulses."

In every known compilation of our

Lord's precepts we find that the commands

not to fear, not to be full of care, not to

struggle, are not launched as independent

of other commands, or without being con-

nected with the promise of the Kingdom.

If we take, in this same chapter of St.

I Sccial Evolumn ami Polilical T/non; by Prof. L. T.

Hobhousc, pp- 56-57-

HIi!
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Matthew, verses 19-24, ^e see the social
conci,t,o„s under which these cor.mands not
to be full or care for food or raim.nt are
to operate. No man is to hoard

; no man
•s to be avaricious; all are to live with
the one purpose of serving God. We have
seen as a fact, that the commercial system
based on the hoarding of wealth and on
avance has brought about an intolerable
degree of unrest and of anxious care for
the necessities of life and of mercenary
sj^'nt. It belongs, then, to the
Christian life to question very ,'h?cS,:^
carefully whether this depend- "

m",;;''''
ence on the individual hoard,

'""'«"'"'"»•

with its accompanying development of
avarice, is desirable or necessary.

It is not optional, it is requisite, if we
would be Christians, that we make this
enquiry.

ml

I
ll
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CHAPTER Xlll

THRIFT IN ITS BLOSSOM

We have reflected upon the meaning of

our economic system to those intimately

surrounded by destitution : to them it

means that every penny saved for themselves

and their families might be spent in relieving

the actual needs of their own personal

neighbours. Our thrift is first necessarily

selfish, and it is upon this selfish foundation

that we build such morality as we have.

We have also reflected on the classes

So tar we have raised quite above destitution,

th:.abut"o"f'and have found that to them
our economic svstem mcans that they are
system, but its

" / •_

inevitable forced out of their share of joy
results among

•
i i

' O*
vveii-inten- jf, parentage with dysgenic ertect

tioned monL'v- . ,

raaicers. OH the race ; that men with a true

208
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vocation to some lif.-work arc overborne by

r ''1"'''""''' '"''^'^" -i^- their
".'

arc unwelcome, or become infected by tie

b- »4e nave seen also that thi'Wss of competition hinders thcdeveV
"lent of a sense of vocation, and, furthermakes public or sor;-, I

. • •
'
'"""'^r,

very dffl 7. r°"'''
'^''"^'^'^

'"'P'«sible or

would H
"^"^ "^ ^'"^ "'- -ho

intlst::.'""^
'^ "'^"^ ^^^° -^ - 'ii

'

Novy, all this would be true if oureconomy system were worked througho"
a^i.ts parts in the best way, by men deSngo be honest, k„,d, and God-fearing, wf
system

,
we are judging it by its legitimategrowth and herbage.

S'^imate

There is one more stage in which we-ust consider it, that which may be calM
Its splendid efflorescence ,h. J
fU^ ,

"'^'^^'^'^"ce—the condition ofe man who has won the prize for whichan true sons of the system are striving Ifour rich folk, our millionaires and their

p

! H

m
111
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families, fulfil a great function and arc

,.,1,.. .„„...- blessed in its fulfilment, this

::,ak;'r-"iu. may suffice to pM^ite, if not

„,ii-m.nmnB iustifv, thc ill Condition ot

g,.iui nnA jhQst; ^vho are seeking riches witn

t;!'ju«if'y'ih.' Inferior degrees of success. Here,

:^:;.™c'> again, it is not by the man who

abuses the power of wealth, but by him

who uses it with the best intentions, that

we propose to judge our system.

Perhaps the most important function of

the ric); !nan is to provide for the com-

munity an ideal standard of material expen-

diture, and in doing so to be a discriminating

patron of art and literature. His house is

the model of domestic architecture ;
the

beauty of its fittings and furni-

The funcl™,
^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^, ^^^i^l yalue, for

. on these, if his hospitality be ideal,

a Btn;,.i.r.i of
j^;^ poorer neighbours may rest

taste; (t) to r "-^

u * 1*»otc
Rive moniy jjjgjj gygs and torm tneir laeais.

pl'iicTin'^The elegance and propriety of his

'::S:r manner of life, above all, the

''"""
education and manners of his

family, have a very real use in upholding a

of the

millionaire

an— (j) to li-l

(')'

1 I
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-^ani w,.ich .fleets the tastcK, k„o,v-

.ftfir ,"'''''''""* teachers he can

%m,, the rich „,an is at present of real"se .n g,v,ng away his money for phil,thropc and national object, So T
the competitive r.ce nn,

'"" "

not h. M ,
" ''"'°"S "len who can-not be describee as rich th.,- .u

.11 T L '"^^ '° e'^*^ '^^n a little toa such objects. Other uses of th la"r.ch man are, to expend n.uch tin
public work and adminltrlirtid to"'"
osrjtan, t.,,,^„,^^;.^^..;^

Li:;:a.t;tar"^""-^^
-^-^ ^-^^'^ °^

tbeTL"the°""'i"'"^^''^^-''^---»
;

,

j:'''' '^^ "'^ "'•"• had many sociilfunctions to perform which are now mu hhetter performed by the public auth tfThe
g,at,,Hndividualist in the world inot wish to go back to the age when the

^-ct-onoftherichwastoaffLth
o ;

!.if

t

:

y.!'

'
!
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effective protection the poor could get.

The rich man also administered justice in

his district, and gave to artists, poets, and

musicians the only livelihood they could

„ ,. p
w. depend upon. No one desires

''''nc'ti.mi
tha: these should be the functions

c„u"nu''.ioiH- „c the rich to-day, a fact which

,i,.,nby suggests that It IS possible that it

^Z the responsibility for certain func-

tions performed to-day by the rich man

were shifted to the shoulders of the com-

munity they would be as well or better

done. . ,

All the functions of the modern rich

man might conceivably be done for the

public by public money. We have to

prove that these things are done better by

the personal possessors of wealth than it

is probable they would be done by public

authority before the usefulness of million-

aires can be proved from the usefulness ot

their functions. To decide where the sur-

plus of the nation's wealth shall be bestowed,

and where withheld ; to decide what artists

and artificers shall be patronised ;
to set a
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standard of taste, education, a„d nu.rals
;to enterta,,, the country's gue.ts, sunplvi,,.

an mterpretation to all they see and hear
-these are exceedingly important social
functions Can we say that the ejualities
wh.ch enable me,, to make or keep n.oney
are those which fit them to perform these
dut.cs? These qualities apart, some mil-
lionaires are wise, son,, foolish; son,e
have taste, some none ; son>e have hroad
sympathies, some are social bigots We
conclude that there is no presumption that
the qualities that go to make a millionaire
produce any special htness for the dis
charge of such public duties as his
position lays upon him. There is no
presumption that the public will be well
';':"'. '" ^"y ^« "f '"en untrained for

If, then, there be no presumption that
he publics advantaged by the presence of
the notable successes of our economic
system, ,s there any indication that the
possession of surplus wealth is a benefit to
those who possess it ?

i 1
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By surplus wealth I mean an income

larger than is needed for the fulfilment of

recognised obligations to the common weal.

A hereditary landowner, for example,

.night be a very wealthy man without

having more than enough to fulfil certain

hereditary obligations which both he and

his neighbours may hold to make for the

common weal. If these obligations are

fulfilled, if in fulfilling them he feels hmi-

self to be the servant of the community, he

is in a position wholly different from that

of men who, having large fortunes created

in industry, commerce, or speculation,

must, if they would use their wealth for

the common good, choose for themselves

where and how to bestow it. It is very

possible that the position of the hereditary

landowner is not altogether justifiable,

but it is certainly not vulgarising in

the way that that man's position is

vulgarising who has the choice between

one object of financial benevolence and

another.

While it is true that in all departments

ll
^
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'f life limitations of time and strength
mvdve the exercise of a certain xh.-
choice among the personal offices,

."""""" '^"^^ ''

spiritual and material, which we """"'Sy
can perform for one another ^'^l^I
men are so made that the transfer SI^
of such help between them is sanctified
by common lack and common limitations,
though these are not experienced by all in
common measure. Conditions so much
common to all involve always potential,
and often actual, reciprocity of help.
Further, whatever a man gives of personal
help means a closer fellowship, and there-
fore enlarges his own experience and r.fines
h,s heart. The spirit necessary to personal
help, passmg through him, enriches his
being as does the irrigating stream the
thirsty field. The relation produced by
personal help and the relation between the
rich man and his subscription list or the
distant needy represented therein, are
obviously different. Wealth acquired by
artificial conditions gives artificial power •

and while the rich man holds the life of
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the destitute in the hollow of his hand, his

generosity is sanctified by no personal

relation with the recipient, it is evoked by

no corresponding limitation in himself, and

so represents no potential reciprocity.

For a rich man to sit refusing half the

worthy applications for money that he

receives, exercising his own petty judgment

or taste as to where and when he will

relieve wretchedness or put a spoke m the

wheel of reform or bestow joy, where and

when he will refuse to regulate confusion—

this must be a terribly vulgarising process ;

and yet it is one that the rich man, if con-

scientious, cannot shirk. To play the part

of Providence, to imagine that he has the

right to withhold his hand when the cry of

need reaches him, to pick and choose his

proteges or his favourite charities— this,

which is a quite necessary duty imposed

by our present system on the benevolent

rich man, must, of necessity, be a degrading

process. Suppose that a man sat eating a

full meal with a table full of hungry men

around him, each as worthy as himself;
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and having more than he could possibly
eat h,„,se|f, occupied himself in deciding
wh.ch of his fellows he would leave hung"/
andtowh-chhewouldgiveanoccasifnli
ft-bit and to which he would give a
partial n,eal, while all the time he went oneatmg plentifully himself! Are we not

hah>,'l"'"'''^'^°"°^'''-g became
hab.ua, he ^o„,d have become hardened
to the hunger of others, hardened to thedea that he was justified in the capricious-
ness of h,s gifts and in the continual
afsfacfon of his own hunger, an uncon-

scious megalomaniac.

All of us who are expending on ourselves
more than IS needed for our social efficiency
are partakers in this vulgarity. We are ata feast at which we are over-eating, whilemen and women as good as ourselves, and
lutle chddren, are looking on, hungry,
very hungry many of them dying for lack
of the good things at our feast of lifeAnd our tradition teaches us that we can do"o more than take pains to select a kw of
the most worthy of the hungry folk to eat

' f 's;
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our scraps. Our feast includes art and

science and religion among its dishes ;
but

no art, no science, no religion, can really

refine our feelings while we retain such

habits of life. Vulgarity attends the alms

of the rich. Vulgarity may seem a harsh

word to use here, but our language affords

no better. The blunted or crude estimate

of things in general, which we call personal

vulgarity, is always unconscious, just as

persona) refinement is always unconscious ;

but the more refined person is conscious of

a lack in the other of which the other can

have no consciousness ; and we find many

of the truly poor in spirit among us who

are thus conscious of our lack. The very

poor, who share all they have with their

fellows, even though the hardness of their

lives may brutalise them are not vulgarised.

Their estimates of things are simple and

natural. Richer men are vulgarised, for

it is impossible for any one to shake him-

self free from corporate faults. Our present

system, based on selfish thrift, is a wheel

on which we are all broken.

r«*ii'.
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As a matter of fact, we do not find that
joy and wisdom and goodness and know-
ledge increase with the increase of wealth
a ter a certain standard has been reachedUp to a certain (still undetermined) point
they do increase; above it they appear
rather to lessen. No one who has watched
a town in our Western wilds grow
froir, the stage of cruel hardship <^7L
to that of moderate comfort, andtillT^^^^
from that to the stage of opu-°'r;;'r',';„^""
fence and luxury, can for a

'"°''"«';

moment question which is the "^"''h-'-"

stage of greatest happiness and moral
welfare.

IJf:



CHAPTER XIV

MATERIAL WELFARE

It is often urged that man's spiritual life

is independent of material conditions. The

proposition is nonsense. Yet those who

make it a first duty to better the condi-

tions of the poor are to be found search-

ing for arguments to bring their action

into harmony with this ridiculous asser-

tion.

Every soul, as we know it, functions

through a material brain, and this depends

upon physical parents and their
Spiritual life ' . ,'

'
,

. „ ^

ia .iipcn.ient nounshment and environment.

°?materw Furthermore, the development

^°°'''
of a soul depends on its access

to decent ideas, and these are the produce

of a degree of civilised security. St.
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Francis, the apostle of poverty, came out
of a wealthy nursery

; and eve;y canonised
saint, every ecstatic mystic, has lived in
conditions out of which his brain could
draw a degree of physical health and a
minimum, at least, of civilised ideas
Take away these conditions and no
sainthood is possible. It is at our peril
that we fail to use our reason, which
would teach us that if the conditions be
niproved we shall have more saints and
better.

But there are, no doubt, in our religious
annals many and very striking instances
ot lives in which a maximum
of what we call spirituality is ,S^°f,
concomitant with a minimum "}/p^"'
of what we call material "'-d'.ml^.'L

good. Such instances but prove o'Xh"
that, given a certain material

*""'''•

jumping-off place, the human spirit can
dominate matter; they do not prove
that spirit is independent of matter or
can develop without having matter to
dominate.

i!
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It is precisely to the domination of

matter for the best ends that Christianity

calls her sons. Admitting that the end

is spiritual development toward conscious

union with God, we have urgent re.ison

for asking ourselves, what are the material

conditions conducive to this ? The spiritual

attitude which arose from the effort merely

to subdue and ignore physical conditions

can hardly be held to be in harmony with

God who is the creator and sustainer of

this material universe, and we all know that

this attitude has too often degenerated into

Tn.cekto toleration of ill conditions that

ought to have been found intoler-

able, and a neglect of good condi-

tions that ought to have been

utilised. But there is a degree of

practical truth underneath this

' would-be spiritual asceticism ; it

which matur
jj jfi^j jj,g [jgst material conditions

ouij'ht to DC

.lominaud. for human life are by no means

those conditions that our social traditions

point out as best. If our ascetics have

erred in refusing to see that there is a

minimise

anil ignore

matter

cannot be

pleasing to

its Creator

anil Sus-

tainer ; and

communion
with Him is

the end for
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degree of poverty and material degradation
which benumbs the spiritual lifc, our
material hedonists have erred in refusing to
see that there is a degree of wealth and a
material exaltation which also deaden the
soul.

Our whole traditional system, social and
commercial, leads us to regard any increase
of wealth and power as an increase of
advantage. We regard our plutocrats as
having the best material conditions because
they have money and power in excess of
other men. This idea of what is material
good IS the conception of the selfish heart •

our Lord considered it a barrier
to progress. What right have

-"".3""

we to defame the providence ^^
of the All-Father by calling the SIT
condition of being richer and

"""'

more powerful than our neighbours a
good material condition.? Does the tide
of God-given life flow that way > Are the
greater number of healthy children found
in richer nurseries .' Does the tide of
t^od-given nobility of character flow that

!
,:'
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way ? Are the sons and daughters of our

richer families more wise, more unselfish,

more heroic, than those whose outward

circumstances are what we commonly call

less advantageous ? A negative answer

must be given, and this negative answer is

just what the spiritually minded confusedly

try to express when they say they do not

seek material advantage for themselves or

their children. They intuitively know,

and mean to say, that any degree
Bui excess -

, ,

'

. c
of wealth i) of Wealth Or power m excess of

con,iitioi."M the average is a material dis-

poverty.
g^yj^tagg^ j handicap in the race

for real good, a depression of real joy.

There is no reason to stultify the All-

Father by repudiating His material good..

The evil does not lie in the material natiuj

of excessive wealth ;
poverty is just as

material a condition. Dissatisfaction with

material conditions is just as much pre-

occupation with earth as satisfaction is.

Physical health is a material condition, but

it does n increase with wealth ;
power is

immaterial, but it does increase with wealth
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and is indeed, its chief attraction.
^v.l of wealth seems to lie i„ „„„, ,having more than one's neigh-

^''"''"

boursjandthisseemstobeaL"-""'^.
"material condition, not a good ;' ^ "li^
""«• It IS our nomenclature that "ak

'"

's wrong; the greatest material advanti.e'-na moderate amount of possessioT'^W en we return to the simplest ideaOf thnft_n,an enriching himself by theeconomic utilisation of natural J,
agents-we perceive that what is ^^Zily
degrading in our notion of thrift. >.";,;:;::;!:„

« the Idea that it is man as a t:S"J'
unit and not mankind, fbr whose "::S]:^''"
benefit the wealth is produced "-^'^
As long as thrift means corporate ''''''"^"r

production for corporate advantage-as
itd.d^.^...n the anciem agricultural tribe-

>t s wholly desirable. It is only i„ i,,dealings with other communities tat a

selfish, Pharisaical, brutal, or vulgar. Ifwe can conceive of a universal communi'-Hose thrift only raised the uTe;3

I h

It
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standard of living and increased the

common store, such thrift would be en-

nobling rather than debasing. It could

subsist with the highest .andards of

artistic and scientific work, and all its

activities could h'-. part of Christian

worship.

We certainly do not see how this can

rome about, but we must all be convinced

A man', heart that whcrc the treasure is the

hi."tl';.,."rll;
heart will be. If the treasure

whether the (oward which man reaches con-
treasure I'c his

, 1 J »u '-
own benefit i>r sist in personal riches ana tneir

the common i • i_ t. „,;ll
weal. consequent power, his heart will

be engaged in his individual interest. If

the treasure for which he longs be the

common weal, his heart will be engaged in

the interests of humanity, himst;lf included,

and he will be in proportionately greater

harmony with the All-Father. If the

treasure at which he aims is the universal

welfare in its conscious relation to the

love of God, his own welfare consciously

included, his heart will be in the Kingdom

of Heaven.
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^^^

„„?'';!:'"'.'='''• ^I'" those who would

Whether
.. maxinumi living wage is not

q".tcas,,.ces.-yforthchcttenngofo:
--thly conditions as a „,i„in,u„' Llwagj and whether, until we have belied

wih.7""^'^'"Sdon,aMdhavedonew. h the notion that personal rivalry is theon'y adequate stimulus to human ind t

'

we have any nght to consider oursclve
adherents of the Christian faith

When we come, as we inevitablv mustto co„s,der the nature of the new orde
'

we must distinguish carefully between thebetter social condition we des'ire and suchconstrucfve schemes as are. or may be

cannot be d.slocated fron, the past. Allthat ,s really good in p,st and presenmust grow and develop into a better future^Be task ofjoyfully taking each separat;step u, th,s progress is ours by virtue of
' Sec note D.

i

,

\i
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our profession of Christianity. Wc uld we

make that profession true ? Prayer is the

desire of the whole man, thought, will,

feeling, receptivity, and activity, turned

Godward in expectation. To have faith

is to have the conscious, semi-conscious,

and sub-conscious states of mind soaked in

the sense of God's goodness, resourceful-

ness, and power. The most unlimited

encouragements to prayer are among the

best attested of our Lord's sayings.'

It is not necessity that causes us to dwell

in the City of Destruction ; it is our lack

of repentance and faith.

There is no end that we can conceive to

the joyful progress of the human race in

God. But to the mistaking of evil for good

which retards progress there ought to be an

end ; and I conceive that it was that con-

dition of Insight and harmonious progress

which must then result which was typified

by the Kingdom. So far our corporate pro-

1 Cp. r/if Gospel Himry ami in Tranmhum, by Prof.

Burkitt, pp. 161-162.
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gresshasbeenslovvandinte^ittent,
becauseoflack of ,„s,ght. The light of the single

rHV/^"'y "'^ '^'^--"ce betweengood and ev,l shone with brightness here

iran, m Greece, „ the greatest
age of the Roman peace, and '=7..°^
supremely in the life of our Lord- butconfus.o„and dimness always ensued The

lt::L?^™'"^°^'''^'--g''^was'^Jomere veihng of a crescent glow, it was ineach case a real dark.aing of he beambut wHh.„3ay that perLne^^^^^^^^^^^^^
broken progress was impossible because it

Jus":fS'^^t-^
Who shall saTThJesus of Nazareth was mistaken when Het "ght that such unbroken progress mi.hta once begin in corporate liL'd 3;o.e the condition under which aV:S"ved? The world did not receive His

'stheworsh.pofevilforgoodinthecon
cepfon of God, in the fot of mln! ;;:;

M

(
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hinders. Who shall say that to-day this false

worship might not very speedily cease ?

Professor Royce says, "We can look

forward to a time when the work and the

insight of religion can become as pro-

gressive as is now the work of science."

'

It depends upon us who call ourselves

Christians how soon that time shall come.

It is not a difference ofoccupation, certainly

not a difference of communion, it is a differ-

ence of motive and world outlook, that

determines our orientation. We stagnate

because we have made Christian morality

synonymous with faithfulness toduty asduty

is conceived by a consensus of moralists.

The mere acceptance of the name of Christ

does not make a Christian act of the faithful

sweeping of a room or management of a

bank account or abstinence from vice.

Christianity is the acceptance of the Christ,

not as interpreted by the world's morality

but by the implications of His own sayings

and example—by His own insight into the

things that were on the side of omnipotence

• T/u- PiMcm of Chrimaaily, last pagu.
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^a.th that H:s d.v.ne and universal reign is athand .fn,en will. Duties are not perforJdmore fa,thfully in ehis faith than atheisHr
agnosfc can perforn, then,, but the whol
atmosphereofthe soul is changed by it'the n,osttnv,al gossip of home or club or'market .sofa different character. I„ the
.ght of the ftith of Christ thus conceived
problem ofthesexes, the problem of capitaland labour, the problem of the backward
races, the problem of international relatlns
pass outof the region of storm anddarknessofjust gnevan... ridiculous assumption, and
selfish pass,on, ,„to the sunny morning lightof affiance ,n God and practical wit Forwhen mth,s faith we say that "in Christ

"

tefo;"'f''r''"°'-'^"'^'^'''-dnorfree, forward nor backward races, home landnor fore,g„ land, the words "in Christ "donot merely refer to an unearthly sphere,

inlht f'r.""^"'""''''^'
'^' =»'-'« ^'^

'ns.ght of Chnst,a„ised social sense in the
practical statesmanship of earth

Without this faith we are even now in

:i
'

f:1
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the City of Destruction, for the civilisation

that is not co-operating with God is certain

to become disintegrated. Those who believe

in and work for the triumph of the

principles of Christ are surely much nearer

the Kingdom— be their name for the

Highest Good what it may— than are

those who, with the name of Christ per-

petually on ihiir lips, despair of earthly

progress or hope only in the triumph of

the purse or the sword.



BOOK III

THE PILGRIMAGE OF THE SOUL
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CHAPTER XV
RELAT.OV TO THE CREATIVE SP.R.T

How may the pilgrim soul run joyfullv

the full hfe of the Kingdom?
^

vlduf'^Zr' '' ^°'-P°"^^' "°t indi-

Chor . " °"' ^°'^ condemnedChorazm and Bethsaida, when He wept

hake from the.r feet the dust of the town!ha rejected them, He implied the grTtmh that m our egotistic in^dividualisfwe
often overlook, that the law of „, '
God IS far too great and splendid ^'^'I^^L
.3

thing for individual grasp or
'"

'^rl';""'

.n.v.dua, fulfillment. As lo'ng as laws andcustoms are wrong we are all more or less
responsible for the wrong; as long 1

SJ5

VIh

\i
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corporate opinion is wrong we are all

more or less blinded and infected by it.

We cannot live up to the principles of

our Lord's teaching either by giving away

all we possess, or by keeping it ; by paying

taxes to keep up prisons and armaments,

or by refusing to pay them. In these

matters we cannot, as things are, do right

;

we can only deare r- ^ht.

How, then, can we leave our birth-

place in the City of Destruction and fly to

the City of God ? Such pilgrimage is the

persistent effort to create corporate good-

ness. We are in communion with the

true God only in the degree in

'^I'ge onnr which we are seeking the salva-

^"In/ry tion of the world. The Kingdom
journey,

^jthin IS the missionary spirit,

and thus the pilgrimage of the soul is

inevitably a missionary Journey. Just

because we are bound together so closely

in the bundle of life we cannot desire

the Kinp'lom without causing others to

desire it, for feeling is infectious. We
cannot have any glimpse of the universal
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ifZ"
"""-' "-'-e o,te„ „ „

tne place of communion. „The place of communion is -Si,
the realisation of being at one ''tut'^'
wth God in any direction in whichthe momentum of our will W flnl

f--ty. if i. does not"pr:duc 7hSense of oneness, is futile. ^Expec an';'f d.rected to some magical result aZ
J-

the mward personal momentu:n:

tha/'relV"'
'"' '''' ^'^ ^"^-^ --« °ftftat rehg.ous activity that goes bv th.name of prayer fail, w ^ ^''^

dr, .u- •
,

^^ ^"feat God todo things without arriving ,f ,i,„

that H» • J '"S ^t the certaintythat He .s determined to do them; or
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else, when in this entreaty we become assured

that His will is one with ours, we

'"'Irthat recede into passivity, expecting

some magical response. It

appears to me that our Lord's

whole teaching shows that prayer

consists in that communion

pT.iycr t

communidii

which
iliiciivrr*

G..,l',will,

nll'i thi-n

wilolc-

hcartcitly

„7.hHim"n which will make clear to us

iloing i

what God's will is, and then in

whole-heartedly co-operating with Him,

convinced that, although we may incidentally

meet bodily suffering or death in the doing

of it, the thing shall be done, and we

shall rejoice in its accomplishment. The

rewards that are offered to prayer are the

achievements of the divine activity within

us.

Let us imagine some fairy spirit in a

mythical world, who knows that the creative

power that upholds him and his world is a

power intent upon universal well-being, and

knows that this creative power can only work

in so far as it is relied upon and co-operated

with. How could such a spirit ever

experience fear.? To fear would be to
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»i9

fT'uV^^ "P°" fh-^ upholding powerto inhibit ts worl,,,,-. • ''
'"""^^

working of the power which m, i r
universal well-being, i„ whth >
-"-being was incl;:. "'';„" '" "^^"

the case ofsuch a spirit we can --;:::::

;«
this clearly, for we think „f,^;Z:t^^power that n,akes for social,:;::^:-

nghteousness and well-beinc in
""' ''""»'

h's mythical world as some '^''^'^'^''

elemental force, unmoved by '--::^:::r

- "ir'- -: tt :;- -

ii
:

1,1

i
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evil forces that we cannot believe in a

superior Power which does not know

limitation when its conditions are complied

with.

We find it hard to believe that God is

able to -store ere tion by the activity of

love, e\ -n though we are willing to admit

that He is the creator and could have no

motive but that of love in the act of

creation. We cannot bring ourselves to

believe that He is reliable in response to

our reliance, and therefore we do not rely

upon His invisible power. But 1 think

that if we take this conception of God as

Personality without caprice and Power

unlimited except as limited by man's failure

to co-operate, and interpret the story of our

Lord's life and teaching by this clue, we shall

find that all we have supposed to be incom-

patible with practical life becomes wonder-

fully practical, and that the whole falls

into a harmony. We shall then see that

the repentance that He called for was a

corporate refusal to acquiesce any longer

in any evil condition as of God's ordinance,
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-"'''"' 't "'M an indiviclual
oacc,m«cea„y|„ng,,i,,i,,,,,,,

;anarchy or (iiscon)„f,„.., ,. "
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refusal

.(.••/ nr.

I. .r 1;

'I" ! vc- I, ,

••"'archy or discord of soul. ^\

f'".-'^
that H. Messi,..,.

consciousness
consisted of I,..,.

and meekness and servi, . , ,

-'yn,aniCat.^l£:r'"'"'"^'''^
We have developed no l;::::'^'-'--
th.s conception of ,ove fvhJh T'"

'

unerring and ahsnl,,,
^- ml.ines

things tith the rJs:/:r,7°"^^''
coercion, or se,fl:;L?::\;':rr-

SSc::^::!;:/^^ ^'- -- «::

good,fuXenSr"^';?r"'^'"^^''-^

/
becoming a function of Divinp I„,H.S Messianic consciousness wou d beTconception of Himself .c

'"•"

""i-errupted ": o
'
r7S^"l

'''

potent to serve n„. ^ '
""^ '°^<^'

tore-create/nd/ '""''^"'•^•^"^'-"t

rreedo:rt;:'i''^'-"'^''>--"Hng
When we thus think of i, ,,, ^^ ,,

R

i
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of that whole problem of the theologians

as to how perfect human goodness is

consistent with the claim to Messiahsh.p.

Perfect human goodness is entirely con-

sistent with the claim to serve, with the

claim to feel toward men no emotion but

that of love, with the claim to govern men

only by the love, the faith, that sets them

absolutclv free from all trammels and makes

them masters of themselves. The king of

a kingdom that is set up in the innermost

thought of every subject rules in a sense

for which we have no m(
,

hor. It is

toward these ideals we must

'^'"'
travel Our notions of govern-

„i M,«i.h- ^ent_foundcd upoi. the power
""""""

to compel the loyalty that is not

freely given, founded upon the

power of hatred and ill-doing to

enemies, instead of love and blessing-are

all quite as far astray from the conception

of the Kingdom as taught by our Lord as

were the crude notions of a military Messiah

held bv the Zealots of His day. The

Christ is still among us, trying to spiritualise

ciirii'cidusncsa

of til.- l.'VC

thnt s.'is mt-n

tire.
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our notions of the earthly state and of His-n ..ngship „.er i, .nable to .SH s authority among us until we are able tore se that the only real power in the un !
verse never stoops to intrude or to compel
0-0 pun.sh, but will only ..„ by attracZ

tI r '' '"'''" ^y f'«f°^^i"g freedom
TheMess,nhshipofourLordissfillasecm
just as much as it was a secret in the ear ;

only be d.vulged to us as we learn that

child T "T"' °' ^'''y ^"'^ P-v- arech.ld,sh ,f they include anything not
summed up in the dignity /f humilityHe that .s greatest of all shall be your

r™"
"

';"vr°"^
>"" ^'^

°-
''^«

tral f
^' ^'"^'"" P-'g--™ '""Sttravel from our present ideals to this

,tr
""' "' ''' ^'g°- -'^ power :;

The clouds of heaven -are they notWi of the fogs of earth. The gl.ly :them-the,r l.ght and majesty-s nothing
-orethansunlightandshldolon: t!of earth. So the glory of the clouds on
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which He shall one day be seen is nothing

other than the love and loyalty which rises

spontaneously from free hearts made so great

by the gentleness of God that they can see

and reflect His gentleness.

The Christ did not first "enter in at

lowly doors" in order that He might

afterwards smite with His obvious mag-

nificence. Jesus Christ is "the same

yesterday, to-day, and for ever." " With

God is no variableness or shadow of turn-

ing." The power of God is always the

principle of life — wholesome, immune,

beautiful, prolific, all-conquering—which

unfolds from within until it leaps into

perfect communion with all that is best

in the human heart in natural

'^YJ'T" affection. The consciousness of
01 liD'l IS

thf prmcipic absolute and unswerving love to

all in the heart of the Christ

leaped into conscious communion with the

heart of the Father, and brought about

that great event of Divine love manifested

to the uttermost on earth, by which we are

saved.



CHAPTER XV(

KELAT.OV TO THF BODY
J~ predicting and ushering in a ]ifc ofobedience to God anri h.

^
^"^ and harmony w th fJoHJ"us accepted the J.vvish con-

'

C-Ptjon of the Kingdom of God 1!^,^-

?
he best metaphor for His J'"""

;d«l. Now. it was a recogn^d f'P''fact that in the Kingdom of God '-r

tKisr;:"^:^--^"^^^^'-
I"thev,^io"orth r V""""'""""^•
wo^kandapupo fiT'""''"'''^'^'
wealth thatLj^d on vh

'""""
r"""-

^" "'"^'emishe;':;;;c:,::n^^''^;;
i-^^ome, unconscious of the woV .
''"

•'"'lyas on,, heahhv^ ;:f;'\''«
unconscious.

creatures can be

Now, those who thus ,i.. ,„ ,,,

»4S
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inculcated by Jesus are at present within

the Kingdom ; and one of the
Health of °

,

bi..iy an.i pnvilcges of that Kingdom

—

pn",'4'eof certainly the whole drift of the

";,'f,t;'''
Gospel shows this— is health of

KingJom. ^j^j ^,^j health of body, the

abundance of Divine life manifested in the

flesh. If we have any history at all ot

the earthly hfe of our Lord we know that

He chose to be recognised as a healer and

exorcist. He would not give the slightest

countenance to the desire, rife in His time

as in ours, to simplify the idea ct the

spiritual life by regarding it as imprisoned

and hindered by the body. He taught

that the spiritual life was manifested in,

and served by, the body.

The Gospel story certainly suggests that

the Christ came to give to the spirit of man

the freedom of the body, the control of it,

the use of it, the dominion over it, instead

of man being enslaved by its desires, im-

potencies, and diseases, fhe child of the

Kingdom must turn his face toward the

realisation of health.

:;mim
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There is in the annals of modern medical
science curious proof that our Lord «as in
the ],ne of physical and psychological law
and wavng no mere magician's wand, whenHe inculcated in His followers the conquest
of the world by a temper of serenity and
dominatuig meekness and love to the utter-
most and, at the same time, in this faith
offered them health. Every
modern physician is announcing r^l^i''^^'.

the fkct that there are certain iC^^^^i
conditions of the conscious and .'"""

I . ^rniiun on
sub-conscious mind which make "" '^'"""•

for bodily health and strength, and certain
conditions which detract from if and
where medical science is most in advance
>t has already recgnlsed the power of
certain states of mind to bring about the
cure ot disease, and to make men immune
from disease.

We are told that what we call "righteous
indignation " inhibits the flow of the vit d
force in the body in exactly the same degree
as unrighteous indignation. ,\ g„„d man's
anger with a bad man produces a poisoned

I ^1
hi

WdS'i'Ufi ar^ih f.ait'iWii
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I

11'^!

condition in the nerve centres as surely as

a bad man's anger with a good man. Fret

on account of the unchristian condition of

the lapsed masses brings on neurasthenia as

certainly as fy ct over a gamble on the Stock

Exchange. Despondency over personal sin

undermines the health just as much as the

despondency of mortified vanity. A
thousand distresses and antagonistic

passions, which have been considered not

only legitimate for th.; Christian life but

peculiarly characteristic of it, are unques-

tionably the links in a slavish chain—sub-

jection to, or liability to, disease or in-

sanity—in which the Church on earth has

long agonized. He who came to take away

oppression, to announce release to the

captive (Luke iv. 1 8), would not have

accomplished what is profitable for the life

that now is, or what would make this earth

the best school for the life that is to come,

if He had taught and exemplified no de-

liverance from this slavery. In this life

we ought not to expend our attention, our

time and money, upon the diseases of our

tjS «-•>».
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own souls or bodies. Therefore it is ,tour penl that we continue to interpret-.:;

in thl°T"''
'"^''"'^^^ -'!"'--

Which are found .ncompatible with mentaland physical health.

us ihr'h''Tr'
'"'^''"' "''="" ^-^hes

some l?f '
'"'"^^ ^'°"S ^'^^ '- of

'"'^"'.eo„,y;„.Hed:uL's:;jt:
cho.ce of which involves constant refe"o personal pains and pleasures, is to i Lchron,c d,seases. To fil, one's life with .practical enthusiasm that does not Cllmonotonous or pall upon the taste th-odern panacea. Therefore it is at 1
P r.l that we are satisfied with a type of-I'g-on which does not involve 'on^Pas^onate and practical purpose.

cleaHv'th''^'"'
""' "'"'' '^'^ ^^ "-reclearly the shame oUiisease, .and ever more

The sentiments and passions detri-
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mental to health are exactly those which

Jesus condemned. God is a God of

order. If a man hold his hand in the fire,

faith in God will not prevent his flesh

being bun< ; if he hold his spirit in the

fires of h.ll, health will not be manifest

in his pliysical frame. We ar>- not to be

blamed for the mistakes into which we are

born ; we are to blame only if we remain in

darkness after catching aglimpscof the light

;

and at present we may catch rays of light

on this subject from many different sources.

What is disease ? Ascetic notions in-

herited from our pagan forebears have so

commonly glorified disease by proclaiming it

God's chief angel of spirituality that we have

not stopped to do Him the reverence of ob-

serving what the facts of disease really are.

In the first place, it is abnormal, because

under fair circumstances the human being

tends to revert to health. Over
WhM . • u I

,ii.f.i«r is ; and over agam, m the early

(;';\;',uir,',",'''days of our colonies, we liavc

(,S
w..st.i\,i.

^^^^ stunted, ill-thriven settlers,

with bad heredity, rear a family of better
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stature and better health than themselves
and the,r grandchildren were observed t,. bj
aga.n larger and more robust. Such rever-
sion to health is only a dramatic instance of ascenfhc commonplace. We are warranted
•n setting down disease as abnormal

Secor.Jy, all its abnormalities are-from
the po.nt of view of beauty, order.
econom>--d,sgusting. They mean, every
one of them, that some stream that ought
o be pure is impure, that son.e tissue
that ought to be clean is unclean. In a
diseased system the stream of the heart's
blood, which ought to be cleansed by the
exquisite respiratory process of oxygena-
tion IS not cleansed, or some food which
ought to be changing by a beautiful and
delicate chemical process into clean living
-natter, is. instead, decaying within the
hving organism, acting within the veins
or within the tissue, exactly as filth and'
decaying matter act in our streams or our
t-eets. If you think of a limpid streamunmng through a beautiful garden, and
think of It agamfilW with the refuse of
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the slaughter-house, thick with the garbage

of a village, its banks as foul as its

water, evil-smelling, poisonous, you have a

very good illustration of what food not

thoroughly assimilated produces in the

body, of what blood not thoroughly

oxygenated is. Are we such children as

to suppose that because the scale is smaller,

that because the filth is microscopic, it

ought to be less disgusting to the right-

thinking mind ? Do we imagine that it

is not clear to God's mind because to us

it is microscopic ? The very orthodoxy

that teaches us to glorify this sort of thing

as the will of God, teaches us that the

body is the temple of God, a living

sacrifice that ought to be offered to Him
without spot or blemish. Can we accept

these contradictory doctrines ? In truth,

every form of ill-health is unclean.

Thirdly, it is wasteful. For quite a

long time, now, every Christian society

that sends out missionaries to do the

highest spiritual work of converting men

to the knowledge of God and building
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them up in that knowledge, has found it
necessary to apply a strict physical test
heforc tak.ng any candidate into its service
lh,s fact speaks for itself, and it is
sufficently obvious of every kind of
rcI.g.ous and social service, except one
that ,11-health reduces the working valu
of the wuividual. The one servfce no^
thus impeded obviously is pravcr

; but its a very serious question whether it has
not been one of the greatest mistakes in
religion to suppose that prayer can ever
be as effect,ve when d.vorced from social
ctmty We are ready now to hold this

true of the prayer of the cloistered saint •

-t .s no less true of such invalids as are'
h.s modern representatives. It is not in the
effort to forsake the world for God that
jnan has seen the truest vision of Divine
Love, but in the effort to bring God into
the world. It was the pagan idea that thebody was the enemy of the soul that gave
nse to the notion that the weak and sickly
could exercise most perfectly the gift of
prayer. While a diseased life, that can

• i.
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know no other service than prayer, may
undoubtedly thus serve, it is also true that

the same person in health, steadfastly

desiring to pray, would produce better

results. And to the waste of the patient's

life we must add the tragic expenditure of

time, money, and energy lavished daily in

mere attendance upon the sick.

But until the Kingdom is universal its

servants are certainly offered no immunity

from physical injury ; a wound

injuJJ'and !« 3 healthy body, which heals

^'llZr' healthily, is not disease. Disease

often involves pain and suffering,

but pain and suffering do not involve

disease. Some devotional writers, failing

to observe this, have made curious con-

fusion of this subject.

Again, the child of the Kingdom must

Grief for ,i„
su^er grief. If we consider the

nn.i wrong, emotions of such souls as would
heightenefl by

a backgroim.! sccm to havc had personal ex-
of deeper joy, . r /^ j i t i-

cannot be pericnce ot God and left a record
avoi.le.l. ^£

jj^ ^^ ^j^^jj g^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^ ^jj

claim that the inward vision of God fills
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the soul with exalted gladness, so thatrav.shed by the ineffable lovablenes 5God.t,. attuned to the love of His who;e
creation. We hivt- tu. .l

the Pn^ 1
' "'• *^^ P'""^ ofhe God-lov,„g

„,,„__3,,h as Plotinus orany other-rece.v.ng only gladness whilehe .nner gaze of his spirit is direct dtoward the meffable Divine Light Lett,ask how far, when the gaze oft;h an on

urro;rd""'r^''^^'""f'°"^--^%surroundings, his sense of Divine gladnessought, as a result of this glad vision to be
superseded by trouble roufedbyT'i

gnef for which will be heightened as indirect contrast with the beatific vision
Undoubtedly the sight ofearth with its
o^ahties .ust cause grief. Sin a^d

d utility in inanimate nature. „ust give

from the"
''"°'°" °' S"^^ -^ d-^-t^rom the annoyance of thwarted desiresof mdignation and antagonism toward ithat we are forced to disapprove, for it canbe experienced without tlese. Gri f i^
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strangely akin to joy, as tears are akin to

laughter. It is always measured by a sense

of the worth of what is not. This sense of

worth has its root in a high conception of

the value of existence. Grief thus stands

firm in the belief in a good constitution of

things, and this belief in the good con-

stitution of things must always be an

underlying joy greater than any grief If

everything is a vain show, or merely

transient or evil, nothing is worth grief;

the knowledge that the joy for the absence

of which we grieve was near, or was

possible, is of the es-- ce of sorrow. To
the God-loving maii, who has the belief

in underlying goodness, for whose every

thought God is the starting-point and the

goal, annoyance, worry, and indignation

which toss the unattached soul must cease.

But grief must exist in the Christian

man together with unspeakable joy. In

his life there must always be the constant

endeavour to remove the cause of grief,

and the free exercise of faculty in that high

and holy endeavour. Such grief, enveloped
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in a deeper joy, giw„g birth to hope and

and cause disease.

involt thTf •°' "^'"^"^"'^y' ^''-.

froTall ?^ ^^•'y of the mindfrom all anger, fret, or de- r, •,

spondency, from all belief U,^''<'^^
disease as the visitation of God -'i^'^I.^
from all the traditional acceptancJ .;";!!;!"

ofa.lmentsofthe flesh as the inevitable lot

waste tha goes on all over the world inthe partial and inadequate treatment ofdiseases which ought not to exist !„/while themdividual is by himself poweWessto create a healthy atmosphere, becaZ we
aren,embersoneofanother,iti;i„c:rbe^
upon him, ,f he would practise Christianity

bring about a corporate condition ofpysica, health. And the pilgrim soul h:s"'ready the power to create within itself,
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r^

activities

creation

Summary,

/

and for its own body, an ever greater

degree of health.

We have been led to see that the bring-

ing about of the reign of God upon earth

involves not only the highest spiritual

of soul, but the practical re-

of earthly conditions. In that

re-creation it is obvious that the

first task of the soul is the re-

novation of its body. The objective of

Christian endeavour is not escape from the

physical plane, but the re-making of the

physical that it may answer perfectly to the

spiritual ideal. Jesus undoubtedly came

preaching t!>at men should turn from all

that was imperfect and look with expecta-

tion to God for all that was perfect, and in

this expectation it would certainly appear

that the child of the Kingdom may i-vdude

perfection of physical life. By losing his

life of contention, hostility, and care, he

win find the life of the body.



CHAPTER XVII

"''^^'^^ TO TH£ KAMUV
The pilgrim soul is never oi

The simplest relation 2 t;:;"r?-

-"enlaS^enf'of'"J: ^i;^SS
idea. So akn ;= *u

™'y '"e",oa,i
^"° '" *''e social class "='""™-

guilds and societiestlLT::;r°^of people with common iLts T^';eality just extensions of the dea H
'."

from the familv-_thnf ,
'^ea-derived

-th a common p^V/aT °' P*^^^""^

must stand together a.
'"°" ^°P^

world A
^^^^^' ^^ against the outer-r^. A nation IS a further extension:;

^«'. IX. .:Ls rr:.'"
'''' ''^°'"""

°-^ «-"->..
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the idea of the family group ; and an empire,

as a combination of nations, is the largest

extension of the idea we have yet reached.

If these are all essentially one idea,

and if we can discover what the practice

,of Christianity is in the family
A glimpse ot .

our LorJ's relation, we shall discover also

"'.'imp°J.'t ' what it is in all these other and

"nclauf;™ larger relations. If we can catch

'''"h'uman"'' a glimpsc of the vision that Jesus

relation. ^^^ concerning this, which is the

all-important matter for man on earth, we

shall have gone very far toward reforming

all our social tradition.

We have seen that in criticis-

gr°u;e^°Hi. ing the Jewish divorce law

rctni^g our Lord seems to have linked

tithHii' His teaching on this pomt with

other ethical Qther teaching the significance

and maiie gf whlch depended on the

,L';'end"on character of God ; thus express-

ctrlctcrl'f ing His conviction that the

°°''' marriage tie was a super-personal

bond,' resting, as did the bond between

I See note E.
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man and „,an, between neighbour and

^od. who sends His sunshine and His

Tut°" ^''^ -i' -d the good onthe thankful and the unthankful
If duty to such a God be the pivot ofa

1
our soaal relations, it is plain

tnat love ,s not to be limited.,,?,",';';'
a»d regulated by the feeling of

""-^'^'
attraction to one person or '^"tl^
another in any relation of life.

°' '"""'""

This has been perceived "in all timesand places of Christendom, but, unha;;"
't hasg,ven nse to the ascetic teachinJof much devotional literature which regadsfamdy affecfon as in itself misleading

and to be sacrificed for the higher life

:;^/'^-'-'-inanyspher!t;t'
sented as compatible wth all sorts ofhostde feelings and pun^f -e acti tieThe cause of this double sophistry habeen worship of a God hostile to nlture

f.7J°
"^^ Divine Father, who is I; ivv.th both spiritual and material kindness
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iV

I

to the unthaiiltful and the evil, the enemy

Tu . .ki. and the heretic, who withholds
Thii truth ha* '

nnicarrit.i, |,o good thlnff on thc ground

wai conccivci of lack 01 dcs jrt or positive
at hoitile to , , ,

thf linmr traiisgression—duty to such a

.t.'im'i.ult'utt CJod clearly leaves room for no
of the ..int. joubt as to the wholesomeness or

authority of all healthy natural uffection,

while condemning its ' .ifish limitations.

What naturally r.ttracts the childlike

and the humble wherever he meet it, what

engages his entire affection with unerring

certainty, is the personal kindness that

gives and forgives. If this kindness be

indeed the kindness of God, as Jesus

affirmed, the affection of the childlike and

the humble for the Christian God is already

concivin.,
engaged, and engaged with all

Go.i n, o'.e
(jjg strength that the character

with norn»l o
nature, .he possesscs. It is in the contempla-
affcctioilof '. /•,.,., 1.

thenorn.ai tion ot this kindncss. Sympathy,

air„ and person;.! understanding that

"y?hV the whole nature is unified, the

Divine Love,
hostility between one part of it

and ano';her removed, even although some
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humble heart, thus unified by i,s I'Ct,^^::,'

passionate attracrion to the Divine ""^i;;';'"'
tenderness, nati:raily reflects tha'

''""""""""

tenderness and generosity in all its '^'"-"^'^c
socal relations

; and, thus reflect- "'^-'Hnr;.'

"g. naturally finds in every object of it.
contemplation more attractivene hiwould otherwise find, and in many of hoe

&^:o:r=-i
Now, ou Lord's ti

-T'

family relaiio/1 »- have
the clear and
that the famih

will and not i,

any personal unatt

members, that a

pii' away his wife,

' Mm. V. 30 (VVVj,

leaching about the
or the one hand,

principle laid down
s according to God's
abrogated because of

any of the

does not
g'ld f«her fkil

ictiveness

'd husband
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to give good gifts to his ci..lJrcn ; and, on

the other hand, we have the equally simple

and explicit principle that he who loves

••vife or child more ,han the Christ is no

Christian ; ' that he who hates not wife

and child, and his own life also, in com-

parison v.>.i his love and loyalty to the

Christ, cannot be a Christian.'- That for

which we are to forsake all, thi.t which

is to engage our love so entirely that in

comparison other att :tions will seem like

repulsions, is the ver, ideal of Love itself

—the strength of unvarying forgiveness,

Co,ii, th,i.
the kindness of unvaryinr bounty,

''" "'y ''''' both material and spir j j1, the
:inil Rt-ahty,

, n !
thf p.ritctiim very Ideal and Reality of that

pictioi,'. of whose far-off likeness in any

impcAcliy human being attracts us. The

"InThuman" more wc love the Reality of all

""""e- that attracts us, the more we

shall truly love every object that reflects

it ; but the attraction of the reflection will

seem like repulsion compared with the

attraction of the Reality.

> Matt. X. 37.
^ Luke xiv. 26.
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VVith this conception of Love, which isGod ", our „,i,K,, ,,„,,, ,,4 ;;;
Lords cr,t,c,sm of our social

•"oralitya.K.umicrstarulitlx.-tter "'

^mong th. children of the
Kingdom the function of the ,

fam,ly_wh-cn neither sin nor
•^''

'";'::
"-i.

unattr^tivencss ought to divide "'J'l.^^llr
-would naturally be to rear^:^:^;;!:.
members of society who will beltS"'
animated by the Divine benevo-

' "'
'"

'ence that knows no lin,:, that considersno desert
; because they will be born andreared,,, worship of the universal Fatll

tIe°eW|'';'"^°"'^'-^^-g-^b-othe ev.l who suffers fron, the wickednessmen be,ng long-suffering, whose kind-ness ,s redempfve, having as its end thecommon weal of creatures who are both
spir.tual and material.

I think we can see at a glance that theweakness ofour orthodox co,,cep-
t.onoffamilyliA. is its selfishness. ;;;;;:;t;:;
Unselfishness may abound within S'i;;^ :/
the fam.ly circle, but thought '" •"^*-'-
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of as the unit of economic independence

in our industrial system, the family is

naturally selfish in relation to the outer

world, and this economic selfishness infects

other departments of their life. And the

personal unselfishness we often see within

the circle of the family or class seems only

to encourage the selfishness of its objects,

and so to effect no worthy result. For

instance, how commonly we see a well-

intentioned mother sacrificing her own

comfort and her own pleasure for her

children, and becoming the mere victim of

a selfish circle who so absorb all her time

and strength with their various require-

ments that the outflow of her unselfish

activity never gets beyond them. In always

putting their welfare before her own she

finds her activities soaking, as into a sponge,

into the pleasure-seeking of those nearest

to her, and mainly feeding their selfishness.

Or let us suppose a better case,
Mere altruism

,
. .

panriers to where the mother imparts to her
.eifi.hne„.

^^^^ ^^^ daughters her own altru-

ism ; they devote themselves to making
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sdth"'''"'^^^!'
"'^'^'' "^y '"-" -' un-

selfishness bounded by the family circle or

clss>nhfew.th whom they naturally comemo contact. It stands to reason that aman or woman always ready to promote the
h^pp.ness of another will be fully occupied
w.th those who happen to come nearest;
thus the energy of an altruistic family
qu.ckly gets sponged up by the absorbent
propert.es of the class or clan to which it
belongs. The result appears usually to beonly a qu.cke.„ng of class selfishness, which
« really no better than family selfishness.

sacrifice can have so ignoble an effect ?The fact is that self-sacrifice is akin to
worsh,p. To be justified it requires to b:n the ser.,ce of the Divi.e or universal
-deal. In other words, it must be, con-~ly or unconsciously, i„ co-ope'ratio„
w.th Gods purpose for our world that wemust lose ourselves if by such losing wemay find ourselves. The continuance ofthe race, the health and efficiency-physical
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intellectual, and moral— of its members,

corporate righteousness, joy, and progress

—

these are, surely, within God's purpose
;

and therefore all self-sacrifice for these is

ennobling, " it blesses him that gives and

him that takes." But altruistic sacrifice for

the gratifications that tend only to the

stagnation of life in any family or group is

degrading.

When, instead ofmere domestic altruism,

we have domestic devotion to a wider, fuller

ideal—the world's welfare as each individual

can best promote it—we get at once the

strong breath of heaven reviving the petti-

ness of altruistic hedonism. Thus, when
the family or circle becomes inspired with

devotion to some social cause— religious,

n. ,. . scientific, or artistic ; when this
Devotion to ' '

'J
"""';'» purpose becomes paramount in

family life to the family life, so that the busi-
'' ' ness of making others happy is

subordinated to it, what do we find f Do
we find less domestic love and happiness f

a lower standard of education for the

children ? less order in the home ? less
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„ " out differently annrioprl . j
find thnt tU^ ^ apprised

; and we

ary spirit—„,in„ .u ^ '^'"' mission-

mereal.?
'PP'"^^^'°" -Produces what



CHAPTER XVIII

RELATION TO THE WORLD

drift ,!

Christ's

teaching

<ieman<ls

Dr. David Cairns, in a recent work, tells

us that " the Christian life, the life of the

Church, is one long crusade for the Kingdom
The whole of God. Freed from spiritual

and temporal care by faith in

God's providence and God's grace,

public spirit, the disciple is to devote himself

in the most absolute fashion to the great

spiritual commonwealth. . . . No human
commonwealth has ever roused so grand an

enthusiasm of patriotism in its citizens as

burned in the spirit cf Jesus for the great

City of God. . . . For it His followers are

... to lose their meaner selves and find

their true selves in resolute, thorough-going

devotion to its interests. The whole drift
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wealth."' ^ ''^'"e-human common-

inhispassionfortruthTheso^-r'^^

justice r;; 'hh?
''"^'°" '- ~' »justice, the Buddhist in his rant ''":'"'' ^'"'.

passion for the unconditioned- "^""-fey
who will sav t-haf fU 1 i.

'"''' '" '>"

of» • XT.
^""^ ^hall not """'l»..n.

attain to Him at lenoth »„« i_
'"'"^ °' <^">'t,

fU^ I

""'^"gtft, even when an,i„„i„'
they know not here a name for

""'"'"^'y

God? Manyof the paths trcS"-'"
aHti::^,l":;:tr'^-ityarenomor^

These aretne „]""'''•'"'' '"""""''•

the earnest sou/ Ir "" '"""'''' "^^ ^'''^'^

earnest so is muftTr^-'"^^'''^^^"
which is God ¥i,e°

''' ^f""'"^' ^^"tre.
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to the joy of Christ—that joy of world-

saving in which all those who attain the

Christian heaven share.

All ways of seeking God help to lift the

world somewhat, but there is only one way

of saving the world from continued sin, and

that is the way of Christ. The world will

no more be saved by some ways that have

been called Christian than it will be saved

by Buddhism or science or art or political

progress. All these are in their way

missionary ; every true path to God is a

missionary enterprise. All these, by the

mercy of God, may and will do something ;

it is only the Christ of God who can save

the world, for He alone reveals God as Lover

and Saviour. It is only the Christian course

that is par excellence the missionary journey.

The moment that God is seen, not as a

wrathful power from whom man must be

saved, but as Himself Lover and Saviour

of man, the human missionary spirit emerges

into the world as a great force. In any

effort to become like such a God—which

is the only true worship—man must be
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Ijoved by love
; and it is self-evident

thatlovemustalwayshavean
object; the

-"ore objects it must have. Love
must always desire the welfare of "of'cTi:''^
>ts objects, their highest welfare pro.i^r..
being recogn^ed as the exercise Z^;-:^'of Jove. Th.s is where Jove '"""
parts from altruism': so to Jive that the-.gh our may aJso love universat andjoyfully ,s devotion to a super-sensiblegood wh,ch includes, bat may'never e

wh,Ie the standard of the service rendered
^^^^.nd.vidua. neighbour can never^e

l-hecircle of a loving society in a rudeworld must always be enlarging itself foronly w,thm the society can jfveexercJe
self un. ded. and only by seeking

Snta '°^^^^''^^y i^^ ardours ofncdental compassion and its Divine honesof a world in which Jove shaJl exeX
' Sec note E.
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its full activities unhurt by any adverse

thing.

We can, perhaps, best understand the

Christian missionary spirit by comparing

it with the war spirit. The first sees the

vision of a universal good ; the second

sees the vision of humanity ranged in two

parties, the good of the one necessitating

the injury of the other. The first counts

property a slave to be used in the service

of mankind ; the second regards it as a

deity to which human sacrifice must, on

occasion, be made. The missionary spirit

is universal love seeking to enlarge its

sphere by service. When pure, it will

have no protection and no weapon but

the love of God ; it will hold every par-

ticular material possession only for the

purposes of service. This is what underlies

the Christian ideal of the Church. It has

never been realised in the Church, because

she has never conquered and cast out the

war spirit of this world-order, and the

world spirit and the missionary spirit must

continue to interpenetrate each other until
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good has cast out evil. The Church did."deed once, half - unconsciously, accep

^ long as she regarded the military andcommercal and social systems of the dv- doomed ro swift destruction The
.nsp,rafon of that early time has remained
however, for two thousand ye.rs the aiGarden of Eden lost by disobedience th
vs.onsofhghtand beauty revealed in theteratureofthe New Testament have a,
.nexhausfble fascination for mankind
The acceptance of Jesus as Messiah isnecessary as a foundation for auy trueChnstcSgy. The Messiah was

to bring in a new and wholly o'^'lhe'cS
good social condition, and to '^1^^:^
aestroy the evil world-order thaf """'"""yi'

existed. It IS only m believing "'"o'IL
this to be the function of Jests that we
can, ,n coming to God through Pim
obtain a vision of the true God. dT'Rufus Jones has finely summed up whatwe learn of God by Sieving Jesus' to be
theChnst. "He is immanent Spirit.

T2
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Gcxl of beauty and organising purpose.

He is Life and Light and Truth, an im-

manent God who can and does show Him-
self in a personal Incarnation, and so exhibits

the course and goal of the race."

But we have no adequate image of the

God of Life in our so-called Christian

Pantheon. The God of Gold, the God of

War, the God of Oppression—these have

life-like and powerful images. But the

God of Life we can only depict as One
Slain ! Is it any wonder that our prayers

are a wailing? Faith in God's

Christ as He joyfully came

hoping and expecting to be re-

poiiticai nil- ceived, calling to men to repent

and believe that God's reign was within

reach, would give us new art, new music, a

new rhythm of political life ; and it is

this which the missionary spirit is creating.

There is, indeed, no barrier which the

missionary spirit may not cast down when

it is empowered by the worship of the God
of all hope.

In " The Vision of Sir Launfal "—

a

Thii wouM
inrluiie new

art, new
music, a new
rhythm of
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P<Km which sets forth very simply indeedthe ch,ef problem of human life-we have the Christ of the
'"'

''-rl''

vision saying :

JVho gives himself with hi,
Himiclt; his hungering n.,

Let us take this as the
pression of the basis of ni

and we shall recognise thi;

valent even among childre
destitute of our own lard

«ni) Ml

simplest e>

iry a rjvity,

vity a . pre-

./id thf most
't is, Perhaps,

isbt
scarcer as we rise in the sot fiscal
of nobler quality because -means
more intelligent and reat •

sacrifice. The greater the con-
sciousness of individu sigr^fi.
cance, the greater tht sacrifice
when the individual life is po'
water upon the ground, for th.
Ijfe; but the greater also the assuran
the sacrifice will not be in vain, th., in fact

JtJ
the only swift path to the joy of

Our Lord's Messianic consciousness

"K. "Ilk ,N, J,

mUrr

as

-Tsal

that
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i

made

Our I

Mf'I
ciinicio

iiprfmc

liimpic.

the yielding up of His life in

apparent dishonour and insignifi-

'ic'
cance the supreme human sacri-

'"'
ficc. He believed that He
possessed fo: mankind a gift that

no other man possessed ; it fol-

lowed that by living He could have done

more for men than could any other man.

When faced, earlier or later, with the know-

ledge that He must either compromise the

purity of His religious vision, or stir up

force to resist evil, or perish to the

world's eye in miserable dishonour, the

faith that the sacrifice would not be in

vain was a part of His Messianic con-

sciousness.

In harmony with this, whenever we see

men rising in the scale of consc'ou.> indi-

vidual significance, in the intelligent pos-

session of Divine gifts, we can also see the

development of the missionary spirit which

refuses to use these gifts for individual

aggrandisement of any kind, and refuses

to put them at the service of the war spirit

in any of its phases. With increase of



Thf rtiMiion-

iry spirit

' ri M't* thi-

fJiiiii-nfsi
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consciousness of the significance of in
dividual life the missionary spirit

becomes nobler and more effi.

"

cacious. This fact is an illustra-
,„„„.,,„,,

tion of the point so ably developed "' '''ii™'i

by i'rofessor Royce in his new
'"""""'*

book, The Problem of Chrisfuimi,, that the
highest community life depends' upon th-
definiteness of the conception of individual
personality, that therefore any conception
of the unity of humanity which weakens
the significance of individuality is false to
the true ideal.'

This missionary spirit of which we are
speaking is the love that is always ardent
to forgive the enemy, to do good to the
injurious, to be tender-hearted to the spite-
ful

;
for it the greatest evil will always be

hardness of he.-.rt- taking shape in the
desire in any way to injure, to weaken or
detract from, any of its fellow-creatures
that he, and must always lie, in the bosom
of what It recognises as the character of the
Godhead—Love.

' Prof. Roycts op. cit. Lc-c(. X. section j.
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As the methods, then, of the missionary

spint will never be the methods of the war

spirit, the metaphors we borrow
Metaphors ^

*

borrowed trom War and apply to the con-
from war are ^ r 1 • 1 .•

misieajing quests ot lovc are misleading.
whenappiie.1 ^^e Wrestling of human love is

"f'i"vf
"°'' sff'^ly speaking, a warfare ;

it is a passion, a baptism ; it

conquers the hard world by the glow of
its affectionate hope while enduring the

very wounds which the world gives. It is,

even within its own community, straitened

in all its natural delights until this baptism

be accomplished. The equipment of love

—that which stands both for armour of

defence and weapon of offence—is the in-

ward, re-creative power of God, the power
of the creative will to bring forth a new
heaven and a new earth by the joy and
ingenuity of love, and, above all, in the

tragic hour, by the ardour of compassionate

hope in the patient endurance of the utmost
wrong.

Now, this re-creative force, which is

love's weapon and defence, the strong tower
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and the gleaming sword of the servant
of God, is a power that we call

supernatural. " """'"""

' supernature

'

- - L.UVV IS in

ir we mean by supemaiural

, l_ L I
power of the

the higher nature Cr^tor
pourcil -

—

that takes control of the lower ..,e„.„urai

nature, it is a good word As '""^""'^
° "• '^=' man, anil is

vegetable life turns mineral '"™"i'i'^^'

substance into life and growth ; as animal
life turns vegetable substance into instinct
and intelligence

; so the life of love turns
the activities and institutions of antagonism
mto the activities and institutions of pure
love. "This is the deed of God, and it is

miraculous in our eyes." It is not un-
natural, but it is the manifestation of an
order of nature to which we have so little

directed our attention that we are, as it
were, just barely conscious of its existence.
It IS the working of the law of life in our
members, to which our eyes are so little

opened that we have called the law of sin
and death "nature," thereby stultifying
the God of nature. And we have called
this new law " supernature," thinking Him
to be more honoured in the overriding of
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His creation than in its natural fulfilment.

But it really does not matter for the present

argument whether we regard the manifesta-

tion of the Divine power in the affairs of
men as natural or as external to nature.

My point is that only one belief can
justify love in setting out to conquer the

world by the methods of love, and love

alone—the belief that all the brute strength

of man, all the world's armaments, all the

strength of civic institutions based upon
physical force, all the power of corporate

antagonisms, are, when opposed to love,

as the hardness of the earth's crust to the

force of the expanding seed ; are as the

errant forces in earth and air and fire and
water to the ingenuity of man that makes
them servants of his pleasure-house ; are,

in fact, only as the power of :;jere man
when pitted against the power of God and
man combined It is this conviction and the

activities that . se from it that are essential

to Christianity. It is this conviction only

that justifies love in steadfastly refusing to

recognise any combination of the missionary

f!';!i:
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spirit and the war spirit as God-appointed
in refusing to inflict hardness even when she
IS compelled to endure hardness, while she in-
sists that the attitude of Jesus Christ to./i-<
His murderers was the manifestation of
the eternal attitude of God toward sinners.

Have we any warrant for thinking that
after the incident we call "death" the
affinities or sympathies of the soul—its
powers of insight or its lack of them—will
be suddenly altered ? If it were so this
life could bear no real relation to the next
But if there is no such alteration, each soul
will go out into the unknown as a ship that
carries a telegraphic receiver attuned to a
certain rate of electric vibrations and in
possible communication only with those
who send messages similarly attuned. Or
we may think of such a soul as one who
comes a wayfarer to some community and
finds his friends only among those whom
he can understand and who understand
him; or again, as a player joining
some great orchestra where the part he
can take will depend upon his power to
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Power and

vinilication

of the

understand the music. We cannot believe

that any soul will fail to find all the good

that it is capable of appreciating, but we

seem to have no reason to believe that it

will be even aware of the existence of joys

and of loyalties in the Communion of Saints

to which it has never become susceptible.

Love's pilgrim soul has underfoot here

and now the eternal fact of the Cross of

God— the revelation that the

ideal human love, and the vast

pilgrim soul, omnipotent Divine Love, suffers

in triumphant patience under neglect and

disobedience and injury. Love's pilgrim

has in hand the omnipotent art of God, by

virtue of which he creates an everlasting

pathway for men by journeying on, and

builds, by mere vitality, everlasting rooms

in the temple of humanity. Love's pilgrim

has for movement the creative rhythm of

God—warm sunshine and refreshing shade,

work and rest, joy and grief, intimacy and

awe. Love's pilgrim has at heart perpetual

comfort—the ever new, ever alluring, ever

conquering, friendship of God.
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NOTE A
Pp.

9. '2 1. "Our Lord's teaching was, in fact, so
original as to be superficially inconsistent. The

IfTfrn f^"'
^"''' "^) '' '"""^tent with

the Word of God, the Law revealed to Moses : well
then, the tradition of the Elders must go. But in the
matter of Divorce it is the Law of Moses itself that
was given for the hardness of men's hearts ; well
ther the Law of Moses must go. Jn the matter of
the Sabbath it is the very Law of God, which, accord-
ing to the Jewish view, God Himself has kept from
the beginning, that comes into conflict with duties of
kindness and beneficence

; well, then, even the Law
o God IS to be broken, as David did. What does
all this mean, but that the supreme sanction lay not
u. any Code or set of Rules, however promulgated,
but in an enlightened conscience, a mind really in
harmony with the mind of the Father in Heaven >"— Thn Gospel HUtory and iu Trammmion, Prof. Burkitt
P- "75-

Cp. Luke vi. i-u anH 27-38 ; x. 37 j ;cvii. a •

Matt. u. 13 ; xii. 7; xxiii. 23.

285
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NOTE B

P. 139. As this book i: being printed an incident

has occurred which illustrates my point.

An engine-driver, of long service, has been
sentenced to imprisonment for having wrecked his

train through failure to mark the signals he passed.

Hy thus neglecting his first duty he obviously caused
the death or injury of many passengers, but his own
escape was almost a miracle.

Could any of us, unless wont had trained us to

accept legal penalties as necessary, believe that

sending this man to prison will deter others from
doing the like.' If neither the fear of an appalling

and almost certain death, nor of shocking disablement,

nor of being held up to public execration for having
by carelessness brought like fate on others, deters

a man in that position from such carelessness, is it

not clear that the fear of two months' imprisonment
will not do it .' People say that the penalty which
an offence naturally entails loses its effectiveness

through familiarity ; but exactly in the same way
do legal penalties lose their effect ; as soon as they

arc made legal the thought of them must become
familiar to the man who runs the risk.

NOTE C

P. 159. '"Is there any justification for war.''

Or rather—for we want to go below the surface to

the root of the matter, and must think not so much
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of war and peace as of the war spirit and the peace
sp.nt-'Is there any justification for that habit ofmind that facilitates war and is preoccupied with
preparation for war ?

'

" For guidance we look to the Bible, and see that
our Lord says, 'Love your enemies; pray for
them that despitefully use you and persecute you.>

There IS m nitcrnathe as to the habit of mind in
our Lord s teaching.

"If this be so, why are we not rid of war long

T 7^.''"; ""^ ""•' '=»^hing had its legitimate
effect ? It 15 due to three things that we lacl; •_

"(1.) We lack-and thi, accounts (or the failure
of our acceptance of this teaching-/™^,w;„,.

It
has never occurred to people that there is a possi-
b.Iity of doing without war. We are faced oy akmd of stupidity that we cannot imagine a state of
things in which war does not play a part as a
recognised institution.

" (ii.) VVe also lack Hope. This is a lack in
people who are zealous for peace as well as in peoplewho are not. It is a common saying that 'men
being what they are,- or 'things being what they
are, you cannot expect this or that to happen >

But why are these people without hope ?

"(lii.) 'Without hope— without God." This
explanation leads to a third great lack-we lack F.u,hm God. We do not really believe that God will
govern the world in His own way. Our standpoint
IS the human standpoint, and not simplv the Divi„e
one. -Rev. Dr. Frere, of the Community of the
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Resurrection, in sermon preached at Leeds, June
1913.

" Ft is sometimes said that the abolition of war
would be a serious loss to civilisation. People have
been known to quote with approval, even in Christian
circles, the terrible words of the great German
strategist, 'A perpetual peace is a dream, and not
even a beautiful dream.' . . .

' If'ar,' we are told,
'" a stioo/ofpatrulism: Yes

i if by patriotism we
mean that low form of it which bases the greatness
of our country on the sufferings and humiliation of
others. To destroy the armed forces of a hostile
state and ruin its industries does undoubtedly cause
exultation. But patriotism of this sort is unchristian
and anti-human. True patriotism measures great-
ness by the services rendered to civilisation and
humanity, not by injury done to both.

H'ar is a mems of inculcating discipline, and de-

veloping tk virtues of courcigt and seif-scicrifice: The
obedience taught by military discipline is of necessity
mechanical and unreasoning, whereas the obedience
of a good citizen should be an intelligent submission
to authority that he helps to create and maintain. . . .

It is true that war may oe a school of heroism and
loyalty, but it is at least as often a school of violence
and self-indulgence. ... He must be strangely
ignorant of trade, manufacture, mining, commerce,
navigation, exploration, and sport, who maintains
that peace means of necessity sloth and luxury.

"
'
IVar leads to the survivalofthefittest among nations!
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. . .One might as well argue in favour of making
(he best shot in a country into its Archbishop or
Pr.me Minister. The Ottoman Turks were for
generations the most efficient fighting men in
Europe

i but nevertheless the capture of Constantin-
"Ple d,d not conduce to the advance of civilisation

"'""rimcmfMscfprercnthig ihe ,hm„„ti„„ of
«'.. upuhus State, or the triumph of lower «„/.' As
things are, there can be no certainty that war will
not bring about one or other of these two evils Anew Napoleon Bonaparte is by no means an impossi-
bMty

;
and a new T.merlane might lead the millions

of the Far East to the cverthrow of Western
c.v,l,sat,on."-Rev. T. J. Law.. nee, M.A., LL.D., in
eaflet published by the Church of England Peace
League.

NOTE D
P. 227. " There is at least a danger of the enthusi-

astic revolutionary's overlooking what the present
system does, and therefore weighting himself with a
heavy burden which he need not bear ; and, further
of his unduly simplifying the problem and laying
up bitter disappointment for himself, by taking
for granted that if he can hit upon some completely
new system that gives some promise of doing that
portion of the social work which the present svstem
tails to do. It can be trusted also to accomplish that
immense portion that th- ^resent does."-Rev P H
Wicksteed in address on 'l,,, iocUl u-nh „4 Economk
Doctnnei of Socialism.
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NOTK E

Pp. 260,173. "The value of loyalty can be readily

defined in simply human terms. Man, the social being,

naturally, and in one sense helplessly, depends on his

communities. Sundered from them, he has neither
worth nor wit, but wanders in waste places, and,
when he returns, finds the lonely house of his

individual life empty, swept, and g.irnished.

"But, on the other hand, hi: communities, to

which he owes all his natural powers, train him by
teaching him the arts of spiritual hatred. The re-

sult is distraction—spiritual death. Escape through
any mere multitude of loves for other individuals is

impossible. For such loves, unless they are united

by some supreme loyalty, are capricious fondnesses

for other individuals, who, by nature and by social

training, are as lonely and as distracted as their

lover himself. Mere altruism is no cure for the
spiritual disease of cultivation.

"... Loyalty, if it comes at all, has the value ot

a love which does not so much renounce the' indi-

vidual self as devote the self, with all its conscious-

ness and its powers, to an all-embracing unity of
individuals in one realm of spiritual harmony. The
object of such devotion is, in ideal, the community
which is absolutely lovable, because absolutelv

united, conscious, but above all distractions of the
separate self-ivill of its members. Loyalty demands
many members, but one body j many gifts, but one
spirit.
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NOTES J,,

"The vilue of thit id»I liei in ii, vi.ion „f ,n
.ctivity which i, endlcH. but .Iwav. at ,„t in it,own harmony Thi, wa, Paul', beatific vi.ion.
granted him even while he wa, in the life oC
earthly tribulation, the vi,ion of the Charity which
never (aileth-.he vi.ion of Chari.v „ „i|l ,hc
greatest ot the Christian graces in the world whereto
the saved are to be tran,lated."-P,ofc,sor Royce.
lie PrMim of ChrhtianUy, vol. i. Lecture VI.

THE END

FnnM^, K, & R. c..».«, I.,„„.,„, E,,M„eH.
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